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Introduction
Over the past three years the International Workplace Studies Program

(IWSP)1 has conducted a series of case studies on "non-territorial" of-

fices as part of a larger study examining the ways in which private and

public sector organizations are trying to manage their space more effi-

ciently.2 During this time several organizations participating in the re-

search have implemented a number of non-territorial projects at different

locations within the same country, as well as in different countries. Some

of these projects have been closely linked to each other conceptually and

organizationally, while others have been relatively independent on both

these dimensions. In both cases, either in a planned or unplanned fash-

ion, what typically began as a small-scale project, often involving 25 to

65 people at a single site, has often evolved into a form of corporate

standard practice.

The range of organizational issues associated with the evolution from

small-scale project to larger-scale practice corresponds with IWSP mem-

bers' interest in the innovation process; that is, in how new facility prac-

tices and designs can be implemented successfully on a large scale within

organizations. Of immediate concern to many organizational leaders is

how initial resistance from both staff and management to proposals to

implement innovative practices can be overcome. Of longer term inter-

est, and potentially greater importance, is understanding how different

facets of new workplace strategies influence their long-term success.

The transition from small projects to a corporate-wide program is typi-

cally a difficult one for a variety of reasons. Organizations that are will-

ing to allocate additional human, time, and financial resources for a small-

scale project often do so with the expectation that once the wrinkles are

ironed out of the smaller project, full-scale implementation of the result-

ing "standard practice" can move forward with relative ease and speed.

The commitment to a well-developed planning process surrounding the

development and implementation of the first generation project is, for

many organizations, not viewed as fundamental to subsequent projects,

I Formerly the International Facility Management Program.

2 Becker, F., Sims, W., & Davis, B., £1991). Managing space efficiently: Final summary report. New York: Cornell University Interna-
tional Facility Management Program, NYS College of Human Ecology.

International Workplace Studies Program 1
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but more as a means of getting it right the first time.

Organizations that have implemented non-territorial offices in different

countries or at different sites within the same country, but not in a con-

ceptually and organizationally linked way, raise questions about the value

of a strategically developed program (strategic initiative) as opposed to

projects implemented independently of one another (independent initia-

tive). Both situations provide a good opportunity to investigate a variety

of aspects of organizational learning; that is, the manner in which organi-

zations capture experience and exploit it to gain a competitive edge over

time.

In addition, organizations that implement projects with the ultimate goal

of reducing costs associated with office spacerather than increasing

overall employee performancebring up the issue of whether compa-

nies should be focusing on short-term facility goals or long-term busi-

ness goals. Concentrating on short-term goals, such as a reduction in

office space/lease costs, can be less costly in terms of time and resources

(and less risky), but may result in only small increases to the business.

Long-term goals, such as determining a more effective way of working,

may be more expensive than the strategy mentioned above, but could

ultimately change the way in which organizations conduct business, re-

sulting in large increases to the organization as a whole.

Finally, many differences exist between new workplace strategies that

are process- or solution-driven. Some companies begin with a solution

and then work backwards to form the process around a predetermined

solution, while other organizations focus on the process and allow em-

ployees to develop their own solution within well-defined parameters (e.g.,

total cost of the project or the amount of space available). Both of these

methodologies have their benefits and disadvantages. One may be easier

to implement across time and will save the organization resources in the

overall implementation process. The other may be more time intensive,

but will most accurately support the employees' individual working styles.

2 Implementing Innovative Workplaces
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Key Research Questions
The objective of the Implementing Innovative Workplaces study was to

explore a number of these issues by examining the evolution of new ways

of working, in particular non-territorial offices, as these practices were

implemented in larger-scale projects and as they expanded from one site

to another and from one country to another. Specific research questions

were as follows:

What factors (e.g., planning and design process, nature of technol-

ogy, design of the setting) tend to change the most as projects evolve?

What aspects of the new workplace system tend to become standard-

ized or uniform?

As organizations expand their implementation of new workplace strat-

egies (within or across sites), does employee response tend to im-

prove, remain the same, decline, or is there no consistent pattern at

all?

What differences are there in terms of cost and employee response

(satisfaction, work effectiveness) as a function of whether the work-

place system is primarily cost-driven versus business-driven (see be-

low for definitions)?

What are the organizational implications of solution-oriented vs. pro-

cess-oriented workplace systems (see below for definitions)?

How does the implementation process change as the project moves

from the pilot stage to widespread implementation? Is it necessary

to focus as much attention on design, technology, and planning pro-

cess in second and third installations to ensure success patterns simi-

lar to those achieved in the pilot project?

What is the nature of organizational learning that occurs as a func-

tion of whether the workplace system is process- vs. solution-driven,

cost- vs. business-driven, or part of a strategic initiative versus an

independent initiative?

Methodology
Research Design
The IWSP organized the research as a series of comparative case studies

of variations of non-territorial offices. For the purpose of this study, we

defined a non-territorial office as a space allocation policy in which indi-

International Workplace Studies Program



vidual employees had no personally assigned desk, office, or workstation

over an indefinite time period. We studied variations that included shared-

assigned offices, where employees were assigned to a designated work-

station at a less than 1:1 ratio; office environments where employees

"owned" their workstations, but not the workspace (i.e., DECsite's Natu-

ral Office); and forms of non-territorial offices in which employees sat at

unassigned workstations.

Cases were compared within the organizations to examine the nature of

organizational learning and how the process evolved over time. The cases

were also compared across organizations to examine the nature of simi-

larities and differences as a function of whether the workplace strategy

was implemented as either a strategic or independent initiative; moti-

vated primarily by the desire to increase performance as opposed to re-

duce costs; or was solution vs. process-oriented.

Finally, we examined the innovation process in different countries. Here,

the intent was to better understand whether aspects of the process might

be different as a function of different national cultural patterns, values

and expectations. The sites that were studied by the IWSP were located

in the United Kingdom, Finland, Sweden, and Japan. While we did not

study sites from other countries in detail, we were able to compare and

contrast these sites to similar sites in the United States, Canada, and addi-

tional countries based on our own research experience and research con-

ducted by outside organizations.

Defining the Research Design Factors
Strategic vs. Independent Initiatives
Within an organization, data was collected on as many different installa-

tions of a given type of workplace innovation as existed within that orga-

nization. In some cases, these installations were part of a strategic initia-

tive; the various implementations were conceived with respect to a con-

scious, deliberate management policy. Organizational dependence ex-

isted across the implementations, which was reflected in some common

reporting channels, as well as employees from the same departments par-

ticipating in the development and implementation efforts. In other cases,

the implementation of the workplace innovation was part of an indepen-

dent initiative conceived and carried out by the management of a specific

4 Implementing Innovative Workplaces
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department, branch, or area office without reference to standard practices

in other locations.

Our hypothesis regarding the variations among strategic and independent

initiatives centered around organizational learning. We expected that or-

ganizations which implemented new workplace strategies as part of a

corporate-wide effort would have a higher degree of organizational learn-

ing and a refinement of the original concept than occurred when work-

place strategies were implemented as an independent initiative. Our as-

sumption was that while the independent projects tended to have a longer,

more resource-intensive implementation process, they might also be more

innovative and more closely tailored to the needs and work patterns of

each group.

Business-Driven vs. Cost-Driven Models
We also examined the way in which new workplace strategies were imple-

mented in terms of whether the primary motivation was cost reduction or

business enhancement. Business-driven projects were those whose start-

ing point was an interest in exploring new ways of working that chal-

lenged the conventional ideas of where, when, and how work should be

done. Cost reduction was typically not a major consideration. Cost-

driven models were those whose primary motivation was the desire to

reduce costs; that is, without significant pressures to reduce costs, and the

expectation that the new strategy would meet this objective, it is unlikely

that the new workplace strategy would have been implemented. The cost-

driven models at times sought business enhancement as well, but this

was often a secondary, less important benefit of the project, while the

driving force was cost reduction.

Again, our understanding of the two different models led us to postulate

that cost-driven models would tend to favor a strategic initiative, in which

standardization was more likely, and that less emphasis would be placed

on the planning and design process as the organization expanded its imple-

mentation of the workplace strategy from the initial project to more stan-

dard practice. We also expected that cost-driven models would tend to

generate less innovative solutions than business-driven models.

In the long term (beyond the bounds of this research) we would expect
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cost-driven models to be less self-sustaining; that is, the office environ-

ment would gradually move back towards its original form (i.e., its form

before the innovation was implemented) once costs became less of an

issue, the numbers of employees declined sufficiently to make sharing

space unnecessary, or management control and monitoring weakened.

We would expect business-driven models, on the other hand, to be more

self-sustaining under the same conditions because the work patterns they

supported became valued in their own right by both staff and manage-

ment.

Solution-Oriented vs. Process-Oriented Implementation
As the research at the different organizations progressed, we also noticed

two additional patterns of implementation. Some of the companies be-

gan with an idea, built an environment that would support this idea, and

then approached the prospective participants with this "solution," hop-

ing to persuade or convince employees that this particular environment

was the best environment for their work needs (solution-oriented). Stra-

tegic initiative projects that followed this particular process often imple-

mented projects across the organization that looked remarkably similar,

even though the job types, geographic locations, and possibly business

objectives differed for the users.

Other organizations made the decision to adopt some form of unassigned

office concept, but then involved the direct users in shaping the particular

form the solution took (process-oriented). These projects often looked

dissimilar, reflecting individual group identities and work needs.

Our hypothesis with regard to these two different implementation pro-

cesses was that solution-based implementations, in addition to appearing

similar, would have a shorter implementation period, would be more stan-

dardized, and would be less expensive to install. Process-based imple-

mentations, on the other hand, would be more time- and labor-intensive

to plan and design, might be more creative in their solutions to challenges

associated with non-territorial offices (i.e., communications, connectiv-

ity, privacy, technology), and would appear diverse in their overall de-

sign.

Table 1 depicts the five primary organizations we examined for this study,
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as well as several other organizations we referenced. Table 1 also indi-

cates whether each of the organizations used a business- versus cost-based

strategy, a process- versus solution-focused strategy, and a strategic ver-

sus independent strategy.

Table 1: Research Site Selection

Business
vs. Cost

Process
vs. Solution

Strategic
vs. Independent

IBM, UK Cost Solution Strategic

Ernst & Young, UK (MCS) Cost Solution Independent

DECsite's Natural Office Business Solution Independent

StrategicSOL Headquarters Business Process

Shimizu Business Solution Independent

(Ernst & Young, U.S.) Cost Process Independent

(Digital Equipment Corp., UK) Cost Solution Strategic

Strategic(Chiat/Day, U.S.) Business Process

Parentheses indicate sites discussed (based on our research and research conducted by other
sources) but not studied in depth for the Implementing Innovative Workplaces Study.

In some of the cases, the distinctive approaches the organizations took in

implementing the non-territorial projects were very clear. For example,

the free-address office at Shimizu in Japan focused entirely upon creating

a better work environment for its users; the only influence that cost had

over the project was to ensure that the new office was not more expensive

than the old office to maintain. In other cases the approaches the organi-

zations took were highly distinctive. The DECsite office implementa-

tion, for example, was very difficult to identify in terms of whether it was

a process-oriented or a solution-oriented approach. The critical factor in

this case was that the users basically accepted a solution that was devel-

oped before they became involved in the project, rather than the solution

occurring as a result of users developing their own concept (this point

will be discussed in greater detail in Part II of the report). Users, al-

though very active in planning and designing the project, were given pa-

rameters on what the environment should look like and the type of work

it should support; users did not determine the best way to work and then

create the appropriate, requisite environment.
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Summary of Research Design
In summary, the research included comparisons of:

a) strategic versus independent initiatives;

b) business versus cost-driven strategies;

c) solution versus process-focused approaches;

d) non-territorial offices in different countries.

Site Selection
Five different companies participated in the study: Digital Equipment

Corporation, Sweden; Ernst & Young, UK; IBM, UK; Shimizu Institute

of Technology, Japan; and SOL Cleaning Company, Finland (see Table 2:

Research Site Description). In the case of IBM, Ernst & Young, and

Shimizu, these sites were chosen because in our original "Managing Space

Efficiently" study we collected dataincluding systematic survey data

of employees' responses to non-territorial officeson initial implemen-

tations of projects from these organizations. The remaining two organi-

zations were chosen because of the innovative nature of their non-territo-

rial offices; each of the organizations were selected because of features of

their non-territorial offices that did not exist in the other organizations.

Table 2 defines, for all five organizations, the nature of the innovation,

number of implementations, project duration, and total number of em-

ployees involved. (The "+" sign following "Number of implementations"

and "Total number of people involved" entries indicates that there have

been or will be implementations about which we know, but for which we

have not collected data.)

Data Collection Methods
Four data collection methods were used to examine the implementation

process at each of the sites: (1) employee surveys to determine satisfac-

tion and effectiveness ratings for the workplace innovation; (2) interviews

or focus groups with users and managers; (3) interviews with key facili-

tators of the system; and (4) archival data involving space allocation and

costs. Each of the techniques was used in combination with the other

three to help define the new office innovation and the user response to the

system.
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Innovation:

Number of
implementations:
Project
Duration:
Total number of
people involved:

Table 2: Research Site Descriptions

Digital Ernst & Young, IBM,
Equipment Co. UK UK

SOL Cleaning
Company

Shimizu Inst.
of Technology

Non-Territorial
Offices

Shared -Assigned
Offices

Non-Territorial
Offices

Non-Territorial
Offices

Free-Address
Offices

1 2 7+ 17+ 3

1991-Present 1989-Present 1990-Present f992- Present 1987-1992

16+ 394 1000+ 150+ 88

Cornell Workplace Survey

The Cornell Workplace Survey was administered to all employees using

the non-territorial offices (see Appendix D: Cornell Workplace Survey).

This survey was developed as part of the "Managing Space Efficiently"

project and was refined and edited for each subsequent project site. Ques-

tions were added to the survey used for Innovative Workplaces regarding

the implementation process and work patterns of end users. Surveys were

distributed by the IWSP contact at the site with a cover letter from the

company endorsing the study and asking employees to participate. Sur-

veys were returned directly to the IWSP team in Ithaca, New York. No

one at the sites had access to the raw data. Participation was voluntary

and all respondents remained anonymous.

The survey was divided into four basic sections: background questions,

overall workspace ratings, comparative workspace ratings, and alterna-

tive workspace ratings. The background section asked users about their

age, gender, position, department, previous workspace, current workspace,

involvement in the implementation process, and general work patterns.

This information was then used to see if there were differences in satis-

faction with the new workplace system among respondents in any of the

above categories. For example, for each organization, the data was ex-

amined across all age groups to determine if there were significant differ-

ences in scores according to respondent age.

The overall workspace rating section asked respondents to rate their sat-

isfaction with their current workplace in terms of overall satisfaction,

satisfaction with design and technology, training, communication, and
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implementation process on a scale of 1-5 (1= very dissatisfied, 2= dissat-

isfied, 3= neutral, 4= satisfied, 5= very satisfied). Users were also asked

to rate the importance of these current workspace issues on a scale of 1-5

(1= not important; 5= very important).

The comparative workspace section asked respondents to rate their satis-

faction with the components of their new office system compared to their

satisfaction with the components of their previous office system on a scale

of 1-5 (1= much worse, 2= worse, 3= about the same, 4= better, 5= much

better). Issues covered a number of topics, including: work effective-

ness, technology, communication, privacy, storage and personalization,

and alternative design components (conference rooms, break-out areas,

quiet rooms, etc.). Users were asked to rate the importance of these is-

sues as well (1= not important; 5= very important).

The alternative workspace section asked users to rate alternative working

areas outside of the office that were established as a result of the new

office system. For the majority of sites researched for this study, the

alternative workspace typically consisted of the home office. Questions,

therefore, were tailored specifically for this environment. Users were

asked to rate their satisfaction with such issues as their effectiveness at

home, their ability to handle mail and text processing, etc. at home, com-

munication with coworkers from home, and access to technology. Again,

this section used a five-point scale (1= much worse, 2= worse, 3= about

the same, 4= better, 5= much better). Users were also asked to rate the

importance of these issues using the scale described in the previous para-

graph.

One additional component in the survey was a free-response section in-

cluded at the end of the survey. Respondents were asked to identify addi-

tional factors that they believed impacted their ability to work effectively,

either positively or negatively.

Analysis of the Cornell Workplace Survey

The means, standard deviations, standard errors, and count of each ques-

tion were tabulated and then examined by the IWSP. Questions were

grouped according to issue (i.e., work effectiveness, communication, tech-

nology, etc.), and an average score was calculated for each issue.
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The means were examined within each site across background data (i.e.,

department, position, gender, etc.) to determine whether there were sig-

nificant differences in the means as a function of these factors. Means

were also examined across multiple sites (taking into consideration dif-

ferences in sample sizes) to further examine differences in user satisfac-

tion and work effectiveness.

Because the means were not necessarily indicative of the range and varia-

tion in user satisfaction scores (for example, a mean of 3.0 based on 50%

of the respondents saying they were "very satisfied" and 50% saying they

were "very dissatisfied" is very different from 100% saying they were

"neutral"), frequency distributions were calculated and graphed.

The importance ratings were used to help identify what users thought

were the most important/least important issues on the survey. This im-

portance rating was very helpful in understanding the office system and

the priorities that users placed on different aspects of the office.

A content-analysis was performed on the free responses for each of the

organizations to help determine (along with the interview and focus group

data) what users felt were the biggest benefits and disadvantages to the

new office environment.

Interviews and Focus Groups
A wide range of topics similar to those covered in the survey were ex-

plored by means of interviews and focus groups at each of the sites (see

Appendix E: Interview and Focus Group Questions). In general, the in-

terviews and focus groups provided deeper insight into the aforemen-

tioned issues in the form of anecdotes and personal explanations. Exten-

sive notes and, in several cases, audio recordings were made of the meet-

ings.

All interviews and focus groups, with one exception, were conducted by

members of the IWSP research team. The one exception was the Shimizu

Institute of Technology, in Japan. Here, interviews were conducted by a

member of the group being studied to overcome the language barrier.

While not an ideal solution, the data generally reflects the same kinds of

responses found in the anonymous surveys (these were mailed directly to

the IWSP, where they were translated and analyzed).
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Focus groups were organized by the IWSP contact at the site, and typi-

cally involved from 5 to 10 people, with a duration of approximately one

hour. They were facilitated by an IWSP researcher. Focus groups were

designed so that employees at similar levels within the organization were

grouped together, in order to reduce the possibility of staff feeling un-

comfortable expressing their opinions.

The nature of non-territorial offices, in which staff are often out of the

office at unpredictable times, does not always lend itself to scheduled

focus groups. Therefore, whenever these could not be organized, indi-

vidual interviews were used. These were unscheduled interviews, lasting

from 30 to 60 minutes, occurring most often in the employee's worksta-

tion or some other location within the non-territorial office area.

When face-to-face contact could not be arranged, interviews were con-

ducted over the telephone. Again, the same questions were asked in the

telephone interview as in the focus group. The duration of the interviews

was anywhere from 20 to 30 minutes.

Archival Data
Archival data at each of the sites took the form of floor plans, cost data

(when available), previous studies conducted in the department (either

by internal employees or outside consultants), articles written about the

sites which were on-hand, training materials in some cases, and any other

materials of interest that the organizations had stored on the departments.

Table 3 summarizes the data collection techniques employed at each of

the organizations.

Table 3: Data Collection

Total Number
Conducted

Total Number
of Locations

Cornell Workspace Survey 546 11

Focus Groups 33 10

Interviews 76 13

Personal Observation 11

Defining Non-Territorial Offices
Again, for the purpose of this report, non-territorial offices were defined
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as offices where employees did not have individually assigned desks,

workstations, or offices. Employees used whatever space they preferred

when they came into the office, and no one person was associated with

any particular workspace. In some cases, employees were able to choose

their workspace on a first come, first served basis; in other cases, organi-

zations allowed employees to reserve spaces before they arrived. This

latter approach has come to be called "hoteling" because, in its more

sophisticated forms, it involves using a computerized reservation system

to reserve space ahead of time in the non-territorial offices, much like a

person reserves a room at a hotel.

In a non-territorial office, the users usually outnumber the workstations

provided. This is based on the premise that employees are out of the

office the majority of the time, on average requiring office space only

30% of the time.

Non-territorial offices can take many forms, from completely open desks,

to open-plan standard workstations surrounded by panels, to fully en-

closed private offices. What distinguishes the non-territorial office is not

its physical form, but that it is not assigned on a long-term basis to any

specific individual(s).

The variations of non-territorial offices examined in this study included:

1) Non-territorial offices where users were not assigned to any particu-

lar workstation or work area (IBM, UK; SOL Cleaning Company,

Finland).

2) Non-territorial offices where employees "owned" their workstations,

but did not own the workspace (The Natural Office at DECsite in

Sweden).

3) Free-address offices, which were essentially the same as non-territo-

rial offices, except that the number of workstations exceeded the

number of employees working in the environment (Shimizu Institute

of Technology in Japan).

4) Shared-assigned offices, where several users were assigned to a spe-

cific workstation, while also having access to unassigned areas such

as common rooms, conference rooms, quiet areas, break areas, etc.

(Ernst & Young, UK).
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The Organization of the Implementing Innovative Workplaces
Report
The study is comprised of two parts. Part I: Comparison of Workplace

Strategies examines the differences between cost- versus business-driven,

solution- versus process-driven, and strategic versus independent initia-

tive approaches across companies. Part II: Findings for Individual Or-

ganizations describes in detail the findings from each organization. For

each company and site studied, there are sections on:

a brief description of the innovation occurring at the organization;

a summary of the implementation process across time for all of the

sites examined;

an analysis of user satisfaction and work effectiveness using the com-

bined data collection techniques;

a comparison of the implementation processes across all of the sites

and the subsequent changes in employee satisfaction and work ef-

fectiveness;

"lessons learned" and conclusion sections discussing the research

findings.
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Part I:
Comparison of Workplace Strategies
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Comparison of Workplace Strategies
A primary goal of this study was to examine the range of non-territorial

office implementations across all of the organizations and compare the

projects according to the various workplace implementation strategies

employed for each of the projects. We examined each of the implemen-

tations and compared the "success" of the projects according to whether

strategic- or independent-initiative, cost- or business-driven, and solu-

tion- or process-oriented strategies were applied. The "success" of the

projects was measured across a number of factors, including:

user satisfaction;

work effectiveness;

duration (lifetime) of the project;

acceptance of the project;

cost (in terms of time and resources) to implement the project.

The following sections discuss our findings for each of these factors, as

well as such other factors as the innovativeness of the project and organi-

zational learning.

The Implementation Process Model
Although the organizations used different strategies for implementing their

new ways of working, major consistencies existed in the implementation

processes across all of the organizations and sites. The five major com-

ponents of the implementation process identified were:

Meet organizational challenges. Organizational challenges can be any-

thing from finding a more effective and competitive way of working

to attracting and retaining valuable staff, meeting transportation regu-

lations, reducing overall real estate costs, etc.

Reassess how/where work is being done. In meeting the organiza-

tional challenges, companies may have to reassess how they are con-

ducting their business. For example, are they not able at present to

attract and retain staff because they have certain business practices

that make working for the organization seem unattractive to certain

populations of workers?

Conduct fundamental change in business practices. In order to re-

main competitive, many organizations today are having to change
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the way they do their work. Changes must be made that sometimes

affect the culture of the organization, its structure, management phi-

losophies and practices, and work behaviors and work processes.

Develop alternative workplace strategies. In order to meet the orga-

nizational challenges, many organizations are developing alternative

workplace strategies, such as allowing employees who otherwise

might leave the company (or never work for the company) to work at

home part- or full-time in order to balance work and family needs.

Imbedded in this stage of the process are changes in space and tech-

nology to support new ways of working. For example, if an organi-

zation decides that all of its sales people should be working in a mobile

fashion, the organization will need to purchase the technology that

will allow the employees to work in this manner. The work in the

office will thus also change (independent work is conducted out of

the office, while mostly team activities occur in the office), which

may require changes in the environment (replace individual
workspaces with team settings).

Managing the change within the organization. New ways of work-

ing usually represent a substantial change in how the business was

operating before the implementation. This change has to be "man-

aged" in such a way as to make the transition as smooth as possible

for the users. Organizations must provide training and education to

the users to help them understand the new way of working, the ben-

efits they will achieve as a result of the new practice, and how to
work within the new system.

All of the new ways of working that we examined for this study began the

implementation process by trying to meet certain organizational chal-

lenges (see Figure 1: Phases of the Implementation Process Model). These

challenges ranged from cost-based challenges (reducing overall real es-

tate, cutting costs associated with space, etc.) to developing a more effec-

tive way of working, to creating a better quality working environment.

The organizations, using different implementation strategies, followed

distinct patterns through the implementation model. For example, cost-

based strategies tended to exclude the work reassessment and business

change phases of the process, focusing the majority of their resources on

developing the alternative workplace strategy and the associated space

and technology configurations. Business-oriented strategies, on the other
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hand, placed much more emphasis on the work reassessment and busi-

ness change phases of the process.

Conduct Fundamen
Changes in Business

Practice

Figure 1: Phases of the Implementation Process Model

The above model shows the individual stages of the implementation pro-

cess and their relationship to each other. The arrows between the differ-

ent stages indicate that the process is iterative; as certain stages of the

process are conducted, they may have effects on either previous or later

stages in the process. For example, as an organization tries to develop the

alternative workplace strategy to meet an organizational challenge such

as cost reduction, it may find that it can meet other organizational chal-

lenges that it did not foresee at the beginning of the process, such as

developing a more effective way of working or attracting and retaining

employees.

Table 4 is a review of how we classified each of the implementations

according to their approach to the implementation process.
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Table 4: Review of Implementation Process Strategies

Business
vs. Cost

Process I

vs. Solution
Strategic

vs. Independent

IBM, UK Cost Solution Strategic

Ernst & Young, UK (MCS) Cost Solution Independent

Independent

Strategic

DECsite's Natural Office Business Solution

SOL Headquarters Business Process

Shimizu Business Solution Independent

Business- versus Cost-Driven Strategies
The companies that implemented the non-territorial offices from the busi-

ness-driven standpoint tended to use a cyclical version of the implemen-

tation model (see Figure 2: Business-Driven Implementation Process

Model).

Devise Alternative
Workplace Strategies

Conduct Fundamental
Changes in Business

Practice

Figure 2: Business-Driven Implementation Process Model

The general pattern was to identify specific organizational challenges to

be addressed by the project and then proceeding through each of the pro-

cess phases until completing the cycle. At this point, the cycle often

began again by identifying a different organizational challenge that may

have surfaced as a result of the first iteration of the process cycle. For
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example, the original organizational goal of DECsite's Natural Office

centered primarily around improved ergonomics in the office (better fur-

niture, lighting, air conditioning, air quality, etc.) and team collaboration.

In the expansion of this concept to the entire floor, the goal of the project

focused primarily on giving the employees more choices about where to

work; users were provided with quiet rooms, conference rooms, an infor-

mal "cafe" seating area, a smoking room, etc.

The key difference between the implementation process model of cost-

driven strategies compared to business-driven strategies was the level of

emphasis placed on the reassessment of how/where the work is done and

the change in business practice stages of the implementation process. The

two cost-driven implementations (shared-assigned offices at Ernst &

Young MCS and SMART at IBM, UK) tended to focus less attention on

these two stages of implementation, particularly with regard to the change

in business practices (see Figure 3: Cost-Driven Implementation Process

Model).

Manage Change
Process

Meet
Organizational

Challenges

Later SMART
implementatons

Devise Alternative
Workplace Strategies

First MCS
implementaiton

Reassess How/Where
Work is Done

First SMART I

implementation I

Second MCS
implementation

gencliict:Pitticiatitental
Changes Business`

" Practice

Figure 3: Cost-Driven Implementation Process Model
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The first implementation of SMART at IBM in the UK, for example,

began the process with the intent of reducing overall real estate costs.

Different suggestions were made as to how to accomplish this task. Re-

search was then conducted within the UK to determine how employees

were working and how they were utilizing space at IBM. From this

research, a non-territorial office strategy was developed, and space and

technology were altered accordingly.

At no time in the process was the focus ever on changing business prac-

tices or managing change; managers continued managing employees in

the same manner as before SMART was introduced, work was assigned

and monitored in the same fashion, work behaviors in the total system

were not addressed, etc. Users were told how the mobile employees were

supposed to use the different workstations during brief training sessions,

but there was little discussion of how their work patterns should change

or how they could plan their days around the system to work more effi-

ciently.

Later SMART implementations eliminated both the work reassessment

and business change phases from the implementation process. Planners

felt that, because general work patterns in the office had been established

in the UK-wide research, this step was unnecessary in the later imple-

mentations. To a large extent, the later implementations also eliminated

the development of the alternative workplace strategy from the imple-

mentation process because the SMART concept had already been devel-

oped, including guidelines for space and technology.

The shared-assigned office implementations at Ernst & Young followed

somewhat the reverse process to that of the SMART implementations in

that the second installation was actually more process-intensive than the

first (refer to Figure 3 above). MCS #1 began with the objective of re-

ducing overall facility costs and then went from that stage of the process

directly to the shared-assigned strategy. In MCS #2, however, the depart-

mentafter identifying the organizational challengehired consultants

to look at how employees were working in their present office, and then

developed a strategy that would, in addition to reducing costs, correspond

to their work patterns. However, as was the case with IBM, UK, neither

of the installations addressed changes in business practice, such as changes
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in management styles and work behaviors.

Meeting Organizational Challenges
In addition to the variations in the implementation process cycle, key

differences existed within each of the individual phases of the process

depending on whether the strategy was business-oriented or cost-based.

One of the most critical differences involved the challenges that the orga-

nization was attempting to meet by introducing the new workplace prac-

tice. The business-based strategies all focused on business goals (e.g.,

creating an office that emphasized employee empowerment, a more er-

gonomic and effective way of working, or a better physical working en-

vironment for the users), whereas cost-based strategies centered around

reducing real estate costs or reducing space by changing the space alloca-

tion policies.

Whether the organizational goals were business- or cost-based directly

influenced the nature of the implementation process cycle. Business-

based goals in most cases required that the organizations carry out work

reassessment studies, as well as introduce major changes in the way the

organizations conducted their business. Cost-based goals focused on the

project primarily from a real estate point of view, and more often than not

neglected these early phases of implementation; the major goal of the

projects was to reduce real estate, not to change the way the organization

was working. The effects of these two approaches to implementation on

the outcomes of the projects will be discussed in the "Success" of Busi-

ness- and Cost-Driven Strategies section on page 26.

Reassessing How/Where Work is Done

Business-driven projects were attempting in most cases to change the

way in which employees worked. In order to create a more effective

means of working, the organizations had to examine how/where the work

was currently being done to find areas for improvement in the overall

system. Any changes in the business practices and any new workplace

strategies then centered around these targeted "areas of improvement."

Again, cost-based strategies centered around real estate and not improv-

ing long-term business performance. We saw no evidence that cost-based

approaches attempted to reassess or reexamine work processes and pat-
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terns and thus introduce more business practice changes.

Subsequent Changes in Business Practices and Manag-
ing Change

The subsequent changes in the business practices for each of the organi-

zations with business-driven workplace strategies as a result of these find-

ings are summarized in Table 5.

Table 5: Summary of Business Practice Changes

IIChange in Business Practice

SOL Headquarters Elimination of old hierarchy in the organization

Diffusion of skill

Changes in management philosophy and practices

Changes in work behaviors

Restructuring how work was assigned/distributed

DECsite's Natural Office Changes in work behaviors

Changes in management philosophy and practices

Shimizu Changes in work behaviors

In the case of SOL Cleaning Company, the entire business philosophy

was restructured before developing alternative workplace strategies. The

new business philosophy centered around the concept of employee em-

powerment. To give employees more control over their work and to give

them a greater sense of responsibility and importance within the organi-

zation, all status symbols such as parking spaces, position titles, and sec-

retaries were eliminated. SOL had the advantage of being a new com-

panyalbeit one with employees who had been with the same previous

organization for many years and therefore did not have some of the

problems that long established organizations encounter in creating such

radical changes within their organizations. By eliminating position titles,

they essentially diffused skills throughout the organization; an employee

who would not have been required to perform what was considered

"management's responsibility" at the old organization now had to learn

how to perform this task.

SOL's employee empowerment philosophy also gave employees free-

dom from time and place by allowing them to work whenever and wher-
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ever they felt it was necessary. New "managers" had to change the way

that they assigned work, as well as how they evaluated performance (e.g.,

adopting a results-oriented management style).

DECsite also began changing the "culture" of their organization before

the alternative workplace strategy was introduced. Each member of the

DECsite team was required to complete the Personal Efficiency Program

(PEP), which encouraged workers to eradicate inefficient work habits

such as unnecessary papers and "tying" themselves to the office.

An important aspect of this stage in the process was the timing of the

introduction of business changes to the employees. Both SOL and DECsite

introduced many of the changes before the actual workplace settings were

implemented; they began changing work behaviors and attitudes before

the new workplace setting was even designed. By changing the work

behaviors before the employees began working in the new setting, many

of the concerns and "teething pains" were handled before the settings

were altered, thus making the transition to the new system fairly smooth

and "logical;" employees could understand why they should (and would)

be working in a new way and the advantages the system would offer

them.

Development of Alternative Workplace Settings

The primary difference between the cost- and business-driven strategies

was not necessarily the actual setting that was developed, but the prin-

ciples around which the strategy was developed. Each of the three orga-

nizations using the business-driven strategies for implementing workplace

innovations developed workplace strategies that would help support the

changes in their business practices. In order to accomplish this task, the

organizations needed to provide its employees with the proper workplace

strategiesincluding the space, technology, and management practices

to support the new way of working.

Cost-based projects, on the other hand, were designed less around the

concept of creating a more effective workplace, and more around reduc-

ing the cost associated with office space. Instead of the question being

"Does this strategy represent the most effective environment for the em-

ployees?" (as was the case for business-driven strategies), the question
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became, "If this workplace strategy were to be introduced, would em-

ployees still be able to work without significant reductions in their effec-

tiveness?"

Managing the Change Process
The way in which the changes in the organization were introduced, em-

ployees were guided through the transition stage, and the new ways of

working were reinforced for business-driven strategies was a more con-

tinuous process, beginning before the innovation was introduced and last-

ing after the employees began working in the new fashion. Compared to

cost-driven strategies, employees in business-oriented projects often were

trained in working in the new system, and were encouraged throughout

the transition from the previous state to the desired state of working. Cost-

driven strategies, on the other hand, did not manage the change as aggres-

sively, and many of the desired changes in work behaviors did not occur.

In several instances, employees rejected the new way of working entirely.

The "Success" of Business- and Cost-Driven Strategies
As mentioned earlier in the report, the measures of "success" or "failure"

of a project were user satisfaction and work effectiveness in the new of-

fice system, the duration of the project, and the acceptance of the innova-

tion throughout the organization. We also compared the cost of the differ-

ent projects in terms of time and resources, and looked at the extent of

workplace innovation across the different implementation process strate-

gies.

Business- vs. Cost-Driven Projects
The user ratings for satisfaction with the overall new office system for

the three business-driven firms (SOL, DECsite, and Shimizu) and the

two cost-driven firms (IBM, UK and Ernst & Young, UK) were averaged

across all of the survey respondents. A total of thirteen sites at the five

firms were studied in detail.

The mean satisfaction rating for the business-driven projects was signifi-

cantly higher (t= 9.904, df= 534, p<0.0001) than the mean satisfaction

rating for cost-driven projects (see Figure 4: Overall Satisfaction with

Business versus Cost-Driven Innovations). The mean for business-driven

projects was almost 4.5 on a scale of 5.0 (where the higher number repre-
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sents higher satisfaction), denoting that the majority of respondents rated

their satisfaction with the office system as satisfied/very satisfied. The

cost-driven projects, on the other hand, had a mean score of 3.0, indicat-

ing that the average satisfaction with the new office system was "neu-

tral."

Figure 4: Overall Satisfaction with Business- versus Cost-Driven
Innovations

Cost-driven projects

Business-driven projects

1.00 2.00
Very Dissatisfied

Dissatisfied

3.00
Neutral

4.00
Satisfied

5.00
Very

Satisfied

The frequency distributions for the mean satisfaction scores showed that

for business-driven projects 88% of the respondents rated themselves as

"satisfied" or "very satisfied." Very few survey respondents rated their

satisfaction with the overall office system as neutral or below (11.2%).

In contrast, the frequency distribution for cost-driven projects indicated

that the survey respondents rated their satisfaction with these projects

almost equally on either end of the scale; approximately 37% of the re-

spondents were "dissatisfied" or "very dissatisfied" with the new office

system, while 40% of respondents were "satisfied" or "very satisfied"

with the office system. The remaining respondents stated that they did

not feel strongly about the office system either way.

The difference in satisfaction scores for these two strategies centered

around the emphasis of each approach. In the business-driven projects,

the emphasis was primarily on the user: how to create an environment

that supported diverse work patterns and styles, was more efficient, more

flexible for the user, and more stimulating and pleasant. In the cost-driven

projects, the emphasis was primarily on reducing costs by reducing space
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requirements for the users. Users will necessarily benefit from business-

driven projects, while they might not necessarily derive benefits from the

innovation in cost-driven projects.

Figure 5: Frequency Distribution for Satisfaction Ratings for Business-
vs. Cost-Driven Strategies
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It is imperative to point out that a mean score of 3.0 and a frequency

distribution where almost 60% of the users were either satisfied with the

system or were unaffected, as was the case with the cost-driven firms, is

not necessarily unfavorable. For example, if the organization were to

save substantial amounts of money in using this implementation approach

by reducing costs associated with real estate, a less expensive implemen-

tation process, a less time-consuming implementation process, etc., it may

be worth examining whether or not to use this type of approach. With

this type of approach, however, our data indicates that a significant num-

ber of people will be dissatisfied with the office system. This large con-

tingent of dissatisfied users can create a substantial resistance to the new

office system. Eventually, the organization will have to deal with these

users through improvements to the system, investments in space and tech-

nology, a new office system, etc., which could undermine any original

savings (see Cost of Different Projects section for more details). In addi-
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tion, using this type of approach does not address future needs or con-

cerns. It does not look at how employees should/could be working in the

future, but rather at how they can work today to give the organization

what could be only temporary cost savings.

In user satisfaction with work effectiveness and other issues related to the

office system (home, technology, alternative design, storage/personaliza-

tion, privacy, and communication issues), the means of the business-driven

projects were significantly higher than the means for the cost-driven

projects, with the exceptions of technology and home issues (see Figure

6: Business- vs. Cost-Driven Innovations: Satisfaction with the Project).

As Figure 6 illustrates, survey respondents in the business-driven projects

rated their satisfaction with the above issues in the new office system

with averages over 3.0, while survey respondents rated their satisfaction

Home
Index

Technology
Index

Alternative Desig
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Figure 6: Business- versus Cost-Driven Innovations: Satisfaction with the
Project
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generally under 3.0 for cost-driven projects.

Again, these differences in satisfaction scores centered around the em-

phasis of business-driven projects on the user. With cost as a secondary

issue, project planners may be more willing to reinvest savings from us-

ing space more efficiently to ensure that users have the appropriate space,

technology, and training to work in the new office systems. It is difficult

for planners to provide the same sort of attention to these factors in a

cost-driven project.

User satisfaction with regards to privacy issues in the new office system

is a prime example of the different resources devoted to users of busi-

ness-driven projects. Referring to Figure 7: Frequency Distributions for

Privacy Issues, user satisfaction for privacy was rated fairly low by users

of cost-driven innovations. Less than 3% of all respondents rated these

issues as better/much better. Thirty-seven percent of the users of busi-

ness-driven projects, however, rated these issues as better/much better.

In projects that were business-oriented, users were most often supplied

with alternative work spaces or special function rooms such as confer-
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Figure 7: Frequency Distributions
for Privacy Issues
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ence rooms, quiet rooms, team offices, etc. Again, the goal behind these

projects was business-oriented; the company was not as worried about its

expenditures on the project as much as it was concerned about creating a

better, more competitive organization. The provision of such rooms, which

was not always possible when the driving force was cost reduction, al-

lowed users to work in a variety of settings depending on the task and the

degree of privacy necessary to complete their work. While it may have

been more costly for the organization to provide such spaces, the spaces

enabled the organization to use more effectively a much more expensive

and valuable resourceits people.

Duration of the Projects and the Acceptance of the Inno-

vation Throughout the Organization
The duration of the different workplace innovations appeared to be di-

rectly related to the implementation process, particularly with regard to

the inclusion of reassessment of how/where work is done and the changes

in business practice stages. Shimizu is a prime example of this theory.

The first implementation of free-address offices at Shimizu essentially

completed the implementation process cycle described for the business-

driven strategy (see page 20, Figure 2). In the later two installations,

Shimizu omitted the earlier stages in the implementation process and went

from identifying organizational challenges to implementing the space and

technology necessary to operate a free-address office. These later two

implementations, without the emphasis on user needs, work patterns, and

training, were rejected by the departments shortly after being implemented

(i.e., the free-address offices no longer exist).

The IBM SMART projects suggested a similar experience. As the SMART

concept was implemented in locations throughout the UK, the implemen-

tation process became more abbreviated. None of the projects addressed

changes in the business practice, and later implementations did not em-

phasize reassessment of how/where work was being done, nor even the

development of alternative workplace strategies for the individual sites.

Many of the SMART sites, upon the reduction of employees in IBM,

quickly reverted to their old way of working. For example, Glasgow, one

of the first implementations of SMART, returned to its original office

system, where employees had individually assigned workstations, less
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than a year after SMART was implemented. The project was designed to

support 62 users, but shortly after implementing SMART, the number of

users was reduced. Instead of utilizing the available space for alternative

work settings such as team spaces or quiet rooms, the group reverted to

its old office system.

Bedfont Lakes and Warwick II experienced a similar phenomenon. One

year after SMART was introduced at Bedfont, and only several months

after the concept was introduced at Warwick II, there was evidence that

people were beginning to go back to the previous office system. Many

employees had personalized SMART desks and offices and had taken

over previously unoccupied storage facilities.

DECsite and SOL, on the other hand, had quite the reverse occur with

their office innovations. The Natural Office was not only still in exist-

ence at DECsite two years after the concept was introduced, but had spread

to other areas of the building. Executives in the building had converted

their offices to a non-territorial office with adjustable furniture, as had an

entire floor of over 200 people. SOL not only implemented its office

system in the headquarters, but also in sixteen of its smaller "studio"

locations. Both of these office innovations included all phases of the

implementation process model described earlier in this report.

The reason that these two projects had longer lifetimes and acceptance

appeared to stem from the long-term benefits of the projects and the in-

centive for departments to implement them. While cost savings associ-

ated with a reduction in office space may appeal to many in the short run,

many managers see facility costs as a "necessary evil," and are not will-

ing to restructure the way that they and their employees work as a result

of such projects. Increases in worker productivity, however, are long-

term paybacks that provide managers with a greater incentive for adopt-

ing new ideas. While many of the ideas that we have examined did have

an associated cost savings, this savings represented an additional benefit

of implementing the office innovations, not the primary gain.

The duration of the project also appeared to be related to the degree of

education and training at each of the sites. In the business-driven projects,

training and education were provided which emphasized how to actually
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work in the new office system: how to reduce storage requirements, how

to manage by results, how to work flexibly in the new environment. For

example, DECsite managers went to great lengths to help users adapt to

the new way of working. While the PEP program encouraged employees

to consider where they did their work, why they did it in a particular

location, and assessed whether that was the best location for performing

work, these behaviors were cultivated after the flexible office was in-

stalled. Some employees had a more difficult time making the changes

in their work behaviors. These employees were helped to change not

only by talking to them about the changes before the Natural Office was

implemented, but also by ensuring that they practiced these changes in

work behaviors while in the new office. This nurturing of employees in

the new workplace system had a strong influence on the overall success

of the Natural Office and on employee satisfaction.

In the cost-driven projects, trainingif anywas brief and centered on

technology rather than on work behaviors. In the cases where training in

the new way of working and encouragement to change work behaviors

were not provided on a continuing basis, the tendency was for users to

revert to their old working behaviors, perhaps without even the conscious

knowledge that they were doing so.

An explanation for why the lifetime of projects that specifically address

training and educating people about the new workplace system was greater

than those that did not is the concept of "give and get." Users are taught

how to take advantage of all the benefits that the system has to offer; they

can see what they are "getting" as a result of their personal space being

taken away. If users are never in a position to recognize the benefits of

the system, they only see that their space is being given away, without

them getting anything in return.

Cost of the Different Projects

Our assumption had been that the business-oriented projects would be

more expensive to implement than the cost-oriented projects because of

the more elaborated implementation process and the overall design of the

workplace (which often includes much more variety in terms of work

settings and a non-corporate feel). Although it was very difficult to ob-

tain detailed cost information from the different sites, the data indicates
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that our assumption was fairly inaccurate. To summarize some of the

cost information for business strategies:

At DECsite, the Natural Office resulted in a reduction in office space

from 4,650 sq. ft. to 2,150 sq. ft.a move from approximately 388

sq. ft. per person to 135 sq. ft. per person. In later implementations

(i.e., the spread of the concept to the entire DECsite floor), the space

reduction per person was from 330 sq. ft. per person to 160 sq. ft. per

person. The office cost 635,000 SEK (approximately $85,000 U.S.):

335,000 SEK ($43,580 U.S.) for the furniture, 300,000 SEK ($41,420

U.S.) for the raised floor, linoleum, walls and other refurbishment.3

The management at DECsite estimates that this fit-out cost was higher

than it would have been for a traditional Digital office. However, the

more than 50% reduction in space requirements and the estimated

20% increase in productivity, even with the onetime cost of fit-out

and new, special purpose work areas, constituted a very significant

annual savings.

The office area at SOL was approximately 6,500 sq. ft. Although

exact figures were not available, management estimated that the of-

fice cost 30% of what it would have cost to implement a traditional

office. One reason for this is because it cost very little to build.
Employees volunteered their time to help design the office in the

five-week time period in which it was implemented. Also the infor-

mal furniture was residential quality rather than commercial, which

is less expensive. Some of the art and animals located throughout

the office were donated to the company as well.

To summarize some of the cost savings for cost-driven projects:

At IBM, the creation of the Bedfont Lakes facility enabled IBM to

close three of its previous buildings (Brentford, Richmond, and

Chiswick) and house the users at a single site. Without SMART or

some other form of alternative office environment, this consolida-

tion would not have been possible; 1,000 users were able to occupy a

building that under traditional office space allocation would have

housed only 600.4

The second implementation of shared offices at Ernst & Young, hous-

ing almost 300 people, represented a reduction in office space of

8,600 sq. ft., and an overall cost savings of $1.7 million in lease
payments.

3 Interview with DECsite management, October 1993.

4 (1992). £100 Million joint venture bears fruit. Corporate Members News. Lon-
don, England.
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As this data clearly demonstrates, the projects, whether they were busi-

ness- or cost-driven, experienced a significant reduction in office space

and square feet per person.

We also assumed that the business-driven projects would have a longer

implementation time. In some cases (e.g., Shimizu), this assumption held

true. Both DECsite and SOL, however, had relatively short implementa-

tion times compared to the other projects (see Part II for more details).

The primary difference in business- vs. cost-driven strategies becomes

more evident when examining the initial outlay that organizations made

to implement the projects. As was the case with DECsite and Shimizu,

business projects appeared to have a higher first cost compared to cost-

driven projects. This is difficult to confirm because we were not able to

obtain total costs for all projects, but managers from both DECsite and

Shimizu stated that they felt these offices were more expensive. In the

long run, however, it is very possible that the ongoing costs for business

projects was lower than for cost projects. For example, IBM and Ernst &

Young had to go back to their original implementations and make changes

to the system (i.e., improve the telephone system, improve the technol-

ogy, add more visitor terminals, change the design concept, etc.), whereas

in the business-driven cases the initial implementation worked well from

the start. The cost-driven approaches, therefore, appeared to shift the

costs from the initial outlay to the ongoing operation of the project.

This same concept can be found in manufacturing in the form of "zero

defects vs. warranty cost." Many organizations have realized that it makes

more sense to get quality right up front than to pay for it over time in

much higher warranty costs and loss of consumer confidenceand ulti-

mately, sales. By paying more initially, organizations with business-driven

strategies often end up with higher quality workplaces with lower ongo-

ing costs.

Innovativeness of the Projects
Business-driven projects tended to be more innovative than cost-driven

projects; that is, they provided a wider range of places to work within the

office, and often had a less corporate, more residential "feel" to them.

Even Shimizu's free-address offices, which, according to Western stan-
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dards, were very conventional, were unique according to Japanese stan-

dards.

There were several plausible, related explanations for the difference in

the degree of innovation between business-driven and cost-driven initia-

tives. One was that, in business-driven projects, a larger proportion of

the costs saved by reducing space per person were reinvested into other

functional work areas (e.g., dedicated project rooms, informal meeting

areas) that would not have been cost-justifiable under the conventional

individually-assigned space standards.

A second factor was the focus in business-driven initiatives on under-

standing the nature of the work processes themselves, including subtle

variations between situations that might on the surface appear identical.

For example, in cost-driven initiatives one field sales group was likely to

be viewed much like another, even though they served different sized

organizations or types of clients, in different-sized areas, with different

kinds of transportation infrastructure. In business-driven approaches these

kinds of subtle differences were more likely to be probed and understood,

and the setting to reflect them. The focus on business process reengineering

in the business-driven approaches also made it easier to conceive of the

new workplace strategy as more of a blank canvas, rather than as a com-

ponent of an existing workplace system that was to be modified (albeit,

sometimes significantly) in order to reduce costs.

Related to both of the above factors was that all of the business-driven

cases we studied had a very strong high-level champion who was person-

ally committed to and enthusiastic about change. These champions wanted

to transform their working environments, physically, socially, and tech-

nologically. As important, they themselves worked in the new environ-

ments, living both with the changes in the systems and with the reactions

of their peers and subordinates. In the cost-driven approaches, while there

were strong advocates of the new way of working, they were less often

the persons who had initiated the change process, and less often worked

in the settings they had changed. They did not "live" on a daily basis with

those working in the setting. Typically, these advocates were assigned the

job of implementing the new workplace solution; it was their job. The
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importance of champions in developing and implementing innovative,

business-driven solutions cannot be overemphasized.

Business Summary for Business- versus Cost-Driven Strategies
The following two tables highlight some of the major differences be-

tween cost- and business-driven projects. Both types of strategies offer

benefits to the organizations, but the business-driven strategies tend to

outperform the cost-driven strategies.

Table 6: Summary of the Implementation Process for Business- and Cost-Driven
Strategies

Business-Based Strategies Cost-Based
Strategies

Meet organizational challenges Focused on business-oriented

challenges that significantly

impacted how the organization

conducted business

Focused on reducing real-estate or

reducing space by altering space

allocation policies

Reassess how/where work is done Focused more on re-engineering

the workplace

Often eliminated this phase of the

implementation process

Conduct fundamental changes in

business practice

Centered around the findings of

the work reassessment phase

Often resulted in significant

changes in management

philosophy, work behaviors and

attitudes, culture

Often eliminated this phase of the

implementation process

Develop alternative workplace strategies Were the result of earlier phases

Were developed to help support

changes in business practice

"Does this strategy represent the

most effective environment?"

Centered around cost rather than

business issues

"Would employees still be able to

work in this environment without

significant reductions in

effectiveness?"

Change management to support

organizational change

Was a continuous process of

helping the users make the

transition from present state to

desired state

Often eliminated from the process
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Table 7: Summary of the "Success" of Business- and Cost-Driven Strategies

II Results Explanations

User satisfaction and work effectiveness Business-driven projects had

significantly higher user

satisfaction ratings for the

majority of issues compared to

cost-driven projects

Business-driven projects focused

on user needs

Cost-driven projects focused on

saving money/cutting costs

Duration and acceptance of the

innovation

Projects emphasizing work

reassessment and business

change had longer duration and

greater acceptance

Projects with more training,

education, and "nurturing" had

longer duration and greater

acceptance

Long-term benefits to overall

business compared to savings

Greater incentive to

accept/implement change

Cost of the innovation Business projects tend to have a

higher initial outlay, lower

ongoing costs, while cost

projects tend to have lower

initial outlay, higher ongoing

costs

Business projects often have

multiple settings which are more

expensive to design than more

traditional settings

Cost projects often have to

"revisit" project to make

changes

Innovativeness of the project Business-driven projects more

innovative: provide wider range

of places to work, have non-

corporate, more residential

"feel"

Often more costly to design

these aspects into the system,

therefore cost-restricted, projects

would not necessarily include

them

Process- versus Solution-Oriented Strategies
Of the five organizations studied for this report, four had a solution-ori-

ented approach to the implementation process, while only one had a pro-

cess-oriented approach. Table 8 reviews how we classified organizations

according to this strategy:
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Table 8: Review of Process- vs. Solution-Oriented Approaches

Process
vs. Solution

IBM, UK Solution

Ernst & Young, UK (MCS) Solution

DECsite's Natural Office Solution

SOL Headquarters Process

Shimizu Solution

For some of the projects, the differentiation between whether the com-

pany had a solution- or a process-oriented implementation process was

only very slight, while for others the differentiation was very clear. Es-

sentially, solution-oriented strategies are ones in which a basic work-

place solution is repeated in multiple sites, with minor modifications.

Process-oriented strategies, in contrast, standardize the principles guid-

ing implementations at different sites, and the process for identifying what

the most appropriate solution is. The workplace solution itself is likely to

vary considerably, however, from one site to another.

For example, the IBM SMART project was a solution-oriented project;

the fust non-territorial office solution implemented became the basic model

for all subsequent implementations at different sites. While changes were

made in the nature of technology and in some aspects of the workstation

design, each site started from the same model and was recognizable as a

refinement of it.

In process-oriented approaches, such as the one at SOL, the specific work-

place solution at each site was different. What was common was the

commitment to the principles of the three freedoms: freedom from time,

freedom from space, and freedom from status (see SOL case study, Part

To be part of a solution-oriented process does not imply that the end users

have no involvement in the planning and design process. At DECsite, for

example, interviews with the small workplace planning committee indi-

cated that the manager of the group knew from the onset of the project the

type of solution he wanted. Each step in the process was geared towards
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working in a non-territorial, flexible environment, including the PEP pro-

gram. The alternative workplace strategy phase took on the nature of a

refinement processwho would make the furniture, what rules/policies

should be developed for office use, etc. The alternative workplace strat-

egy and the earlier components of the model interacted throughout the

process. However, the final workplace solution was essentially in place

before the end users became directly involved.

Thus solution-oriented projects standardized the solution and then set up

guidelines for how the new environments should look and the policies

that governed the use of the office. For the process-oriented projects, the

process by which the planners developed the new workplace strategy

became standardized.

Reassess How/Where
Work is Done

Develop Alternative
Workplace Strategies

Conduct Fundamental
Change in Business Practice

Figure 8: Solution-Oriented Implementation Process Model

In some cases of which we are aware, but which we have not studied

formally, there has been a shift from a solution-oriented (and often cost-

driven) model to one that is more process-oriented (and more business-

driven). A key indicator is simply whether or not different sites' work-

place solutions closely resemble each other or not. Ernst and Young's

offices in Chicago, New York, and (soon) in Dallas, for example, differ
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significantly in the nature and variety of the work areas provided to pro-

fessional staff. The same is true of Chiat/Day, a Los Angeles-based ad-

vertising agency. In both cases, the underlying principles were shared,

but there was no attempt to create a single solution that could be "rubber-

stamped' across different sites.

Figure 8 shows that solution-oriented approaches omitted or minimized

two critical stages that were a focal point in process-oriented strategies;

namely, reassessing how and where work is done, and reengineering the

business processes themselves based on that analysis. Process-oriented

approaches required involving staff at each site, and in each work group,

in the process of planning and designing a workplace solution that worked

for their specific needs. The value of a process- vs. solutions-oriented

approach is described below.

The "Success" of Process- and Solution-Oriented Strategies
Again, the measures of "success" or "failure" of a project that we used

were user satisfaction and work effectiveness in the new office system,

the duration of the project, and the acceptance of the innovation through-

out the organization. We also compared the cost of the different projects

in terms of time and resources, as well as looked at the innovativeness

across the different implementation process strategies.

User Satisfaction and Work Effectiveness for
Process- vs. Solution-Oriented Projects
The user satisfaction ratings for the overall new office system for the

process-oriented innovation (SOL) and the solution-oriented innovations

(IBM, UK; Ernst & Young, UK; DECsite; and Shimizu) were averaged

across all of the survey respondents. Because we examined only one

process-oriented strategy, our findings should be viewed with some cau-

tion. From our experience with these sites and other sites not explicitly

examined for this study, however, we feel fairly confident of our results

and conclusions with regard to these approaches.

The mean satisfaction score for the process-oriented project was signifi-

cantly higher (t= -9.469, df= 534, p<0.0001) than that of the solution-

oriented projects (see Figure 9: Overall Satisfaction with Process- versus

Solution-Oriented Innovations). The mean score for the process-oriented
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project was over 4.5 on a scale of 5.0, indicating that the majority of

survey respondents rated their satisfaction with the new office system

higher than their satisfaction with the previous office system. The solu-

tion-oriented projects had a mean score of just slightly over 3.0, indicat-

ing that their satisfaction was about the same as with the previous office

system.

Figure 9: Overall Satisfaction with Process- versus
Solution-Oriented Innovations
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The frequency distribution for the mean scores indicates that for solu-

tion-oriented projects, the survey responses were distributed fairly evenly

across the satisfaction scale (see Figure 10: Frequency Distribution for

Satisfaction Ratings for Process- vs. Solution-Oriented Strategies). Thirty-

five percent of all survey respondents rated their satisfaction with the

new office system as much worse/worse than the previous office system,

while 42% rated the new office as better/much better, with the remaining

respondents rating their satisfaction as neutral. For process-oriented

projects, however, the satisfaction ratings were consistently on the upper

end of the scale, with 93% of all users rating their satisfaction with the

new office system as better/much better.

The user satisfaction with regards to work effectiveness and other issues

(home, technology, communication, space/design, storage/personaliza-

tion, and privacy) were also significantly higher for the process-oriented

projects than they were for the solution-oriented, with the exceptions of

technology and home issues (see Figure 11: Solution- vs. Process-Ori-

ented Innovations: Satisfaction with the Project). Again, this goes back

to the focus of the project being on the end users, with their particular

needs being addressed.
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Figure 10: Frequency Distribution for Satisfaction Ratings
for Process- vs. Solution-Oriented Strategies
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Similar to the business vs. cost strategies, the differences in the means

can be partially attributed to the fact that the process-oriented strategies

were more end user focused, particularly in later installations of the inno-

vation. At no time was the alternative workplace solution detached from

the users; the solution was developed with the particular set of users in

mind, taking into consideration their individual work patterns, needs, and

personalities, rather than imposing a solution that was originally devel-

oped with a different set of users in mind and then tailored in minor ways

for the particular work group.

Duration of the Projects and the Acceptance of the Inno-

vation Throughout the Organization
The duration and acceptance of the process-oriented projects appeared to

be greater than that of solution-oriented projects, particularly with regard

to acceptance throughout the organization. Again, this is a case where

multiple implementations demonstrates the point more clearly. Shimizu,

for example, decided to implement the free-address offices in the Struc-

tural and Construction Engineering Departments largely because the free-

address office was so successful in the Planning Department. These two
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later implementations, however, were rejected shortly after being imple-

mented. The solution may have been too far removed from the end users

to adequately meet their work requirements. The absence of any user

involvement in the process of developing the solution also meant that

training and preparation for the new way of working was missing.

A similar situation occurred at DECsite. The Natural Office was so well

received by the users that the idea spread throughout the building. When

trying to implement the concept on a large scale in other departments, the

DECsite consultants initially had a very difficult time getting the new

users to accept the project. Again, the solution may not have corresponded

as well to the user needs and work patterns of the new user group as it did

to the original DECsite group. With time, many of the problems were
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worked out in the office, and it appears that the new project will be as

successful as the first, but it took the users more time to adjust to the new

environment than it did in the first implementation.

In addition to having more influence over the solution, early users also

had "pioneer" status; the users were the first people to try a new concept

and had certain benefits and experiences that people in later implementa-

tions did not have. For many employees the excitement of being a "pio-

neer" participating in a special project can be highly motivating and ener-

gizing. Involvement in such projects often creates unusual opportunities

to influence one's work, and to interact with management and others in

the organization in ways that go far beyond those experienced in the day-

to-day routines of work. Employees who later work under the new "stan-

dard" but without the same opportunities to influence it, are likely to

react in a less positive way.

Both of the above examples bring up another very important issue: the

influence that a strong champion can have over the success of the project.

Champions of the system, especially when they are "converts" or high-

level employees (i.e., people that are not easily biased towards the new

concept) can help encourage other users who may be reluctant to try the

new way of working. These champions will often take on the "grum-

blers" in the office, who, for one reason or another, are having a difficult

time accepting the new system. If the users are not as actively involved

in the process, it may be difficult to "recruit" these champions because

employees do not necessarily see or understand the benefits that the sys-

tem has to offer them.

In the case of DECsite, the planners had to spend extra time and energy in

going back into the implementation and "nurturing" the new way of work-

ing. They had to provide additional support to the users and actually

create champions of the system by working with people on an individual

basis. As a result of their efforts, the new system became much more

popular and began running more smoothly.

In the case of Shimizu, the only champions of the system (e.g., the Plan-

ning department managers) were too far removed from the users in Struc-

tural and Construction Engineering to help the users adapt to the new
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system. Champions in these departments never surfaced, and the con-

cept was eventually rejected.

Cost of the Different Projects

As was the case with the business and cost strategies, it is difficult to find

trends in the costs associated with a process or solution approach. All of

the projects experienced initial space savings. The cost associated with

the different approaches becomes better defined after the implementa-

tion. Again we see examples of "pay now or pay later;" the costs were

often shifted from the initial outlay to later ongoing costs. The process-

oriented project tended to have its costs up front, particularly with regard

to the time and effort spent on studying and preparing the users; more

time was spent in the process stage because, with each iteration, project

managers had to work with the users to determine how they were work-

ing now and how they could be working better, to help them tailor a

workplace solution that supported the new way of working. In three out

of the four solution-oriented projectsErnst & Young, DECsite, and

IBM the managers/project planners went back into the implementations

to help correct problems which seemed to go beyond "teething pains,"

particularly in the course of later iterations of the project. Shimizu was

the only organization that did not go back to help work out problems in

the later generations, and these projects later were rejected.

Innovativeness of the Projects

The innovativeness of the project did not appear to be linked to whether

the project was process- or solution-oriented (e.g., DECsite was solution-

oriented and very innovative, as was SOL, which was process-driven).

This factor appeared to be influenced more by whether it was cost- vs.

business - driven.

Business Summary for Process- versus Solution-
Driven Strategies
The following two tables highlight some of the major differences be-

tween process- and solution-driven strategies. The first table contrasts

the two approaches according to their implementation process, while the

second table illustrates the differences in terms of the success of the projects

that used these approaches. Both types of strategies offered benefits to
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the organization, but the process-driven projects tended to outperform

the solution-driven projects.

Table 9: Summary of the Implementation Process for Process- and
Solution-Driven Strategies

Process-Driven Strategies Solution-Driven Strategies

Meet organizational challenges

Reassess how/where work is done With each implementation, the

process of reassessing

how/where employees are

working started from "scratch"

Less focus on this phase of the

process in later generations of the

concept

Often used standards set in first

implementation

Fundamental changes in business

practice

With each implementation, the

changes that occured in the

business practice were often

unique

Less focus on this phase of the

process in later generations of the

concept

Often used standards set in first

implementation

Workplace strategy remained

constant throughout all

generationsrefinement of

standard solution

Develop alternative workplace strategies Solutions developed in this

phase were unique to each

implementation

Change management to support

organizational change
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Table 10: Summary of the "Success" of Process- and Solution-Driven Strategies

Results 1 Explanations

User satisfaction and work

effectiveness

Process-driven projects had

significantly higher user

satisfaction for the majority of

issues compared to solution-

driven projects

Process-driven projects were

more user-oriented

Solution-driven projects

tended to be more removed

from the user

Duration and acceptance of the

innovation

Project-driven projects appeared

to have greater acceptance in the

organization initially

Strong champions were more

evident in process-oriented

projects

Solution-driven projects tend to

be more removed from the user

Cost of the innovation Difference in when process and

solution-driven projects

experienced cost

Solution-oriented projects often

had to be revisitedmore

"nurturing" of the users

Process-oriented projects

experience this cost up front

Innovativeness of the project

Strategic versus Independent Initiatives
While we classified the organizations according to whether their innova-

tion was strategic versus an independent initiative, there were, in fact,

several variations within this classification. In review, the classifications

for the innovations were as follows:

Table 11: Review of Strategic versus Independent

Initiative

Strategic
vs. Independent

IBM, UK Strategic

Ernst & Young, UK (MCS) Independent

DECsite's Natural Office Independent

SOL Headquarters Strategic

Shimizu Independent
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A strategic model for implementing an innovation is one that begins from

the highest level within the corporation and becomes a corporate stan-

dard for doing business. Figure 12 depicts what a strategic model would

look like conceptually.

The two strategic examples that we studied were IBM, UK and SOL. In

both cases, the innovation was at the corporate level and was implemented

as part of a corporate-wide program.

Figure 12: Strategic Innovation
Model

We found three distinct patterns within the independent initiatives in terms

of the innovation's influence on the organization. The first example is

what we refer to as a "classic" independent initiative. The classic inde-

pendent initiative is one where similar innovations occur within separate

parts of the organization without an interaction between the different

projects. For example, if offices in California and New York both de-

velop a similar innovation without consultation between the two, that

would be classified as a classic independent initiative. The Digital Of-

fice of the Future in Finland and the Natural Office at DECsite in Sweden

were examples of a classic independent initiative. Figure 13 illustrates

this pattern.
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Figure 13: "Classic" Independent
Innovation Model

A second variation on the independent initiative is what we refer to as a

"serial" independent initiative: an innovation that begins as an indepen-

dent initiative, but then spreads throughout the organization. Both Ernst

& Young and Shimizu were examples of this type of model. In each case,

an autonomous project began within an organization, which later spread

to other autonomous projects. Figure 14 portrays this type of project.

The third variation of the independent initiative is one in which the inno-

vation begins as an independent initiative, but later becomes a strategic

initiative. Figure 15 depicts this type of model.

Figure 14: "Serial" Independent
Innovation Model
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Figure 15: Independent-to-Strategic
Innovation Model

Table 12 is a refinement of our original classification table to take into

account these variations within the strategies.

There appeared to be no consistent pattern as to whether the innovation

was strategic or independent in terms of the implementation process. In

almost all of the cases we examined, the tendency was to standardize

aspects of the process, regardless of whether the innovation was strategic

or independent. In most cases, the project managers used an abbreviated

process cycle in later installations.

Table 12: Refinement of Strategic versus Independent Initiative

Strategic
vs. Independent

IBM, UK Strategic

Ernst & Young, UK (MCS) "Serial" Independent

DECsite's Natural Office "Serial" Independent

SOL Headquarters Strategic

Shimizu "Serial" Independent

(Digital Equipment Corporation Finland, Sweden) "Classic" Independent

(Chiat/Day, U.S.) Strategic

(Ernst & Young, U.S.) Independent-to-Strategic
Parentheses indicate companies that we did not study for this project, but for which we have
information through our own research or research conducted by outside sources.
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Because we were not able to collect survey data on multiple sites at

DECsite and SOL, it is difficult to tell whether these projects followed

the aforementioned trend. Of the three other multiple sites we researched,

however, two of the threeIBM and Shimizu used a condensed ver-

sion of the implementation process cycle, focusing less attention on the

reassessment, change in business practice, and alternative workplace strat-

egy phases (see Figure 16: Condensed Implementation Process Model).

Figure 16: Condensed Implementation Process Model

Ernst & Young, UK, on the other hand, followed almost the reverse pat-

tern of these two other sites, with the implementation process in the later

generations of the project actually becoming richer. As Figure 3 on page

21 illustrates, the second implementation process for shared-assigned of-

fices included phases that had not been emphasized in the earlier imple-

mentation.

User Satisfaction and Work Effectiveness for Strategic
and Independent Initiatives
The mean scores for the two strategic projects (SOL, IBM) and the three

independent initiatives (Ernst & Young, DECsite, and Shimizu) were aver-

aged across all of the survey respondents. When the difference in the sample

size was considered, the mean satisfaction for strategic initiatives was

slightly higher than that of independent initiatives (t= 2.054, df= 534, p=
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Figure 17: Overall Satisfaction for Strategic vs.
Independent Initiatives

Independent initiatives
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0.0404).

User satisfaction means for work effectiveness and other issues in the

new office environment (home, technology, space/design, storage/per-

sonalization, privacy, and communication) were also statistically about

the same (p > 0.05), with the exceptions of technology, home, privacy,

and storage/personalization issues. Of these issues, technology means

were higher for strategic initiatives (t=7.179, df= 527, p<0.0001 ); home

means were higher for strategic initiatives (t=3.139, df=425, p=0.0018);

privacy means were higher for strategic initiatives (t=2.164, df=534,

prJ.0309); and storage/personalization was higher (t= -3.368, df= 533,

p=0.0008) for independent initiatives (see Figure 18: Strategic vs. Inde-

pendent Initiatives: Satisfaction with the Project).

One hypothesis regarding these similar scores suggested that perhaps the

differences in the means for strategic and independent initiatives would

become greater in organizations which had implemented multiple gen-

erations of the project, particularly in later generations. When we com-

pared the survey responses for IBM, UK and Ernst & Young, UK (the

only two organizations for which we have survey data on multiple gen-

erations), we found this hypothesis to be invalid. The means for all of the

projects at each of the organizations were very similar, as well as the

means for later generations of the project.

Duration of the Projects and the Acceptance of the Inno-
vation Throughout the Organization
As was the case with the other measures of success of the different projects,
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Figure 18: Strategic vs. Independent Initiatives: Satisfaction with the
Project

there did not appear to be any patterns relating the lifetime or acceptance

of the projects to whether they were strategic or independent.

Cost of the Different Projects and Organizational Learning

For strategic and independent initiatives, it seems appropriate to discuss

the cost of the projects and the organizational learning that occurred within

the organizations in conjunction, since much of the savings realized by the

organizations resulted from organizational learning. As mentioned earlier

in this section, the common tendency among all of the initiatives was to try

to condense the implementation process for later projects. The desire to

omit phases of the process was based on the premise that certain things

were learned from previous projects, and therefore did not need to be em-

phasized as strongly in later projects. Strategic and serial independent ini-

tiatives seem to be very parallel in this characteristic. Both IBM, UK and

Shimizu were able to shorten the planning and design process, and there-

fore save both time and resources associated with this phase. Because the
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alternative workplace strategy had been developed in previous projects,

the reassessment phase was eliminated from the process, and the data col-

lection period was eliminated or significantly reduced (e.g., using prescribed

ratios based on general occupancy data decreased the data collection

time-lapse photographyfrom one year to one week, etc.).

An interesting case that does not seem to hold to this pattern is Ernst &

Young, UK. Rather than being abbreviated, the process for the second

implementation was actually richer. This was primarily a result of organi-

zational learning. In the first implementation of shared-assigned offices,

the facility managers determined that they had not spent enough time plan-

ning the project, and they therefore amended this practice in the second

implementation. While they did not save initial time and resources in the

implementation process, it was an attempt on the part of the facility man-

agers to reduce costs in the long run by ensuring the project's success.

Innovativeness of the Projects
In terms of innovativeness of the projects, it again appears that there was

no difference attributable to whether the projects were part of a strategic

or an independent initiative. Our sample included examples of both stra-

tegic and independent initiatives that were innovative in their own right;

SOL and DECsite, respectively.

Summary of Workplace Strategy Comparison
Table 13 summarizes our findings for each of the implementation strate-

gies when compared to our measures of success.

Table 13: Which Approaches Outperformed Their Counterparts?

Business
vs. Cost

Process
vs. Solution

Strategic
vs. Independent

User satisfaction Business Process

Work effectiveness and satisfaction by issue Business Process

Lifetime of the project Business Process

Acceptance throughout the organization Business Process

Cost (less expensive in terms of time, resources)

Innovativeness of the project Business 'Classic" Independent

Organizational learning Strategic and "Serial'

Independent
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Our predictions at the beginning of the study for cost- vs. business-driven

projects was that the cost-driven projects would be more standardized,

place less emphasis on the process, have less innovative workplace solu-

tions, and be less self-sustaining (have shorter lifetimes) when compared

to business-driven projects. As Table 13 illustrates, our findings gener-

ally concurred with our original hypothesis in all areas.

Our predictions for process- vs. solution-oriented projects were that solu-

tion-oriented projects would be less innovative, have a shorter imple-

mentation process, be more standardized, and be less expensive to imple-

ment than process-oriented projects. Again, our findings were generally

in line with these original hypotheses. There were, however, exceptions

to our predictions. For example, The Natural Office was very innovative

in its workplace solution for a flexible office, even though it was solu-

tion-oriented. Subsequent iterations of the project, however, will in all

likelihood bear our hypothesis out.

In terms of strategic vs. independent initiatives, our findings did not nec-

essarily agree with our original hypotheses. We expected that we would

see more organizational learning with strategic initiatives than we would

with independent initiatives, and that independent initiatives would be

more expensive and more tailored to the individual group. In the course

of our research, however, we found that there were multiple variations of

independent initiatives, including "classic" independent, "serial" inde-

pendent, and independent-to-strategic initiatives. Our predictions were

most accurate for classic independent initiatives. Serial independent ini-

tiatives, on the other hand, seemed to parallel strategic initiatives in the

amount of organizational learning occurring from one implementation to

the next, as well as in the tendency to standardize the solution.
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Summary of Key Findings
The objective of the Implementing Innovative Workplaces study was to

examine a range of organizational issues associated with implementing

innovative workplace practices, primarily those that involved non-terri-

torial offices over time. Of particular interest was the planning and imple-

mentation process used to introduce the different innovations. The fol-

lowing section summarizes our findings for each of the key research ques-

tions posed in the Introduction of this report as they apply to all of the

organizations in our research sample.

What factors (e.g., planning and design process, nature of technol-

ogy, design of the setting) tend to change the most as projects evolve?

As the projects evolved, the biggest changes that we witnessed occurred

in the planning process. Referring to the implementation process model,

many of the projects omitted or did not emphasize certain aspects of the

process, particularly in later generations. The primary components that

were left out of the process were the reassessment of how/where work is

being done (i.e., work patterns), fundamental changes in business prac-

tices (i.e., training, changes in work processes, changes in management

practices/philosophies, changes in work behaviors), and the development

of alternative workplace strategies that were tailored for each group of

end users (i.e., implementing a "standard" solution).

Design and space, while they did seem to be refined over time, were

generally more stable across the implementations. Most of the changes

that we saw in design and space were "evolutionary" changes that oc-

curred as a result of advances in technology or refinements in standard

designs based on organizational learning.

What aspects of the new workplace system tend to become standard-

ized or uniform?

The actual workplace solutions tended to be quite standardized, espe-

cially in the solution-oriented projects that predominated in our sample.

To decrease the time and resources spent in the planning process, project

managers would take an environment that had been created for one group

(based on their work patterns and needs), and implement it for another
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group, making mostly minor changes in the solution. In terms of the

design and technology, this, too, appeared to be standardized in line with

the solution. We did see some variations in technology and design over

time as technology improved and design became more refined, but these

aspects were meant to support the standard solution, and often became

standardized in the process.

As organizations expand their implementation of new workplace strat-

egies (within or across sites), does employee response tend to im-

prove, remain the same, decline, or is there no consistent pattern at

all?

Whether user satisfaction improved or declined appeared to depend on

the approach to implementation. In cases where the implementation pro-

cess emphasized all stages of the implementation model or had the same

emphasis as in earlier projects (e.g., Ernst & Young), user satisfaction

stayed the same or increased. When phases were omitted from the pro-

cess, user satisfaction generally declined.

What differences are there in cost and employee response (satisfac-

tion, work effectiveness) as a function of whether the workplace sys-

tem is primarily cost-driven versus business-driven ?

As discussed in the previous section, business-driven projects tended to

outperform cost-driven projects in terms of user satisfaction, work effec-

tiveness, project duration, and acceptance throughout the organization.

They also tended to have more innovative workplace solutions.

What are the organizational implications of solution-oriented vs. pro-

cess-oriented workplace systems?

Similar to business-driven models, process-oriented projects outperformed

solution-oriented projects in terms of user satisfaction, work effective-

ness, duration, and acceptance throughout the organization. In general,

they also tended to have more innovative workplace solutions, although

there were some exceptions. Solution-oriented projects, however, were

generally less expensive to implement.

How does the implementation process change as the project moves

from small projects to widespread implementation? Is it necessary

to focus as much attention on design, technology, and planning pro-
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cess in second and third installations to ensure success patterns simi-

lar to those achieved in the pilot project?

As the project moves from a small scale to wider implementation across

the organization, the implementation process became less intensive; phases

of the process, in particular those related to careful assessment of the

nature of the work process, were either omitted or emphasized less in

later implementations. Our findings indicated that the process was one

of the most important factors contributing to the success or failure of the

project, including the organizational objective of the project (see Part II).

The design and technology did not have as great an impact on the overall

success of the project (see Part II for more details). In fact, as less atten-

tion was placed on the process and more on the design and technology

over time, user satisfaction and work effectiveness actually decreased in

several of the sites we studiedalthough in several cases the technology

significantly improved over time (e.g., lighter, faster laptop computers

were supplied; telephone systems were enhanced).

It would appear that user expectations about technology are likely to al-

ways exceed the capabilities of technology available in the office. Given

the speed of new introductions of technological products, few companies

will at any moment have the latest version of software and hardware avail-

able on the market. Thus it is not surprising that, despite the introduction

of new technology, user satisfaction remained stable or even declined.

What is the nature of organizational learning that occurs as a func-

tion of whether the workplace system is process- vs. solution-driven,

cost -vs. business-driven, or part of a strategic initiative versus an

independent initiative?

Organizational learning appeared to be primarily linked to whether there

was consultation between the sites. For example, the serial independent

initiatives and the strategic initiatives both exhibited organizational learn-

ing. In serial implementations, the original site helped establish subsequent

installations. Those sites had the benefit of hindsight from the earlier projects,

as was also the case with strategic initiatives. Classic independent initia-

tives tended to have less organizational learning (or it was harder to come

by), in that the organization had to conduct its own research on similar

implementations, either within or outside their organization).
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We found that organizational learning was not limited to any single com-

ponent of the process, but occurred across all aspects (technology, de-

sign, management practices and philosophies, etc.).

Lessons Learned
The findings from our case studies suggest that the following factors are

critical to successful implementation of alternative workplace strategies

involving non-territorial offices:

The presence or absence of a strong champion is very important to

the success/failure of the project. In cases where there was at least

one strong champion of the innovation working closely with the end

users, user satisfaction and acceptance of the innovation was much

greater. Situations where the champion worked in the new work-

place were more likely to be business-driven and process-oriented

than those which were led by persons assigned as part of their job to

implement a new workplace strategy.

Many issues that management may feel are barriers to implementing

innovative ideas are perceived barriers. For example, storage, per-

sonalization, and privacy were all issues that managers focused on

when trying to implement an alternative workplace. Satisfaction with

these factors tended to decrease as a result of implementing alterna-

tive workplace settings involving non-territorial or open environ-

ments, but these issues were very low on users' lists of priorities.

Users did not seem to be as sensitive to these issues as managers

expected.

Few companies had implemented an integrated workplace strategy;

that is, one in which users have access to a wide array of settings,

both inside and outside the "office" (dedicated project rooms, quiet

rooms, and informal break areas in the office, home, client site, air-

ports, hotels, etc.), supported by appropriate technology, business

processes, and organizational culture. Eliminating ownership of a

desk, office, or workstation without providing a richer, more varied

set of work settings that truly supports the full range of work activi-

ties will generate resentment, dissatisfaction, and lower levels of per-

formance.

The organizational challenge that encourages organizations to imple-

ment innovations is very important. Organizations that take a busi-

ness-oriented approach seem to have more success in implementing
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the innovations than those that take a cost- or real estate-oriented

approach. A business orientation to the innovation gives managers

and employees more incentive to implement the innovation, and more

incentive to make changes in business practices (including manage-

ment philosophies and practices, corporate culture, etc.). The busi-

ness-oriented approaches recognize that the workplace is a complex

system in which all elements must work in harmony, rather than sim-

ply change how space is assigned.

User involvement is very critical to the success of the project. It is

costly and time-consuming, but it is necessary to ensure that the work-

place strategy fits the employees' needs and requirements, that they

understand the nature of the innovation to be implemented, and that

they directly experience the benefits of implementing the innova-

tion. The implementation process in the more business-oriented

approaches becomes, in fact, a form of organizational development.

It helps people think about the nature of the work they are doing,

why they are doing what they do and the particular way in which

they do it. It also helps them focus on identifying and inventing

better ways of working.

Significant cost savings occur in both business-driven and cost-driven

approaches. However, in the business-driven approaches a portion

of the savings associated with increasing the ratio of people to of-

fices or workstations is reinvested in specific types of functional ar-

eas (e.g., dedicated project rooms, informal meeting areas, quiet
rooms) that would not otherwise be feasible. Our data indicated that

reinvesting a portion of the cost savings was likely to result in a far

higher level of employee satisfaction and self-reported productivity

than in the more purely cost-driven approaches.

Using a pilot project as a laboratory from which a standardized solu-

tion can be developed and then applied "cookie cutter" fashion was

associated, in our study, with significantly lower levels of employee

satisfaction and productivity. One of the "gets" for those employees

who "give" up their ownership of a personal workspace is the oppor-

tunity to help create a solution that is tailored to their group's par-

ticular work patterns and needs.

Eliminating the reassessment and data collection phases of the pro-

cess, or emphasizing these phases less strongly, will save money and

time up front. It is likely, however, to require revisiting and modify-

ing the original workplace solution to a greater extent than occurs

when these phases of the implementation process are included from

the beginning. In effect, organizations have the freedom to "pay
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now or pay later." There is no free ride when it comes to process.

Related to the above point , employees asked to work in significantly

different ways need time and help in developing effective work pat-

terns. Champions who model the desired behavior are a very effec-

tive way of helping people learn new behavioral patterns; formal

training and support is also important, especially in learning how to

use new technologies.

Some of our most interesting and innovative examples were found in

Scandinavia (SOL in Finland and DECsite in Sweden). Rather than

the culture per se, however, the critical factor seems to be the pres-

ence of a strong champion with a vision of how the alternative work-

place might look and operate. Chiat/Day in Los Angeles and Work/

Family Direction in Boston, for example, have recently implemented

very imaginative workplace solutions that mirror in some ways those

of SOL and DECsite. Both had very strong executive champions.

This, more than the firm's nationality, seems to account for the more

innovative workplace.

This should not imply that there are not differences as a function of

national context. There undoubtedly are, but there are also strong

regional differences within the United States. Process-oriented ap-

proaches are one way to account for such differences, while main-

taining consistency in the underlying principles guiding the search

for the particular solution appropriate for a specific context.

In the final analysis, some of the differences we found relate to control;

or, more precisely, what the organization wants to control. For most of

the organizations we studied, the focus of control was on cost reductions.

For a few, the focus was on creating a better way of working, using new

ways of assigning space to break down conventional thinking about what

constitutes the most effective way to work. In these cases there were also

cost savings, but they were more a secondary benefit than the driving

force for change. What is the bottom line for organizations? It is the

difference between saving costs in the short run (which may reduce the

effectiveness of the organizations most expensive resource), versus rein-

vesting cost savings from using space in new ways to support new work

patterns that enable employees to work more effectively and productively.

The latter approach views culture change not as an undesirable side ef-

fect of assigning space in new ways, but the goal itself.
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Part II:
Findings for Individual

Organizations
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IBM, United Kingdom

Workplace Strategy Overview
IBM, UK was one of the first organizations we know of to implement

non-territorial offices as part of a broad strategic initiative. IBM refers to

these offices with the acronym "SMART," which stands for Space Man-

agement and Required Technology. The primary goal/driver of the

SMART program was to contain and reduce facility costs by reducing

space requirements. A secondary goal, seen more as a "bargaining tool"

of the program, was to improve worker productivity by providing em-

ployees with new technology to support work patterns. These goals and

drivers were part of the strategic initiative and remained virtually un-

changed for each site involved in the SMART program.

The premise behind this workplace strategy, based on systematic obser-

vational data of actual occupancy patterns, is that not all employees spend

the majority of their time in the office. Many staff, especially sales, con-

sulting, and engineering staff, spend from 50 to 70% of their time away

from their workstations, with clients, at home, traveling, etc., and there-

Goals/Drivers of SMART

Contain and reduce facility costs by re-

ducing space requirements.

Improve worker productivity (secondary

goal).

Principles of SMART

Less than 1:1 ratio of unassigned desks

for employees who spend majority of time

out of the office.

Provide technology to support flexible

working.

Photo 1: IBM Bedfont SMART Workstation

allm.Ammulmalmmift
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fore do not need a workstation 100% of the time. Reducing the number

of desks/offices per employee saves space and thus reduces facility costs.

The two main principles driving SMART from its inception have been

the provision of a less than 1:1 ratio (7:10) of unassigned workstations

for employees who spend a large portion of their time out of the office,

and the provision of the latest computer and telecommunications tech-

nology to support highly mobile workers. As the concept has evolved, a

third characteristic has become the provision of common areas (meeting

rooms, project rooms, quiet areas, etc.) available to employees on an "as

needed" basis.

Using non-territorial offices, IBM has realized a savings in total area per

person at each of the sites. For example, in the pilot project at South

Bank, IBM saved close to 500 square feet in office space as a result of

SMART, which translated to an annual lease savings of over $65,000

(see Table 14: South Bank Cost Savings). With that savings, IBM was

able to provide employees with newer and better technology: e.g., laptop

computers, printers, a more sophisticated telephone system, new home

computers, and other new technology in the office. In some of the more

recent installations, IBM also reinvested a portion of the space saved from

using less than a 1:1 ratio of unassigned workstations to give employees

access to new functional areas like common rooms and quiet rooms, while

still maintaining an overall savings.

Figure 19 (on page 68) is a timeline depicting when various non-territo-

rial sites were implemented. The first SMART pilots were set up in

Table 14: South Bank Cost Savings

Annual lease cost for individual workstations (1,610 s.f.@ $134) $215,740

Annual lease cost for non-territorial space (1,120 s.f.@ $134) $150,080

ANNUAL LEASE SAVINGS $65,660

Cost of new equipment: (46 PC's @ $6125) $281,750

Source: Becker, F., Sims, W., & Davis, B. (1991). Managing space efficiently: Final summaor report. New York: Cornell University
International Facility Management Program, NYS College of Human Ecology.
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Glasgow and South Bank in October and November 1990, respectively.

Since then, the idea has spread throughout IBM, UK, with implementa-

tions in six additional sites, and plans for implementation in several more

locations. The idea of non-territorial offices has spread internationally

throughout IBM as well, with a major project in Japan, more than 30 sites

in the United States in use and another 20 planned, and virtually all of the

Canadian sales organization now using a form of non-territorial office.

For the purpose of this report, we focused on six of the SMART imple-

mentations: Glasgow; South Bank CP&S; Warwick I; City of London at

South Bank; Bedfont Lakes; and Warwick 11. These sites represent the

infusion of SMART throughout IBM, UK as accurately as possible, with

the exclusion of installations in Newcastle and Aberdeen. These two

sites were not included in the study primarily because of lack of resources

and access on the part of the 1WSP research team.

Number of Employees in SMART
Since the initial pilot in late 1990, the total number of employees at our

research sites who work in this type of environment has risen from 62 to

almost 1,500 (see Figure 20: Total Number of People in SMART Over

Time). This climb, however, was not necessarily traceable to the project's

sequence in the total implementation scheme. Our expectation had been

that the numbers involved in each installation would increase continually

over time as the innovation grew from a small pilot to a standard practice.

As shown in Figure 19, the first two projects were relatively small. The

number of users in the third installation increased, but then dropped off

again in the next three installations. We saw a rise in the number of users

in the Bedfont installation, the largest installation of SMART to date, but

the numbers fell again in the next installation. The number of users intro-

duced to SMART in the final installation observed for this report

Warwick IIincreased yet again.

There appear to be two reasons why projects varied in size over time.

One is that in some cases individual groups of users heard about the pro-

gram and decided to convert their offices to SMART, even though they

were not slated for the project by the Country SMART Program.5 This

was the case, for example, with Warwick I (see Appendix A). Warwick

5 See "Implementation Process Background."

"1 could be out of the office for long periods

depending on the project. I live about 120

miles away from Bedfont Lakes, so I try to just

come in for meetings. I probably spend 50%

of my time in an IBM office somewhere, but

not necessarily at Bedfont Lakes. There is

another IBM office closer to my home, and

although I am not based there, I will work there

if I cannot work at home." (From user inter-

view at Bedfont Lakes)
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1400.00

1200.00

1000.00

800.00

Warwick II

600.00
outh Bank

400.00 GI gow CP8cS Warwick I

200.00

0.00

4Q90 1Q91 2Q91 3Q91 4Q91 1Q92 2Q92 3Q92

Aberdeen

Bedfont Lakes

Newcastle

City of
London

Total in SMART
over time

People entering SMART
4Q92 1Q93 per project

Figure 20: Total Number of People in SMART over Time

users were faced with having to relocate to a new site, because the current

site could no longer house them due to growth in the department. If,

however, they chose to adopt some form of desk-sharing strategy, they

would be able to remain at the Warwick location. The Business Manager

turned to SMART as a solution without formally being approached as a

SMART participant.

Another reason for the varying group sizes was that IBM recognized that

not all job types could work in a non-territorial environment in which the

workstations were unassigned. Only certain businesses entered into the

SMART program. These businesses were customer-oriented and required

employees to be out of the office over 70% of the time. It would have

been extremely difficult and/or impractical for IBM to consolidate these

groups; therefore, several smaller implementations took the place of a

single large one.

Job Types
All of the groups involved in SMART were marketing, consulting, engi-

neering, and/or sales type jobs that required the employees to spend time

out of the office with clients. Support staff and other employees who
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spent the majority of their time in the office were assigned permanent

workstations. These people were commonly referred to as "location-

based" or "static" workers at IBM.

Cost Savings Associated with SMART
As mentioned above, IBM experienced a cost savings as a result of the

SMART implementations. Some of this cost savings was reinvested back

into the organization as technology and renovation expenses. It was very

difficult to obtain cost information for the different installations, either

because this information was not available, or because it was not public

knowledge.

In addition to the cost data for South Bank CP&S (see Table 14), we also

have general space savings criteria for Bedfont Lakes. The creation of

the Bedfont Lakes facility enabled IBM to close three of its previous

buildings (Brentford, Richmond, and Chiswick) and house these users at

a single site. Without SMART or some other form of alternative office

environment, this consolidation would not have been possible; 1,000 us-

ers were able to occupy a building that, under traditional office space

allocation, would have housed only 600.6 We can assume, that since the

same ratios were used at all of the sites, that each location had similar

space savings.

The Development of the SMART Concept
SMART was developed as part of a strategic initiative to reduce IBM's

real estate costs throughout the United Kingdom. A multi-disciplinary

group was formed at IBM in early 1989 to research alternative office

environments for IBM. This group included people with backgrounds in

MIS, human resources, facilities management, and management. This

group was responsible for researching the feasibility of implementing a

pooled or shared desk system at IBM as part of a corporate plan to reduce

real estate, and was instrumental in the early information-gathering pro-

cess.

Along with this group, IBM employed an outside consulting firm to help

establish how much and for what purpose space was being used. This

consulting firm collected data through four primary means: a space occu-

6(1992). £100 Million joint venture bears fruit. Corporate Members News. Lon-
don, England.
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pancy survey, a space activity survey, interviews, and a space audit.7

The Space Occupancy Survey: an observational survey that required

an observer to note whether a workspace was occupied, and if so, if

it was being used by an individual or for a meeting.

The Space Activity Survey: an observational survey to reveal how

space was being used by employees; what they were doing when

they occupied a particular space, such as meeting with people, using

the phone, paperwork, etc.

Interviews: conducted with managers and staff by the consulting firm

to help establish typical work patterns.

The Space Audit: measured how much space was being used at the

time and for what purpose. The space audit was conducted only at

two sites and only on typical floors.

Table 15: Data Collection Performed by Outside Consultants
at IBM

Data Collection Technique II Total Number
ll of People

Total Number
of Locations

Space Occupancy Survey Over 2,000 4

Space Activity Survey 700 2

Interviews 77 4

Space Audit 2

From this data and the research conducted by the multi-disciplinary group,

IBM was able to develop the SMART concept and a standard set of guide-

lines for the SMART office design. As discussed in Part I of this report,

this type of approach to implementing innovations (using a standard work-

place solution for all implementations) is what we refer to as a solution-

driven workplace strategy.

SMART set guidelines for desk-to-employee ratios for the departments

to use based on the observational data collected by the consultant. The

SMART plan also recommended the technology and additional spaces

the SMART employees would require (equipment rooms, project rooms,

break areas).

Once the SMART concept was developed, a smaller group, called the

Country SMART Program team (SMART team), was formed. This smaller

7Alexi Marmot Associates (1991, May). IBM space occupancy and SMART space.
London.
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group presented the SMART concept to prospective sites, and helped co-

ordinate the implementation when a site agreed to participate. The team

consisted of a Project Administrator, technology advisors, and additional

representatives (MIS, human resources people, etc., as necessary).

Although the Country SMART Program published a SMART Blueprint

in February of 1991 that defined the concept and developed a guideline

for implementing SMART, the planning process, design, and technology

varied slightly from installation to installation. The basic solution re-

mained the same for all sites, but the concept was refined to take into

account new technology or design solutions found to be more effective or

not available at the time of earlier implementations. The following sec-

tion will summarize the key differences in the system in terms of the

planning process, design, and technology for each of the SMART sites

(for detailed case studies of each site, please refer to Appendix A). The

final section, "Analysis of Implementation," then discusses some of the

effects that these differences in implementation process had on worker

satisfaction and performance.

Summary of SMART Installations Across Time
Methodology
In order to compare SMART across all of the installations studied for this

report, the IWSP research team constructed planning, design, and tech-

nology profiles made up of key aspects of the workplace system. These

key aspects combined things that actually occurred at one or more of the

sites, such as the provision of laptops, as well as factors that the IWSP

has found generally to be important in the implementation of non-territo-

rial offices based on our past research. Some examples of such factors

are: project ownership by the departments involved; individual data col-

lection through surveys and interviews with each site; and collaboration

among different departments such as MIS, Human Resources, and Facili-

ties Management.

The Planning Process
The six major areas identified as important in the process of planning

new office environments8 included: project ownership by the business/

8 Becker, F., Sims, W., & Davis, B. (1991). Managing space efficiently: Final
summary report. New York: Cornell University International Facility Manage-
ment Program, NYS College of Human Ecology.
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department/group involved; site specific collection of data on work time-

activity patterns; collaborative, cross-departmental involvement in the

project; the degree to which the end users were involved in the project;

the method of informing or involving users in the planning process; and

the training provided. These six areas were then broken down into more

detailed components and compared across each SMART implementation.

Figure 21: IBM SMART Planning Process summarizes our findings for

each site and describes which aspects of the planning process were in-

cluded for each site. The sites are listed in order of implementation, from

the earliest (Glasgow) to the most recent (Warwick II).

The planning process tended to be fairly similar across all of the SMART

implementations. There were, however, some variations from site to site.

As the concept spread to more IBM sites, less emphasis was placed on

certain stages in the implementation process (e.g., the reassessment of

work processes, changes in business practice to support the new way of

working, development of site-specific alternative workplace strategies).

In general, the planning process followed this type of pattern:

The business was faced with a choice involving a move to another

(typically less desirable) site with no reduction in office space, ver-

sus staying at the current location and reducing space; or the busi-

ness was informed by Real Estate that they were to stay in the same

location, but would have to reduce space by any means available.

The business then sought out or was approached by the Country

SMART Program representatives (see Implementation Process Back-

ground). A Country SMART representative presented the SMART

concept of unassigned workspaces, and then helped establish project

teams, such as user representative groups and technology teams.

The SMART blueprint defined the technology and applications the

business would receive. The SMART team, along with the user group,

determined how many SMART workstations it would need and who

in the business should be static or mobile, based on the information

gathered from the UK surveys (see Implementation Process Back-

ground). The SMART team and user group also determined the lay-

out of the permanently assigned desks, and scheduled training.

The business was given the technology and the space.
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Project Ownership
IWSP research has shown that projects "owned" by the business or de-

partment tend to be more accepted than projects where an outside entity

owns the project, such as Real Estate or Facilities Management.9 All of

the early, small implementations of SMART (see Figure 21) were per-

ceived as being owned by the businesses in question. Bedfont Lakes and

Warwick II, however, were owned by the SMART team and Corporate

Real Estate. The business unit occupying the space had very little to no

influence over the planning of the project.

Project Teams/Committees Established
All of the sites had the benefit of the Country SMART representatives

and their experience with SMART implementation across different sites.

All of the sites established some form of user representative group as

well, but with varying degrees of involvement depending mostly on the

size of the project. The larger the scale of implementation in number of

employees, the less comprehensive the user groups tended to be. In the

smaller projects, for example, many of the end users served on a user

group or committee. However, in the case of the largest site, Bedfont

Lakes, users below the level of manager were not included in the plan-

ning process.

Collaborative Team Effort
Again, the earlier project sites tended to be very collaborative, including

people from Management Information Systems (MIS) and Human Re-

sources (HR), as well as Facilities and the business unit. As SMART

became more standardized, MIS and HR had less input in the project. An

exception to this trend, however, was the first project implemented at the

Warwick site. This project was not originally scheduled for SMART.

The group itself decided to implement the program to keep from moving.

While they did have the help of the SMART representatives, there was

very little planning done in terms of space and technology, and few people

from other areas such as HR and MIS were involved in the project.

Data Collection
All of the sites had the benefit of the information gathered across the UK

9 Becker, F., Sims, W., & Davis, B. (1991). Managing space efficiently: Final
summary report. New York: Cornell University International Facility Manage-
ment Program, NYS College of Human Ecology.
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Photo 2: Typical Workstation at
IBM
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in the four studies by the outside consultant, but very few actually inter-

viewed/surveyed their users independently to determine if this data was

appropriate for their individual departments. While many of the smaller

sites collected data from staff, interviews focused primarily on the tech-

nology needs, ignoring the occupancy patterns of the employees. All of

the sites relied on the standards set by the earlier studies (i.e., 7:10

desk:employee ratios for consultants and sales people).

End User Involvement

Most of the earlier sites placed a good deal of emphasis on directly in-

volving the users. As with the formation of project teams, user involve-

ment tapered off as the projects became larger in scale and more stan-

dardized. Bedfont Lakes and Warwick 11 had little to no user involve-

ment (see Figure 21).

Training

General training for users became standard practice in the later imple-

mentations (i.e., after City of London). Training usually amounted to one

day of workshop/seminar style sessions on SMART (description and ba-

sic rules), the laptop technology, and the telephone system.

Summary of Planning Process Across Time
a

caalma To summarize some of the changes in implementation over time:

221 21ZEIZ L2121J
tro o:Ho

Figure 22: IBM Bedfont Floorplan

Equipe. CapiaPtirer

Figure 23: IBM South Bank
Floorplan

Businesses/departments had less ownership of the SMART project

over time. In larger installations, it was felt that there were too many

departments involved to give ownership to the individuals.

The SMART project became less collaborative over time. As the

installations progressed, fewer people from other fields (Human Re-

sources, Information Systems, Facility Management, Space Planning

Consultants) were consulted on the project.

As the project became more standardized, fewer users were involved

in the planning and design stage of the project. Users were limited to

informational meetings after the plans had already been established.

As the project became more standardized, less site-specific data col-

lection took place. Planners relied on the ratios established in a UK-

wide survey and did not look at individual site work/occupancy pat-

terns.
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Design
The major goal of the design of a working environment should be to

support the ways in which people work in the environment. For non-

territorial offices, our experience has indicated that some of the major

attributes that help users work more effectively include:

Multiple forms of work areas to support different tasks performed in

the office, such as concentrative work, team projects, small meet-

ings, etc.

Adequate storage for both personal and work related materials.

Flexibility in the design to handle peak periods and growth in the

department (both temporary and permanent).

Common areas for meetings (both formal and informal) and break-

out areas for relaxation.

Surroundings that encourage communication, collaboration, and ex-

change of ideas without negatively impacting the productivity of the

group.

Figure 25: IBM, UK SMART Design describes some of the physical at-

tributes of the SMART projects: what types or workstations were avail-

able at each site; what storage alternatives were provided; what common

areas were included in each design. The physical design of the non-terri-

torial offices was done in such a way that the physical surroundings did

not differ tremendously from what workers were using initially; the work-

stations and work areas were basically unchanged (see Photo 2).

The main difference was that workers were not assigned a specific work-

station; they could use any designated SMART workstation that was not

occupied when they came into the office.

As the floor plans for the Glasgow, South Bank, and Bedfont Lakes (Fig-

ures 22-24) projects indicate, many similarities existed from installation

to installation. The users were provided with L-shaped primary worksta-

tions at all sites, centrally located group storage, and personal storage

areas. South Bank offered no additional types of work areas or rooms for

the employees. Glasgow, however, had two team rooms/customer rooms,

as well as a quiet room and vending area. Bedfont Lakes went beyond

either of these two installations, providing group rooms, project rooms,

OD
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Figure 24: IBM Glasgow
Floorplan

Photo 3: IBM Touchdown Work-

stations

Photo 4: IBM Visitor Workstations
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work rooms, common rooms, and vending areas. These variations and

others are highlighted in the sections below.

Multiple Workstations
All sites provided the standard L-shaped primary workstation (see Photo

2: Typical Workstation at IBM). Users who had to perform tasks that

required more than just a few hours could do so at one of these worksta-

tions.

At Bedfont (and to a lesser degree City of London and Warwick II),

SMART users who were only going to be in the office for only a short

period of time could use a smaller "touchdown" area (see Appendix A).

Touchdown areas were equipped with a terminal or communications car-

tridge to link laptop computers. This workstation was somewhat smaller

than that of the primary workstation (refer to Photo 3).

Only a few of the sites provided designated workrooms or quiet rooms

(Bedfont Lakes, City of London, Glasgow), but most of the sites allowed

employees to use unoccupied manager offices for confidential or concen-

trative work.

Most earlier sites were not equipped with visitor workstations. However,

visitor workstations were added as a standard to the later installations

(after City of London).

Common Areas
Bedfont Lakes included one other area that was new to the SMART sys-

tem, called a common room. The common rooms were informal areas

with magazine racks, tables, and chairs that gave employees the chance

to conduct informal meetings away from the workstations.

A few of the installations had break-out or vending areas located near the

office area (see Photo 5).

Storage Alternatives
In general, the available storage tended to be less than users had in their

previous office environments. With the exception of Warwick II and

Bedfont Lakes, users retained the standard 5-foot storage cabinets they

had before SMART (see Photo 6), but were limited to a single cabinet

Photo 5: IBM Informal Seating

=rionkbe

,c-7r

Photo 6: Typical Storage

Photo 7: New Storage and File Box
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instead of two or more. Location-based users had pedestal file storage

and desk storage, in addition to the cabinets.

Bedfont Lakes users had a new storage unit designed specifically for

Bedfont using specifications from an IBM storage study, as well as file

boxes (see Photo 7). IBM provided Warwick II users with ceiling-high

storage cabinets for personal work that was shared between two users.

In addition, Bedfont Lakes users were provided with a new floor-to-ceil-

ing, double-sided, single-entry common storage cabinet (see Photo 8).

Many of the other locations had the large horizontal circulating storage

bins.

Design Considerations
Bedfont Lakes and Warwick II used lower screens between workstations

to enable users to locate peer workers visually. Earlier implementations,

however, employed higher screens (City of London), which made visual

contact more difficult.

Summary of Design Across Time
As the use of SMART became more widespread and users were able to

provide feedback, design considerations began to evolve. Designers added

spaces that were meant to support more flexible working and the ways in

which employees used the central office, including quiet rooms, project

rooms, and informal meeting areas.

Technology
The three areas of technology that our survey data showed to be important

to the implementation of non-territorial offices included: technology avail-

able in the office; technology to support work outside of the office; and

technology to support communication. Figure 26: IBM, UK SMART Tech-

nology depicts the technology IBM employed at each of the SMART sites.

Computers
Although the technology package was fairly standard for the installa-

tions, it did change slightly as technology improved or as the use of cer-

tain equipment proved essential. For example, previous to the Warwick

installation, SMART users were equipped with a PC terminal at home,

restricting computer work to the office or the home. Warwick introduced

r.

Photo 8: Tall Storage

Photo 9: Example of Technology
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the notion of portable technology with the provision of "luggable" com-

puters (older, portable computers that were much heavier than current

laptops), a concept that greatly increased work flexibility. Installations

since that time have supplanted the home terminal as a standard compo-

nent of the technology package, replacing it with the latest portable tech-

nology (e.g., laptops, printers, etc.).

Several sites did not have enough portable technology to give all of the

SMART users their own equipment. At City of London, for example, the

available laptops were pooled for the department, and could be checked

out by individual users for a period of three days or less.

Warwick II also pooled some of its equipment. Two business groups

were not given enough printers for all users. In addition, this site did not

have enough laptop computers for all users. Some users were originally

set up with the antiquated "luggable" portable computers until laptops

became available.

Voice Communications

Telephones

In most of the early implementations, SMART users logged the telephone

number for the workstation on their electronic diaries. Calls came to

main reception, and then were transferred to the user's workstation. Af-

ter a certain number of rings, the telephone call would roll back to recep-

tion. The system did not offer any electronic message service; messages

were either taken by main reception, or by anyone who happened to an-

swer the telephone at the workstation.

Bedfont Lakes introduced a new telephone system in which each user

was given an individual direct dial number. This number followed the

user from workstation to workstation. Upon reaching the desired work-

station, the employee logged the direct dial number into the system, after

which all calls were directly routed to that location without having to go

through main reception. At the time of this report, this system was only

operational within a given site; the number did not follow the user be-

tween locations. If the user worked at another site or at home, voice-mail

answered all calls, from which the user could easily retrieve all mes-

sages. The goal, however, is to have the direct dial number work from

82 Implementing Innovative Workplaces
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site to site.

The new telephone system provided many new services, such as transfer-

ring caller telephone privileges (e.g., international service) to whatever

telephone the user logged onto, instead of compelling the user to track

down a telephone offering certain services. Voice mail/electronic mes-

saging was also a standard component of the telephone system.

An example of a nonstandard telephone solution occurred at the Warwick

I. Two telephones were placed on each of the shared desks, each with a

separate number. Calls were then answered by whatever user was sitting

at or near the desk at the time.

Electronic Diaries

Electronic diaries were a standard feature at all of the IBM sites. This

diary was set up for each employee on the network. Employees were

required to keep their electronic diaries up-to-date at all times. If some-

one wanted to meet with another employee, he/she needed only to look

up the other person's diary to see where and when that person was avail-

able. Immediately upon logging onto a computer, the diary was auto-

matically updated to show which site the employee was working in at the

time.

Several different methods of tracking people while they were in the of-

fice have been tried at IBM. The City of London used a white board on

which people were supposed to record the location of their workstation.

For many of the sites, the electronic diaries were the most effective means

of tracking people down at specific workstations. At Warwick II, the

workstations were labeled with a specific number, and this number was

entered in the diary.

Special Technology
Some users were issued car telephones and fax machines, or had termi-

nals installed at customer sites, but this equipment was not issued as a

part of the standard SMART package. If the user could justify the equip-

ment to his/her immediate manager, then the equipment was issued.
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Summary of Technology Over Time
As technology advanced and the necessity of certain types of portable

technology became evident, the technology package associated with

SMART grew more sophisticated (i.e., had more components, was more

compact, had more features and greater capacity). The package also be-

came more standardized, with components issued to users regardless of

need.

Employee Satisfaction and Work Effectiveness
This section presents some of the results of the interviews and surveys

conducted by the IWSP at IBM, and discusses the user work effective-

ness and satisfaction ratings in relation to the changes in the office sys-

tem and implementation process.

Survey Background Data
User Profile
Job types of all the employees surveyed and interviewed fell into the

following categories:

consultants;

managers;

sales;

systems consultants;

systems engineers;

others.

The largest group of respondents (43%) were system consultants or other

consultants. Managers and sales people constituted the next largest groups

of users surveyed, with 21% and 17% of users falling in these two cat-

egories, respectively (see Figure 28). The survey ratings tended to be

rated the same by all job types in IBM.

Table 16: Data Collection for IBM

Total Number
Conducted

Total Number
of Locations

Cornell Workspace Survey 410 6

Focus Groups 7 4

Interviews 43 6

Personal Observation 6
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The users were fairly evenly distributed across age groups, with the ex-

ception of employees over the age of 50 (see Figure 29). When the sur-

vey data was examined by age group, there were statistically significant

differences for certain age groups. In general, issues tended to be rated

higher by younger age groups than by older age groups. For example, the

overall satisfaction with SMART tended to be higher for employees age

26-30 than for employees age 31-35, 41-45, and 46-50 (t=2.243, df= 149,

p= .0263; t= 2.298, df= 128, p= .0232; t= 2.948, df= 145, p= .0037), with

means of 3.4, 3.0, 3.0, and 2.9, respectively. Work effectiveness and sat-

isfaction with the technology was also higher for younger age groups.

For example, respondents in the 26-30 age bracket rated their satisfaction

higher than respondents in the 46-50 age bracket (t= 3.311, df= 146, p=

0.0012), with means of 4.0 and 3.5, respectively. All other issues tended

to be rated about the same by all age groups.

Eighty-five percent of the users surveyed had worked in a SMART office

from 1 to 6 months. The satisfaction means for employees who had worked

longer than 1 to 6 months were approximately the same as those working

from 1 to 6 months, when the differences in sample size were taken into

consideration.

Previous to SMART, 13% had individually enclosed offices, 61% had

individual workstations with either low or high panels, and the remainder

had either an individual desk, shared office, or some other form of office

arrangement. Two indices showed statistically significant differences in

the means when the data was examined across the previous workstation:

work effectiveness and privacy. People who had previously been work-

ing in shared-assigned offices rated their satisfaction with work effec-

tiveness issues lower than those in individual work stations with high

panels and those assigned to individual desks without panels (t= 2.400,

df= 189, p= 0.0173 and t= 2.350, df= 84, p= 0.0211), with means of 2.2,

2.5, and 2.5, respectively. In terms of privacy, people who had previ-

ously been working in individually assigned workstations with high pan-

els rated their satisfaction with privacy in the SMART environment higher

than people in other types of settings. For example, the privacy mean for

individually assigned workstations was 2.5 compared, to 1.9 for those in

shared-assigned offices (t= 3.726, df= 139, p= 0.0003).

Figure 27: Percent of Surveys by
SMART Location

City of
London Glasgow

10% 15%
Warwick II South Bank

17% 6%
Warwick I

2%

Bedfont

50%

tTotal of 410 IBM surveys returned.

Figure 28: Survey Respondents by Job
Type

Systems Other
Engineer 13%

6%

Systems

Consultant
25%

Consultant
18%

Sales
17%

Manager
21%
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For more information on the survey and the rating system for the re-

sponses, please see Data Collection Methods in the Methodology section.

A complete survey can be found in Appendix D.

Benefits of SMART

The three biggest benefits that users attributed to working with the SMART

office system at all sites were:

1) Flexibility: Users liked the idea that they could work at locations

other than the office, and could work at different locations within the

office.

2) Ability to work at home: Many users felt more productive working

at home (amount of work accomplished was higher at home, quality

was better). Also, users felt that they were able to spend more time

with their families and spent less time traveling.

3) Access to latest technology: Previous to SMART, users did not
have as much access to PS/2 technology or laptops. The trade-off of

space for technology allowed the users to have technology that they

otherwise might not. Users commented that in addition to being able

to work from other locations with the new technology, their presen-

tations to clients were much improved with the laptop technology.

Disadvantages of SMART

The three biggest disadvantages/areas of improvement that users targeted

were:

1) Voice and data communications from home: Users stated that
transmitting data from home to the mainframe and vice versa was

too slow/much slower than at the office. They also mentioned that

unless they had an additional telephone line in their homes, they could

not communicate with the office if they were working with the mo-

dems on the laptops.

2) Noise/distractions in the office: This was a common complaint at

all of the SMART locations. People associated the noise with the

added traffic through the SMART areas, attributable largely to people

looking for workstations and traveling in and out of the office. The

increase in noise could also be a result of changing work patterns:

users in many of the focus groups stated that they saved their tele-

phone calls, team projects, and less intensive work for the office. In

addition, users in the office used this time to work/socialize with

coworkers.

86 Implementing Innovative Workplaces
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3) Storage space for work-related materials: The space allocated to
SMART users tended to be less than they had previously, so this low

response was expected.

Issues of Most Importance to SMART Users
In addition to rating their satisfaction with a number of issues related to

the work environment, the survey also asked users to rate how important

these issues were to them. On average, the ten issues that were most

important to all users were:

ease of concentration in the office;

ease of receiving telephone messages;

ease of receiving telephone calls in workspace;

quality of work done in the office;

access to NOSS & LTMIS (IBM network) away from the office;

amount of work done at the office;

ease of making telephone calls in the office;

quality of work done at home;

auditory privacy at the office;

ease of concentration at home.

Issues of Least Importance to SMART Users
The three least important issues among SMART users were:

display of personal items;

availability of informal break areas;

storage of personal items.

It is important to note that user satisfaction/dissatisfaction did not tend to

influence the importance ratings for an issue. The scattergram of satis-

faction ratings compared to importance ratings (below) demonstrates that

ratings were relatively even across all quadrants;1° a low satisfaction is-

sue was no more likely to be rated of high importance than a high satis-

faction issue. If data points were nonexistent in the low satisfaction-low

importance quadrant, then one could assume that satisfaction/dissatisfac-

tion may have influenced the importance that users placed on certain is-

sues. This did not appear to be the case with the IBM SMART respon-

dents. For example, the comparison satisfaction rating for the opportu-

I° Note: The importance of issues relating to the environment tended to be rated fairly high in the Workplace Surveys. For example, one
of the lowest importance ratings was around 2.8. This was due in part to the limitations of the rating scale in the survey. The quadrants
have been divided at the importance and satisfaction means (versus at the median score of 3.0) to help clarify which issues were of
most importance to the users.
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nity to display personal items in the SMART environment versus the pre-

vious office environment was very lowonly 1.41, the lowest satisfac-

tion rating for all of the issues. The importance rating, however, was also

low with 2.90 (one of the lowest importance ratings).

Figure 30: Satisfaction Ratings Compared to Importance
Ratings

5.00 Low-Hight
g 4.00

3.00

2.00

1.00

Avg.

1.00 2.00 3.00

Importance Ratings

4.00

Avg.

5.00

Issues of High Importance and High Satisfaction

Referring to the above scattergram, issues of high importance and high

satisfaction included:

quality of work at home;

access to the network from home;

ability to concentrate at home;

ability to receive messages;

amount of work accomplished at home;

the ability to handle text/mail from home;

the ability to receive mail as a result of the new office system

Issues of High Importance and Low Satisfaction

Issues of high importance and low satisfaction included:

ability to concentrate in the new office environment;

storage for work-related materials;

access to files/reference materials;

auditory privacy in the office.

88 Implementing Innovative Workplaces
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Issue Indexes
In order to more clearly demonstrate the changes in user satisfaction from

project to project, the ten most important survey issues to users have been

grouped into seven major categories. These categories were:

work effectiveness;

communication;

technology;

home;

privacy;

storage/personalization;

alternative spaces/design.

The user satisfaction ratings for issues falling under these categories were

then graphed for each site (e.g., quality and amount of work accomplished

in the officeissues were grouped under the category "Work Effec-

tiveness"). A mean score, or "index," of all of the issues in a particular

category was also graphed for each site.

When appropriate, certain issues were listed under more than one cat-

egory. For example, "User satisfaction with the access to NOSS/UMIS

from home or outside the office" falls under both the Technology Index

and the Home Index. In addition, other issues not among the ten issues of

greatest importance were added to the index when appropriate to help

clarify advantages/disadvantages of the system.

Work Effectiveness Issues

The four issues grouped under work effectiveness were: ease of concen-

tration in the office; quality of work done in the office; amount of work

done in the office; and access to files and reference materials.

Work effectiveness issues tended to be rated from "the same" to "some-

what worse" in the SMART environment compared to the previous office

system (see Figure 31: Work Effectiveness Index). The two issues that

consistently were rated much lower by the users were the ability to con-

centrate in the office and access to files and reference materials. Respec-

tively, 56.5% and 68.2% of all SMART users rated these issues as worse

than what they had before SMART (see Figures 32, 33 on page 91).
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Figure 31: Work Effectiveness Index
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Ability to Concentrate in the Office

The installation of SMART forced users in many of the locations to work

in a much more open environment. Increased traffic from people looking

for an available workstation (both visitors and location-based SMART

users), the flexible work patterns of SMART users, and the nature of the

work performed in the office all contributed to the noise/distraction level

in the offices.

SMART users were no longer bound by location and working hours, so

traffic into and out of the office was continuous throughout the day. In

addition, many people "saved" the more interactive (and "noisier") tasks

(telephone calls, team projects, meetings, etc.) for the office. While much

of their concentrative work could beand wasperformed at home, the

noise level in the office made it more difficult to perform tasks such as

telephone calls, small meetings, and discussions without interference from

other employees' activities.

Access to Files and Reference Materials

With SMART, users no longer had storage associated with a particular

workstation. Storage was usually in the form of a centrally located stor-

age cupboard. Users felt they wasted a lot of time walking back and forth

from the workstation to their storage facility. Users often had to walk to

their cupboard to retrieve needed files while on the telephone with a cli-
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ent. Office overcrowding in some locations forced users to work across

the department from their cupboard, because all of the closer worksta-

tions were occupied. Bedfont tried to help alleviate this problem by pro-

viding portable files, thus enabling users to carry the bulk of their files

with them. Users stated that this system did not work because it was

difficult to know what files would be needed for the day, and inconve-
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Figure 32: Frequency Distribution for
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Figure 33: Frequency Distribution for Ease
of Access to Files/References in SMART
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nient to carry the box around. According to SMART users, without files

readily accessible, simple tasks often required twiceas much time to com-

plete.

Amount and Quality of Work Performed in the Office

The ratings for the amount and quality of work performed in the office

varied from site to site. One would expect these ratings to be the same to

slightly higher than the previous office system, because the added tech-

nology and work areas (at some of the sites). For the earlier installations,

this prediction held true. In the later installations, however, this was not

the case. This finding will be discussed in greater detail in the following

section, but in general we believe that the larger numbers of people, the

inability to concentrate in the office, and other issues specific to the sites

significantly effected the users' ability to perform work in the office.

Comparison Across Installation Sites for Work Effective-
ness

Work effectiveness issues were rated much higher in the earlier installa-

tions, peaking at the Warwick I location before dropping off at City of

London (see Figure 31: Work Effectiveness Index). Some of the decrease

in the overall work effectiveness scores can be attributed to the sheer

numbers involved in the SMART implementations; the later installations

had more people working in SMART areas than did the earlier imple-

mentations. With large numbers of people working in the SMART envi-

ronment, the noise level was much higher than in an office accommodat-

ing only 24 users, such as South Bank. Noise inhibited people's ability to

concentrate, and thus get work accomplished.

The City of London

City of London users were in a unique location and had additional work

effectiveness concerns compared to the other sites. The City of London

users had work patterns dissimilar to users at other sites due to the prox-

imity of their clients. Users mentioned that most, if not all, of their cus-

tomers were located within twenty minutes of the office. Users gener-

ally were not away from the office for extended periods of time. Users

would attend meetings with their clients and then return to the office,

rarely using other IBM facilities or home as alternative work sites. Be-
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cause all of their clients were in close proximity, more people were in the

office at any given time. The City of London users also had the disadvan-

tage of being located near the executive offices of IBM; consequently,

they had many visitors to the department who would often chose the City

of London SMART area as a workplace. This heavy traffic, and the noise

and disruption associated with it, may have played a substantial role in

the low satisfaction ratings.

City of London users also tended not to use the portable technology pro-

vided by SMART. City of London users stated that very few people used

the laptops in their department for two reasons: not only were the pooled

laptops difficult to find, but most of the users' work patterns did not re-

quire flexible technology. They performed the majority of their work in

the office (versus at home, at the clients', or occasionally in other IBM

locations). If a task needed to be completed immediately, it was not dif-

ficult for them to get back to the office and work on the available technol-

ogy. The standard ratios used to set up the City of London SMART envi-

ronment were not established to support these work patterns, so users

often had to spend time that could have been spent working in search of

an available workstation.

Bedfont Lakes

Bedfont Lakes' remote location also inhibited many users from taking

advantage of the mobile technology. Because it was so far out of the way,

users and visitors tended to work at Bedfont in large increments of time,

such as a day or half-day, versus short infrequent trips into the office.

Again, the standard ratios did not take into account these nonstandard

work patterns. The result was that many people were in the office at any

given time, and users had to look for an available workstation.

The lower work effectiveness ratings at Bedfont could also be explained

by problems in assimilating new technology. Users complained that the

help desk did not really help them to understand the new equipment and

software, and that the telephones did not work properly when they first

moved in. They thought they would be more productive in the long run,

but they currently did not feel very productive, because they could not

yet use the technology as it was meant to be used.
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Warwick H

SMART users at the Warwick II location rated the work effectiveness

issues slightly higher than users at City of London and Bedfont Lakes,

but nonetheless lower than earlier implementations. The Warwick II us-

ers experienced some of the same problems as the Bedfont users under-

standing the new technology; Warwick II had problems with the tele-

phones, and users also complained of not being able to use the technol-

ogy as intended.

Communication Issues

The four issues that were included in the communication category were:

ease of making telephone calls in the office, ease of receiving telephone

calls, ease of receiving messages, and ease of receiving mail.

In past experience, the ability to handle telephone calls and messages was

a common and pressing problem in flexible offices. IBM initially solved

this problem by having a central reception area in each department that

handled telephones and mail. Calls would be transferred by reception to

the appropriate workstation, and mail/messages would be typed into the

electronic system.

IBM recently replaced this system with an electronic messaging system

beginning with the Bedfont Lakes location. Calls were routed directly to

the user when they logged onto the telephone system using a direct dial-

ing number. Messages could be recorded on voice-mail. Users could

now access their messages by calling their "accounts."

With the introduction of this new system, user satisfaction increased sub-

stantially (see Figure 34: Communication Index). Users stated that they

were able to receive telephone calls and messages wherever they were,

and that this was a big benefit to them. Since being introduced at Bedfont,

the telephone system has been installed at many of the precursory SMART

installations.

The overall satisfaction ratings with respect to communication at Warwick

II showed that users were still happy about the new telephone system by

the time it was installed at this location, but that the "excitement" level

may have decreased since its introduction. Users noted some drawbacks
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to the new system that did not arise at Bedfont Lakes:

The telephone system was not linked between IBM locations, so us-

ers could not log onto the system from another location. While IBM

is still working on making this feature available, Warwick II users

expected it to be available by the time the system was installed at

their location.

IBM has reduced the number of secretarial staff because of the tele-

phone system as well as for financial issues. Warwick II users re-

ceived many complaints from clients that they missed the human

factor.

The Warwick II site experienced many problems with the system

early in its implementation that made the system unpopular, such as

messages being lost or randomly erased and/or voice mail not pick-

ing up.

Calls were no longer automatically rerouted to reception after the

telephone rang more than three times. If a user forgot to log out of

the system when he/she stepped away from the workstation, the tele-

phone kept ringing until someone in the office picked up the line.

5

Figure 34: Communication Index
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Technology Issues

The three issues included in the technology category were: access to

technology at the office; access to NOSS/UMIS at home; and ability to

handle mail/text at home.

The technology in the SMART environment was rated much higher than

in the previous environment. Surprisingly, however, the satisfaction rat-

ings decreased over the course of the project (see Figure 35: Technology

Index). We expected the ratings for technology to increase as the tech-

nology improved. One possible explanation for this unanticipated trend

is that user expectation increased at a faster rate than technology improved.

Although the laptops issued to Warwick II and Bedfont users were far

more advanced than the "luggables" issued at earlier implementations,

the users felt the laptops should have been better. They should have been

able to download information to/from the mainframe as quickly as if they

were in the office; the laptops should have been in color so that they

could make color presentations to the clients; the software platform on

the laptops should have been better and more in line with what they were

using in the individual departments.

User access to technology was one of the technology issues that was rated

fairly high by all users. The frequency distribution shows that over 50%

of all respondents rated this issue as "better" or "much better" in the

SMART environment compared to the previous environment. Over 80%

rated this issue the "same" or "better" (see Figure 36: Frequency Distri-

bution for Access to Technology at Home in SMART Across All IBM

Sites).

User ability to handle text/mail from home as a result of the SMART

environment was rated on average lower than other technology issues.

The frequency distribution, however, indicated that the scores were quite

varied in terms of user satisfaction with this issue. Over 75% of all users

rated this issue as the same or better in the SMART environment com-

pared to the previous environment, while less than 25% rated it worse

(see Figure 37: Frequency Distribution for Ability to Handle Text/Mail at

Home in SMART Across All IBM Sites).
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Figure 35: Technology Index
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Home Issues
The six issues that were grouped under this heading were: quality of work

at home, amount of work at home, ease of concentration at home, access

to NOSS & UMIS, ability to handle text/mail, and communication with

coworkers.

Users across all of the sites rated these issues better than in the old office

system, with mean scores between 3.5 and 4.0. As with the technology

index, the scores tended to drop off for Bedfont Lakes and Warwick H,

even though the technology was much better than at the earlier sites (see

Figure 38: Home Index). Users complained that the system was very

slow when they were outside of the office and linked via modem. They

also complained that they had to use their own telephone lines if they

wanted to work at home, and this often interfered with their families'

ability to function normally.

Again, user expectation in all likelihood increased at a greater rate than

home technology improved.

In terms of users' ability to communicate with coworkers at home, the

mean score for each site was one of the lowest in terms of user satisfac-

tion with home issues. The frequency distribution, however, indicates

that the scores were fairly evenly distributed across scores for all sites.

Forty percent of all users rated their ability to communicate from home as
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Figure 36: Frequency Distribution for Access to
Technology at Home in SMART Across All Sites
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Figure 37: Frequency Distribution for Ability to
Handle Text/Mail at Home in SMART Across All Sites
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worse or much worse in the SMART environment, while 60% rated it the

same or better (see Figure 39: Frequency Distribution for Communica-

tion with Coworkers from Home in SMART Across All IBM Sites.

Privacy Issues
The four issues grouped under privacy were: ability to deal with confi-

dential issues in the office, auditory privacy, conversational privacy, and
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Figure 38: Home Index
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visual privacy.

All of the privacy issues were consistently rated the same to worse than

in the previous office environment. The ratings for Bedfont Lakes, how-

ever, were unusually low compared to the other sites. Some users com-

mented that the design of the Bedfont Building made it particularly diffi-

cult to work in in terms of privacy/quiet. All of the workstations had low

panels, allowing the noise to reach each workstation. The departments

were quite open and bordered by glass on two sides, which did little to

alleviate the noise/privacy problems.

Storage/Personalization Issues
The issues included under storage and personalization were: storage for

work-related materials; access to files and reference materials; storage

for personal items; display of personal items; and display of work-related

materials.

All of these issues were rated worse in the SMART environment com-

pared to the previous office system across all of the sites (see Figure 41:

Storage/Personalization Index). The concept of SMART did not allow

personalization of workstations in any way, so satisfaction with the abil-

ity to display personal and work-related materials should be low. As

noted earlier in the report, these issues were also rated low in importance

by the users of SMART.
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Figure 39: Frequency Distribution for Communication
with Coworkers at Home in SMART Across All Sites
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Figure 40: Privacy Index
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Both storage and access to files and reference materials were rated low

across all sites, but were rated high in importance. Storage in the major-

ity of locations was less than users were accustomed to, so some dissatis-

faction was expected. Many users, however, complained that they were

not actually able to reduce their storage requirements, and now had to

store materials at home. Storing materials at home not only impinged on

their home life, but also forced users to carry materials back and forth

from the office, as well as possibly resulting in extra trips due to needed

materials being left in the wrong location.
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Figure 41: Storage/Personalization Index
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Alternative Space/Design Issues
The issues grouped under this category included: informal meeting areas,

informal break areas, dedicated project or team rooms, resource centers,

and number and location of conference areas. In addition, satisfaction

with access to files and references was included in the combined index.

The design of the SMART environment in the first implementation at

Glasgow offered users a wide variety of workspaces, several storage al-

ternatives, conference rooms, and break-out areas. The next two imple-

mentations (South Bank CP&S and Warwick I), however, offered em-

ployees very little choice in where they worked; essentially, they could

work either at primary workstations or in unoccupied manager offices.

The design became more diverse with the City of London implementa-

tion, which provided users with dedicated project rooms or quiet rooms,

visitor workstations, conference rooms, and a variety of storage alterna-

tives. Surprisingly, however, even though the design appeared to im-

prove from City of London to Warwick 11, providing new furniture, a

variety of different workspaces, informal areas, etc., user satisfaction de-

creased across these same projects (see Figure 42: Alternative Space/De-

sign Index). The design of the office environment at Bedfont Lakes was

much more involved than in any of the previous projects, yet user satis-

faction with the design was no higher.

One explanation for this low user satisfaction is that, again, expectations

may have increased at a greater rate than design features. Another, more
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likely, explanation is that the design was not tailored to user needs. For

example, interviews with SMART users at Bedfont indicated that users

often worked at the site for long periodseither for a full day or for most

of the daybecause of its remote location. For long periods in the office,

users worked at the primary workstations or in team offices. Therefore

touchdown workstations, which were figured into the total workstation-

employee ratios, were either not being used, or were being used for an

unintended purpose. When users could not find an available primary

workstation, they were forced to work at the smaller touchdown stations,

which were designed primarily for telephone calls and e-mail work.

In addition, users mentioned that, although they were provided with in-

formal break areas called "Common Rooms," they were uncertain how

these rooms should be used (whether for informal meetings, relaxation,

casual reading, or other functions), and would have preferred an area con-

ference room.

Figure 42: Alternative Space/Design Index
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Overall User Satisfaction with the SMART System and The Implementation
Process
One of the primary objectives of this study was to observe how changes

in the implementation process effected user satisfaction/work effective-

ness in the office environment. The trend at IBM throughout the SMART

project was to try to standardize as many aspects of the process as pos-

sible, particularly with regards to the planning process. However, the

SMART concept was refined over time as the project moved from site to

site. Again, to summarize some of the changes in the planning and imple-
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mentation process over time (see Summary of SMART Installations Across

Time section for more details):

Businesses/departments had less ownership of the SMART project

over time.

The SMART project became less collaborative over time.

As the project became more standardized, fewer users were involved

in the planning and design stage of the project.

As the project became more standardized, less site-specific data col-

lection took place.

As the use of SMART became more widespread, design consider-

ations began to evolve.

As technology advanced and the necessity of certain types of por-

table technology became evident, the technology package associated

with SMART grew more sophisticated (e.g., had more components,

was more compact, had more features and greater capacity).

IWSP "Rating" System for the Implementation Process
Based on the IWSP's experience and knowledge of non-territorial and

shared office environments, a rating system was devised to depict the

emphasis that each of the organizationsand sites within organizations

placed on the planning, design, and technology during implementation.

Using the figures that summarized the components of each organization's

implementation process as a guide (see Figures 43, 44, and 45 for ex-

amples), the sites were given points on a scale of 0 to 5 for each of the

subcategories (e.g., project ownership, non-office technology, multiple

workstations) according to: (a) whether the site included/considered the

subcategory during implementation, and (b) the quality with which the

subcategory was carried out. In this rating system, we often assumed that

"more is better:" the more methods a site employed to involve users, the

more technology provided for mobile work, the more types of work areas

provided to support work patterns, the better.

For example, under the planning process at Bedfont Lakes, a subcategory

would be groups/teams/committees involved in planning. The Bedfont

Lakes implementation process included the SMART Country Program

members, as well as a user representative group; therefore it can be said
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that Bedfont Lakes did attempt to involve groups in the planning process.

The rating for this degree of emphasis was a 3 (out of 5). However, we

know from talking to people involved in the user representative group

that they had very little input into the design and planning of the project,

and that the group's membership was not consistent throughout the pro-

cess (the numbers varied anywhere from 4 to 12 users). The "3" rating

was, therefore, reduced to 2.5 to reflect that although Bedfont Lakes did

have a user representative group, its involvement was not strong.

SMART Implementation Process
This expert-based rating system was used to rate each of the organiza-

tions and sites. The scores for each subcategory were then plotted for

each location, and an ellipse depicting the average range was added. The

resulting graphical representations can be found below.

According to our rating scale, the emphasis placed on the planning pro-

cess for SMART implementations, on average, decreased with each it-

eration of the project (see Figure 43). Both design and technology,on the

other hand, increased on average as the projects evolved (see Figures 44

and 45, respectively).

An overlay of the three graphs depicting the emphasis placed on plan-

ning, design, and technology, mapped with overall user satisfaction with

regards to the SMART environment (see Figure 46), showed the follow-

ing:

Changes in the design and technology (either good or bad) over time

more advanced technology, more work areas designed into the sys-

tem, etc.were met with little to no changes in user satisfaction,
unless the changes were substantial. User satisfaction with the sys-

tem followed a pattern almost opposite to that of design and technol-

ogy; satisfaction decreased as the emphasis placed on design and
technology increased. Only with the Bedfont implementation, where

technology and design were much better than in previous installa-

tions, did satisfaction increase slightly.

Changes in the planning process appeared to have had the greatest

effect on user satisfaction. Each drop in the planning process shows

a drop in user satisfaction as well.

To some degree, the increases in design and technology tended to
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counteract the effect of the planning process on user satisfaction.

For example, the decline in user satisfaction at Bedfont and Warwick

II were not as severe as in earlier installations, perhaps as a result of

the huge increases in technology and design.

These findings indicate that, at least in the case of IBM users, the amount

of emphasis placed on the planning process and user involvement had the

strongest influence on user satisfaction. Even though the design and tech-

nology presumably became better over time, user satisfaction decreased

as the planning process became less involved.

Through attempts to standardize the process, it became further and fur-

ther removed from the users. Changes in the implementation process,

such as improved design and technology, also became further removed

from the employees; the changes did not automatically reflect the ways

in which employees worked. For example, the inclusion of common rooms

and common spaces at Bedfont appeared to be a substantial benefit to the

overall SMART system, but the rooms and spaces were not used in the

manner planners had envisioned. Users failed to use these areas as infor-

mal meeting or relaxation areas because, as users commented, "It's not in

our culture." Many of the businesses requested that these areas be con-

verted to conference rooms.

Another example of the distancing of the process was the City of Lon-

don. No individual data was collected on this site; planners relied solely

on the ratios and SMART job types established in the UK-wide study.

These users, however, had a fairly atypical working pattern in that all of

their customers were located in close proximity to the office. Instead of

being out of the office 70% of the time working at client sites or other

IBM locations, these people worked primarily in the office. Increased

use of the office meant that the users had difficulty finding available work-

stations, and that the company spent a good deal of money on mobile

technology that sat idle.

Another item that deserves mention is along the same lines as the idle

mobile technology at City of London: users were not happy with the later

technology packages because they did not support their work patterns.

Each user was issued a laptop with a modem and a printer. Some users

particularly in later implementations when this practice became standard
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(i.e., Bedfont, Warwick ID-- mentioned that they had not even taken

their printers out of their boxes, and would have been much happier with

a car telephone or some other needed piece of equipment. Users were not

necessarily working on reports or customer proposals at home (as the

SMART planning team had supposed), but were primarily checking mail,

sending e-mail messages, and making telephone calls from home. The

larger tasks, according to users, were much easier to conduct at the office.

Had efforts been made to change these work patterns, or had individual

site data been collected to determine the most appropriate technology

package for individual groups of employees, the technology may have

better supported work functions. Neither of these preceding options was

exercised.

Lessons Learned
Some of the lessons learned from studying the non-territorial offices at

IBM, UK included:

Users needed to have more involvement (or continued involvement)

in the implementation process. Attempts to standardize the solution

resulted in technology and design that, while "evolving" over time,

still only partially reflected the way in which users worked in the

system.

Users did not necessarily take advantage of all aspects of the system.

It appeared that many users were not working at home as a substitute

for working in the office, but rather as a supplement. In addition,

they were performing tasks in the office that might have been better

accomplished at home. For example, users often complained of noise

and distractions in the office, which made it difficult for them to

perform certain tasks in the office. Had users envisioned the system

as an integrated workplace strategy, where work was performed ac-

cording to the most appropriate setting for a particular task, the noise

and distractions would not have interfered with individual effective-

ness. An integrated workplace strategy, however, requires that the

technology and design of the settings support ease of transition be-

tween work settings. Going back to the previous "lesson," it is also

possible that the technology and design did not allow users to work

in this manner.
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In order for users to work effectively in an integrated workplace sys-

temin addition to design and technology "enablers"users must

change their work behaviors and the way they think about their work.

In many cases, users must be "taught" to disassociate their work from

a specific location. While IBM, UK did provide training on how to

use the available technology, they did not attempt to change users'

work behaviors. As a result, users attempted to work in the new

system in the old ways. People were still trying to perform most of

their work in the office, regardless of whether tasks could be per-

formed more easily in another location, and they quickly reverted to

old behaviors: claiming personal workstations in the office, clutter-

ing desks with papers and materials, becoming less flexible, and es-

sentially, "chaining" themselves to particular workstations.

The lack of a strong management champion for the non-territorial

office allowed users to revert to previous work behaviors. When a

strong champion did exist, users were less likely to start personaliz-

ing (and thus "claiming") particular locations. A champion of the

system often helped to explain why the system was designed as it

was, and helped users to understand the benefits of working flexibly.

Without this champion, users tended to only notice that they no longer

had permanent workstations, and saw the SMART concept as a dis-

advantage.

Another factor that allowed users to revert to old work behaviors

was the downsizing that occurred within IBM, UK after the users

had moved into the SMART offices. The offices had been established

to support a larger number of people than were actually working in

the office at any one time. As downsizing occurred, it was easy for

users to reclaim their own desks without upsetting anyone because

there were more desks than people. Again, people must make a con-

scious effort to change work behaviors, and they may have to be

"encouraged" to change. Such situations (e.g., lack of champions,

instances where the ratios fall to 1:1, etc.) actually encourage people

to become more entrenched in old work behaviors.

IBM, UK attempted to use technology as a bargaining tool for space;

departments would acquire technology in return for giving up a cer-
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tain amount of space. This did not appear to be an effective means of

increasing user satisfaction and work effectiveness. In actuality, this

bargain may have caused decreased satisfaction among the users by

increasing expectations to levels IBM, UK could not satisfy. Be-

cause a good deal of emphasis was placed on the technology aspect

of the system, users expected more than what they received. Fur-

thermore, the technology did not necessarily support their work pat-

terns or tasks.

As part of a strategic initiative, IBM was able to learn from past

experiences, and did not have to start from the beginning at each

implementation. Both the design and technology evolved into more

sophisticated packages. IBM was also able to review previous projects

and implement new aspects of the system that came about as a result

of new projects. For example, IBM tried a number of telephone

alternatives before designing a system that worked out the majority

of the problems associated with handling messages in a non-territo-

rial office. The organization then went back and implemented an

identical telephone system at earlier SMART locations.

In this particular case, the strategic initiative resulted in an attempt to

standardize the implementation of the project, which appears to have

caused some difficulties in terms of user satisfaction and effective-

ness. But this was not necessarily because the project was "strate-

gic," or that it became "standardized." Most likely, the problems

arose as a result of the aspects which IBM chose to standardize and

its approach to the project as a whole. This idea will be discussed in

more detail in the Conclusion section below.

Conclusion
We discuss below each of the specific research questions identified at the

onset of the Innovative Workplaces study with reference to IBM, UK

and SMART. Later these questions will be discussed in more detail, with

reference to all the organizations studied.

What factors (e.g., planning and design process, nature of technol-

ogy, the design of the setting) tend to change the most as projects
evolve?
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All of the factors tended to change over time with regards to SMART.

Specifically, the planning process and the SMART solution became more

standardized and emphasized less end user involvement in the planning

stages. The design evolved over time, adding a variety of workspaces for

users to choose from. The technology, while becoming more standard-

ized in the sense that all users were issued the same equipment, became

more advanced as new technologies and solutions emerged. All these

changes, however, were not "new workplace strategies," however, but

refinements of a standard solution.

What aspects of the new workplace system tend to become standard-

ized or uniform?

As mentioned earlier, IBM, UK was attempting to standardize as much of

the SMART concept as it could; it was trying to develop one package, or

one solution, for all sites. The user information seemed to be more stan-

dardized than the other aspects of the project in that the ratios and job

types were established at the beginning of the project and were applied

consistently throughout its evolution.

As organizations expand their implementation of new workplace strat-

egies (within or across sites) does employee response tend to im-

prove, remain the same, decline, or is there no consistent pattern at

all?

In the case of the SMART project, employee response declined as the

project expanded. Satisfaction decreased in a pattern similar to that of

the emphasis placed on user involvement in the planning and design stages

of the project. The less the user involvement, the lower the level of satis-

faction.

What differences are there in terms of cost and employee response

(satisfaction, work effectiveness) as a function of whether the work-

place system is primarily cost-driven versus business driven ?

The SMART project was primarily cost-driven. A secondary benefit that

the SMART planning group thought that they could get from the project

was increased worker effectiveness and satisfaction. The specific site

user needs/demands, however, were not addressed throughout the project

because this aspect was standardized at the beginning of the project. As a

result, employee satisfaction and effectiveness decreased because of the
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project.

What are the organizational implications of solution-orientedvs. pro-

cess-oriented workplace systems?

The SMART project was solution-oriented in that the SMART Country

Program developed a single solution, and then tried to implement this

solution at each location. The "process" aspectfinding out how users

work and behave, what sort of system they would like to or should be

working in to best suit their work tasks, etc. was basically eliminated

from the system. As a solution-based project, it became very easy for

IBM, UK to standardize the project across sites. The degree to which

IBM standardized SMART, however, resulted in the solutions less effec-

tively supporting differences in work situations across sites.

How does the implementation process change as the project moves

from the pilot stage to widespread implementation? Is it necessary

to focus as much attention on all three factors (design, technology,

and planning process) in second and third installations to ensure

similar success patterns as those achieved in the pilot project?

As mentioned above, the implementation process changed by becoming

more standardized. In IBM's case, this standardization seems to have

had a negative impact on user satisfaction and effectiveness. Had more

attention been paid to the planning process (which would have, in turn,

affected the technology and design), the implementations might have been

more well-received.

What is the nature of organizational learning that occurs as a func-

tion of whether the workplace system is process- vs. solution-driven,

cost- vs. business-driven, or part of a strategic initiative versus an

independent initiative?

As mentioned in the Lessons Learned section, the SMART project, being

a solution-driven, cost-driven, strategic initiative, allowed for organiza-

tional learning that may not have occurred otherwise. The nature of the

learning, however, tended to be more technology- and design-oriented

than user-oriented. Again, while changes were made in the technology

and design over time with the intention of making these aspects better,

the planning process changed in a way that reduced the sense of owner-

ship, collaboration, and user involvement.
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Ernst & Young, London

Workplace Strategy Overview
Shared workstations for auditors are fairly common in major accounting

firms and have been so for many years. In 1988 after the merger of Ernst

& Whinney and Arthur Young, Ernst & Young in London decided to house

a division of management consultants in shared offices. The shared of-

fices, which were implemented in the Management Consulting Services

(MCS) department, constituted an innovation in that the concept was ap-

plied to higher-level management consultants rather than auditors.

Two case studies from Ernst & Young center around the MCS department

(see Figure 50: Ernst & Young Timeline), which initially was scattered

on different floors and throughout several buildings. The first, small imple-

mentation involved only that portion of MCS located in a building called

Becket House. The second, larger implementation involved the consoli-

dation of MCS and the renovation of Becket House floors nine and ten,

where these employees were housed.

Photo 10: Ernst & Young Overall
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Goals/Drivers of Shared Offices in Ernst &

Young, MCS

Contain and reduce facility costs by re-

ducing space requirements.

Consolidate MCS Department.

Offer space allocation compromise to pri-

vate and non-territorial offices.

Principles of Shared-Assigned Offices

Desks are assigned at a greater than 1:1

employee-to-workstation ratio.

Employees are expected to work at their

assigned locations unless occupied by an-

other "owner:"

Shared-Assigned Office Concept
The implementations at Ernst & Young differed from the other compa-

nies we studied in that the new environments were actually shared-as-

signed offices rather than non-territorial. In shared-assigned offices, em-

ployees are assigned to work at specific locations at greater than 1:1

employee:workstation ratios. For example, three people might be as-

signed to a single workstation.

This concept differs from non-territorial offices in that employees no longer

have the freedom to choose where to work on a day-to-day basis. On the

other hand, this type of office system allows employees a constant work-

ing environment: when in the office, they occupy the same location, next

to the same people, with the same telephone number, etc. For some em-

ployees, this can be a drawback because there is the constant worry that

someone else assigned to the same desk will arrive. Shared offices are

attractive to many organizations because they can save space through a

reduction in the number of workstations, but accomplish this in a more

"traditional" manner, as opposed to a full non-territorial office.

The shared-assigned office implementations at Ernst & Young were not

part of a strategic initiative by the company; the projects were indepen-

dent initiatives undertaken by MCS and the Facilities Management de-

partment. The idea of shared and non-territorial offices has recently spread

internationally; Ernst & Young in Chicago and in New York have also

implemented independent alternative office environments for higher-level

consultants.

The MCS shared offices were also cost-driven. The key concern of the

partners in both implementations was to reduce the amount of space they

occupied to avoid paying for "extra" space. In an effort to reduce the

overall costs of the two projects, many "performance" features recom-

mended by both the outside consultants and the Facilities Management

department were rejected by the partners.

Both projects were also solution-driven; the project planners approached

the project with a solutionshared-assigned officesalready in mind.
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Cost Savings Associated with Shared-Assigned Offices
As Table 17 illustrates, the annual lease cost savings for each of the shared-

assigned office implementations was quite substantial.

Table 17: Cost Savings Associated with Shared-Assigned Offices

MCS # 1 MCS# 2

Previous
Environment

Shared-Assigned
Office

Previous
Environment

Shared-Assigned
Office

Total Area 8,160 sq. ft. 5,525 sq. ft. 23,562 sq. ft. 15,000 sq. ft.

Cost per sq. ft $145 $145 $198 $198

Total cost $1,183,200 $801,125 $4,665,276 $2,970,000

Savings I I $382,075 I $1,695,276

Summary of Shared-Assigned Office Installations Across Time
Methodology
The same profiles used to compare SMART at IBM were applied to the

first and second installations of shared-assigned offices at Ernst & Young.

To some extent these profiles were tailored for Ernst & Young, using

terms more specific to MCS; but overall the same profiles apply to all

companies.

A more detailed description of each of the projects at Ernst & Young can

be found in Appendix B.

The Planning Process
Again, the six major areas identified as important in the process of plan-

ning new office environments included: project ownership by the busi-

ness/department/group involved; collection of data on work time-activ-

ity patterns; collaborative, cross-departmental involvement; the degree

to which end users were involved; the method of informing or involving

users; and the training provided. These six areas were then broken down

into more detailed components and compared across the shared-assigned

office implementations.

Figure 51 summarizes the planning process for each of the shared-as-

signed office installations. One of the primary differences between the

first and second installations was the emphasis placed on the planning
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stage in the second installation. The second installation was much more

planning-process intensive, whereas the first implementation devoted little

effort to the planning stages.

Project Ownership
Basically, Facilities Management owned the first project involving shared

offices in MCS. The Facilities Management department planned and de-

signed the project, although the Director of Administration in MCS made

all key decisions. In the second installation, however, project ownership

by MCS was strongly emphasized from the outset (see Figure 51). When

Facilities Management was approached by MCS to renovate the space

and consolidate MCS in Becket House, FM encouraged MCS to "own"

the project; FM proposed to merely facilitate the process.

However, "ownership" implies participation by the entire business unit

or department; it suggests that all levels of employees influence the shape

of the project and tailor the project according to individual or group work

needs. From our observations of the planning process and from inter-

views with MCS employees, it appears that only the partners in MCS

actually owned the project.

Project Teams/Committees Established
In the first installation, no committees or user groups directed the imple-

mentation of the project. In the second installation, a steering committee

of senior partners, as well as professionals from HR and FM, was formed

at the beginning of the planning process to manage the project (see Fig-

ure 51: Ernst & Young Shared-Assigned Office Planning Process). This

steering committee, in conjunction with other partners in the department,

made all significant decisions regarding the project.

Two other committees, the Accommodation and Advisory committees,

also helped plan and design the second installation. The Accommodation

group was composed of top MCS management, while selected consult-

ants from various practices in MCS constituted the Advisory group. The

two groups reviewed copies of all reports, discussed recommendations,

and had some (although very little) influence over planning the project.

From interviews with consultants, however, it was evident that these two

groups in reality had little control over the project. Any ideaswhether
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Figure 51: Ernst & Young Shared-Assigned Office
Planning Process

Project Ownership: Departments/Groups/Businesses

Groups/Teams/Committees: Steering Committee

User Representatives (non-managers)

Managers

Other

Collaborative Team Project: Departments/Groups/Businesses

Facilities/Premises Management

Space Planning Consultants

Management Information Systems

Human Resources

Data Collection:

Method of Informing or
Involving End-Users
(non - managers):

Trainine:

Occupancy Patterns for Group/Site
Needs Analysis for Group/Site:

Space

Technology

Workshops

Seminars

User meetings

Bulletins/Newsletters

Shared Assigned Offices/Technology
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O
0
0
0
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0
0
0
0
O
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0 Did not have

Did have

Occurred post-

implementation

from these two groups, the outside consultant, or Facilities Management

had to be discussed and approved by the partners. The partners rejected

many of the ideas presented by these people, such as pooled desks, con-

ference rooms, and appropriate ratios of desks to employees (see Appen-

dix B).

Collaborative Team Effort

The second implementation was much more collaborative than the first.

In addition to MCS and Facilities Management, people with backgrounds
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in MIS and HR, as well as outside consultants, made recommendations

for how the shared-assigned office should look (see Figure 51).

End User Involvement
The involvement of end users remained virtually unchanged from MCS

#1 to MCS #2. In both cases, users were informed about the project

through bulletins and newsletters, and through meetings with partners or

top management. In the second implementation, end users formed an

Advisory group, but again, this committee functioned primarily as an

informational link between partners and the end users.

Data Collection
In MCS #1, very little data was collected; data collection was limited to a

study of the technology needs of the department. In the second installa-

tion, data was collected on the occupancy patterns of MCS consultants,

as well as their needs in terms of space and technology.

Although this data was collected and recommendations were made, part-

ners had the final word on the design of the shared offices. A number of

recommendations (e.g., the amount of space necessary to house the de-

partment; the appropriate desk-to-employee ratios; the types of space and

furniture needed to support this type of office system; etc.) were rejected

by the partners. A primary reason that these recommendations were not

implemented concerned the cost constraint that the partners placed on the

project. They were unwilling (or unable) to pay the added cost that these

recommendations would require.

Training
No training in the use or management of the shared-assigned offices, or

in the application of new technology, was provided in either the first or

second installation.

Summary of Planning Process Over Time
To summarize some of the changes in the planning process:

More importance was accorded to the process planning the shared-

assigned offices.

Ownership of the project by end users was more strongly encouraged.

International Workplace Studies Program
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The project grew much more collaborative; more professional ex-

perts participated in the second installation.

More data on departmental occupancy patterns and space require-

ments was collected in the second installation.

More efforts were directed at including/informing users of the project

progress.

Design
The design of a working environment should support the ways in which

people work. For non-territorial offices, some of the major attributes that

help users work more effectively include:

Multiple forms of work areas to support different tasks performed in

the office, such as concentrative work, team projects, small meet-

ings, etc.

Adequate storage for both personal and work-related materials.

Flexibility in the design to handle peak periods and departmental

growth (both temporary and permanent).

Common areas for meetings (formal and informal) and break-out
areas for relaxation.

Surroundings that encourage communication, collaboration, and ex-

change of ideas, without negatively impacting the productivity of

the group.

Figure 52: Ernst & Young Shared-Assigned Office Design (on thee fol-

lowing page) describes some of the physical attributes of the two shared-

assigned office projects. One of the major design goals was to try and

correct some of the problems identified in the outside consultant's inter-

views with employees in MCS: little or no natural lighting in the office,

crowded workspace, and poor ventilation.

Multiple Workstations

The variety of workstations did not change materially from MCS #1 to

MCS #2 (see Figure 52: Ernst & Young Shared-Assigned Office Design).

The primary difference involved the size and distribution of work space.

Consultants were assigned to workstations at ratios of approximately 3

employees to each desk in MCS #2, as were consultants in MCS #1. These

.4
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Figure 52: Ernst & Young Shared-Assigned Office Design

Multiple Workstations: Primary workstations

Touch down workstations
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workstations were surrounded by low paneling versus high paneling as in

MCS #1 to allow more natural lighting to filter through the office. How-

ever, executive consultants in MCS #1 were assigned to an individual

office, whereas in MCS #2 four executive consultants were assigned to a

single office. In MCS #2, partner offices were also slightly reduced (com-

pare Photos 11 and 12).

No additional workspaces, such as work rooms or visitor workstations,

were added to either design.
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Photo 11: MCS #2 Workstation

Photo 12: MCS #1 Workstation

Photo 13: Aisle Storage in MCS #1

Storage Alternatives

The storage space available in MCS #2 was much less than in MCS #1.

Users were issued mobile pedestals and mid-level storage cabinets with

drawer files, but lacked the overhead storage and the floor-to-ceiling com-

mon storage areas present in MCS #1.

Facilities Management's original plan for MCS #2 eliminated the over-

head storage and floor-to-ceiling storage cabinets to allow for more natu-

ral lighting in the office. These were to be replaced by new, midsize

storage cabinets. Because of cost constraints on the project, however, the

partners rejected the second portion of the plan; all of the overhead stor-

age cabinets and floor-to-ceiling cabinets were removed from MCS, but

nothing was provided in exchange. This decision, while complying with

the original goal of allowing more natural lighting to penetrate the office,

greatly reduced the amount of storage available in MCS.

Common Areas

The MCS #1 design included no common areas. The outside consultants

proposed conference rooms, break-out areas, and quiet offices on each

floor in MCS #2; but again cost constraints prohibited this recommenda-

tion from being implemented. The second installation did provide small

break-out areas on each floor, but did not incorporate conference rooms

or other common areas.

Design Considerations
Between workstations high partitions replaced low panels in the second

installation. In addition, instead of having enclosed walled offices, part-

ners were given offices in which the interior wall was constructed of glazed

glass. Both of these design considerations permitted more natural light

to penetrate the office.

Summary of Design Over Time
To summarize the design changes in the MCS offices:

On average, space per employee was reduced from MCS #1 to MCS

#2. Executive consultants and partners both had smaller accommo-

dations in MCS #2 than in MCS #1.

Emphasis on comfort increased over time. In MCS #2, certain de-

sign considerations (e.g., glazed partitions, lower storage facilities
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and desk panels, permanently assigned desks located near windows,

etc.) were added to the office. These design features were a direct

result of feedback from the users through interviews and focus groups.

Overall storage declined in MCS #2 through the elimination of cer-

tain forms of storage. Alternatives or replacements were not pro-

vided.

Break-out areas not present in the initial implementation were added

to the second implementation.

Technology
The three areas of technology found to be important to the implementa-

tion of non-territorial offices included: technology available in the office;

technology to support work outside of the office; and technology to sup-

port communication. Figure 52: Ernst & Young Shared-Assigned Office

Technology depicts the technology Ernst & Young employed at each MCS

project.

Computers
The technology available to users at each of the projects was identical:

PC terminals in the office connected to the LAN; laptop technology for

outside the office. Access to the technology, however, increased in the

second installation. Instead of 85% saturation of PCs in the office, 100%

of the workstations had a PC in MCS #2. Laptops were also issued to all

employees who could justify the need for such technology, rather than

being pooled as in MCS #1.

Voice Communications

In MCS #1, users retained the same telephone and messaging system:

calls came to main reception and were then transferred to the individual

workstations. In the second installation, a new telephone system with

direct dial capabilities was planned. However, the new system was not

fully operational when employees began setting up in the new space, and

was actually installed after move-in occurred.

Special Technology

Some users were issued car telephones, but this equipment was not is-

sued as a part of the shared-assigned office technology package. If the

user could justify the equipment, then it was issued on an individual ba-

sis.

Photo 14: Lack of Aisle Storage in
MCS #2

Photo 15: Break Area in MCS #2
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Figure 53: Ernst & Young Shared-Assigned
Office Technology
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Summary of Technology Over Time
To summarize:

Equipment for use both inside and outside the office became more

accessible.

The telephone system, when fully operational, offered direct dial ca-

pabilities; telephone calls no longer went through main reception first,

but went directly to the individual workstations.

Employee Satisfaction and Work Effectiveness
To better understand the changes in the working environment at Ernst &

Young as a result of the shared office implementations, the IWSP re-
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search team conducted a standard workplace survey for each implemen-

tation, as well as focus groups and interviews with the users. Due to time

constraints, we were unable to carry out as many focus groups and inter-

views in the second implementation of shared offices, but our understand-

ing of the system, combined with the free responses on the surveys, gave

us a fairly clear idea of user satisfaction and work effectiveness. This

section presents some of the results of the interviews and surveys, and

discusses the correlation of user work effectiveness and satisfaction rat-

ings with changes in the office system and the implementation process.

Table 18: Data Collection for Ernst & Young

Data Collection Technique Total Number
of People

Total Number
of Locations

Cornell Workspace Survey 64 2

Focus Groups 4 1

Interviews 17 2

Personal Observation 2

Survey Background Data
User Profile
Job types of all the employees surveyed and interviewed fell into the

following categories:

managing consultants;

executive consultants;

senior consultants;

consultants;

research analysts;

secretaries;

senior managers;

others.

The majority (75%) of the users surveyed were consultants. Research

analysts and secretaries constituted the second largest group; each job

type constituted 6.2% of the surveyed population (see Figure 54). The

only differences with satisfaction according to job type involved overall

satisfaction, home issues, and storage/personalization. For all the above

issues, executive consultants tended to rate their satisfaction higher than

senior consultants and consultants. For example, senior consultants rated

their overall satisfaction with the new office environment 1.8, while ex-
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ecutive consultants rated their satisfaction 2.7 (t= -2.114, df= 22, p=

0.0461). For storage and personalization, these means were 1.7 and 2.6,

respectively (t= -2.908, df= 22, p=0.0082).

The largest group of users surveyed were between the ages of 36 and 40.

The 31 to 35 age bracket was the second largest population, comprising

25% of employees. The smallest age group was from 41 to 55 years of

age, with only slightly more than 10% of all respondents falling in this

age bracket (see Figure 55). All of the issues tended to be rated about the

same by all age groups.

Most of the people surveyed (73%) had been working in the environment

1 to 6 months. The 25% of employees who had worked in the shared

office environment over 6 months were atypical; this data had nothing to

do with the timing of the two surveys. The surveys were distributed after

similar intervals of occupation for both groups.

In the first implementation of shared offices, users generally moved from

private individual offices or shared enclosed offices (almost 60%, evenly

distributed across both). By contrast, in the second implementation the

majority of users moved from workstations with either low or high pan-

els (see Figure 56). There were no statistically significant differences in

the satisfaction scores of employees from different working environments

before the implementation of shared-assigned offices.

For more information on the survey and the response rating system, please

see the Data Collection Methods in the Methodology section. A com-

plete survey can be found in Appendix D.

Benefits of Shared-Assigned Offices
Users identified three principle benefits of working in the shared-assigned

offices:

1) Communication with coworkers: In both offices, users commented

that they had much better contact and communication with their co-

workers. Employees were better able to see their coworkers in the

office without communication barriers such as office walls.

2) Improved working environment: Employees, particularly in the
second installment of shared offices, commented that the working
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environment was much more agreeable than the previous environ-

ment. They cited more daylight in the office, and rated the overall

atmosphere much improved.

3) The office became much busier: Many users commented that the

office appeared much busier than the previous environment, and that

there were fewer empty desks. This created a new and welcome

"buzz" or "charge" during the workday.

Disadvantages of Shared-Assigned Offices
Users identified three major disadvantages/areas of improvement:

1) Poor technology for working out of the office: This response oc-

curred primarily among the users in the second implementation.
(Users in the first implementation were not given mobile technol-

ogy.) Although the provision of laptops was considered a benefit,

users expected the technology to be better than it was. Employees

stated that they needed support for the laptops when working outside

the office, such as printers, fax machines, and modems.

2) Noise/distractions in the office: This was a common complaint
among users from both shared-assigned office implementations. Em-

ployees enjoyed being able to quickly communicate with coworkers,

but the noise and distractions made it difficult for them to perform

concentrative work or conduct telephone conversations with clients.

3) Storage space for work related materials: This was a common
complaint among users from both implementations. Employees com-

plained not only that they sometimes sat a long distance from their

files, but also that the amount of storage available for the materials

was inadequate.

Issues of Most Importance to MCS Shared-Assigned
Office Users
The ten issues that, on average, were most important to all MCS users

were:

quality of individual work;

ability to concentrate in the office;

auditory privacy in the office;

access to technology at home;

amount of individual work accomplished in the office;

quality of work performed at home;

ease of concentration at home;
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ability to deal with confidential issues in the office;

amount of storage for work-related materials provided in the office;

ability to receive telephone calls while in the office.

Issues of Least Importance to MCS Shared-Assigned
Users

The three least important issues were:

display of personal items;

availability of informal break areas;

display of work related items in the office.

A scattergram depicting the importance and satisfaction ratings for each

issue indicated that satisfaction/dissatisfaction did not tend to influence

the importance ratings for an issue. For example, the satisfaction rating

for the opportunity to display personal items in the shared office environ-

ment versus the previous office environment was very lowonly 2.18

(the lowest satisfaction rating for any issue). The importance rating, how-

ever, was also low at 2.29 (one of the lowest importance ratings).

The scores tended to fall in the "High-High" quadrant (high satisfaction,

high importance) and the "High-Low" quadrant (high importance, low

satisfaction), but the scores appear to be fairly even across all of the quad-

rants.
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Figure 57: Satisfaction Ratings Compared to
Importance
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Issues of High Importance and High Satisfaction

Referring to the above scattergram, issues of high importance and high

satisfaction included:

quality of work performed at home;

ability to concentrate at home;

access to coworkers;

access to computers in the office;

amount of work accomplished at home;

quality of work performed in a group;

employees' stress level at home.

Issues of High Importance and Low Satisfaction

Issues of high importance and low satisfaction included:

quality of individual work;

ability to concentrate in the office;

level of technology provided;

auditory privacy in the office;

access to technology for working at home;

amount of individual work accomplished;

ability to deal with confidential issues;

amount of storage provided for work-related materials;

receiving telephone calls while in the office;

sense of being valued by the organization;

ease of access to files and reference materials;

ability to handle mail, text, etc. at home;

ability to make telephone calls in the office;

conversational privacy in the office;

the number of conference rooms provided;

the availability of resource centers;

stress level at work.

Many of these issues center around available technology, voice commu-

nications in the office, and privacy. The decision not to provide "quiet

rooms" or other designated areas for high concentration/low interaction

appears to be a large factor in the low employee satisfaction ratings. At

the time the second survey was given to the MCS users, the department

was experiencing difficulties with both the technology and the telephone

system. Our prediction is that as employees have more time to work in
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the office and as some of these problems are corrected, the list of high

importance/low satisfaction issues will decrease.

Issue Indexes
In order to more clearly demonstrate the changes in user satisfaction from

the first to the second MCS project, the ten issues of most importance

were grouped into seven major categories. These categories were:

work effectiveness;

communication;

technology;

home;

privacy;

storage/personalization;

alternative spaces/design.

Again, the ten issues that, on average, were most important to all MCS

users were:

quality of individual work;

ability to concentrate in the office;

auditory privacy in the office;

access to technology at home;

amount of individual work accomplished in the office;

quality of work performed at home;

ease of concentration at home;

ability to deal with confidential issues in the office;

amount of storage for work-related materials provided in the office;

ability to receive telephone calls while in the office.

The user satisfaction ratings for issues falling under these categories were

then graphed for each site (e.g., the quality and amount of work accom-

plished in the officeissues were grouped under the category "Work

Effectiveness"). A mean score, or "index," of all the issues in a particular

category was also graphed for each site.

When appropriate, certain issues were listed under more than one cat-

egory. For example, "Access to technology at home" falls under both the

Technology Index and the Home Index. In addition, issues not among
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the ten issues of most importance were occasionally added to the index to

help clarify advantages/disadvantages of the individual projects and the

system as a whole

One problem that the IWSP team encountered in comparing MCS #1

with MCS #2 was that the first survey was distributed more than three

years prior to the second implementation. During that time, the Cornell

Workplace Survey evolved into a more comprehensive survey of user

satisfaction and work effectiveness. While it was possible to compare

the projects (most of the top ten issues were included on both surveys),

occasionally questions that were asked of the second group of users were

not asked of the first group (e.g., issues relating to working at home,

conversational and visual privacy, etc. were not part of the first survey).

Because of the elapsed time since the first implementation, it was not

possible to resurvey the original users to obtain this additional informa-

tion. The index graphs indicate which issues were included/excluded

from the surveys by the number of hatch marks included for each project.

Work Effectiveness Issues

Three issues among the ten most important were grouped under work

effectiveness: ease of concentration in the office; quality of individual

work accomplished in the office; and amount of individual work accom-

plished in the office. The amount and quality of group work and the ease

of access to files and reference materials were also added to the overall

index.

In both MCS projects, users tended to rate work effectiveness issues "the

same" to "somewhat worse" in the shared environment compared to the

previous environment (see Figure 58: Work Effectiveness Index). The

biggest disadvantages to the shared office arrangements were ability to

concentrate in the office, the amount of individual work accomplished in

the office, and the ease of access to files and reference materials.

Users rated their satisfaction with work effectiveness issues slightly higher

in the second implementation. The main issues rated higher in the sec-

ond implementation were the amount and quality of work users were able

to perform as a group.
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Quality and Amount of Group Work Accomplished in the Office

Users rated the quality and amount of work they were able to accomplish

as a group higher in the second implementation than any other work

effectiveness issues. These scores are deceptive, however; the majority

of respondents rated these issues "about the same" in comparison to their

previous environments. These ratings were somewhat surprising, con-

sidering that a primary goal of the second implementation was to consoli-

date MCS onto one or two floors to help facilitate departmental coopera-

tion. The actual working patterns of consultants revealed that much of

the work is accomplished independently, rather than through teamwork.

Consolidation of the department arguably helped to promote informal

interaction, but did little to facilitate group achievement.

Ability to Concentrate in the Shared-Assigned Office Environment

Many of the users responded that they had a difficult time concentrating

in the new office. Users cited noise and frequent interruptions as the

main deterrents to concentration. The offices tended to be very noisy at

all hours of the day, and the increased visibility of users encouraged people

to stop and "chat." Enhanced ability to communicate with coworkers

was cited as a benefit both MCS implementations, but the interruptions

often impeded users' ability to perform work.
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Communication Issues

The only issue grouped under communication to fall in the top ten most

important issues to survey respondents was the ability to receive tele-

phone calls in the office. Access and communication with coworkers and

managers, ability to make telephone calls while in the office, and ability

to receive messages and mail were also added to the index to give a more

comprehensive representation of the communication index.

Access and Communication with Coworkers

Access to and communication with coworkers were consistently rated "the

same" to "somewhat better" in the new office environments for both of-

fice implementations (see Figure 59: Communication Index). The fre-

quency distribution indicated that over 75% of users rated communication

in the new environment the same or better than in the previous environ-

ment (see Figure 60: Frequency Distribution for Communication with

Coworkers in Shared-Assigned Offices Across All MCS Projects). Open-

ended questions indicated that users felt location in the same building in

MCS #2 significantly facilitated communication with coworkers. Users

in both projects commented that, because the new office environment

was much more open, they were able to see more of their coworkers.

Ability to Communicate with Managers and Ability to Receive Mail

Employee satisfaction with the ability to communicate with managers

and ability to receive mail was essentially unaffected by the introduction

Figure 59: Communication Index Access to coworkers

Communication with
coworkers

Communication with
managers

Ability to make telephone

calls-office

Ability to receive telephone
calls-office
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of shared-assigned offices. In the second implementation, most survey

respondents (79% and 88%, respectively) rated these issues "the same"

in the new environment.

Telephone Communications

Employees generally rated their ability to make and receive telephone

calls lower in the new environment. The ability to make telephone calls

in the office was directly affected by the noise level in the office. The

inability to locate workers in the first implementation greatly impeded

user ability to receive telephone calls. Problems associated with the new

telephone system had a similar effect in the second implementation (see

below).

In the first implementation, three to four users were assigned to each work-

station. More senior people had priority over less senior employees, and

could "bump" these employees to other workstations. Routing incoming

calls to "bumped" employees thus became more difficult. In the second

implementation, designers tried to eliminate this problem by installing a

new telephone service with a direct-dialing function allowing users to log

into a particular workstation telephone. Upon occupation of the new of-

fice, however, this telephone system was not fully operational. Users and
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customers complained that the level of service had decreased as a result of

the telephone system. It is expected that this dissatisfaction will decrease

as the problems are worked out of the new telephone system.

Technology Issues

Access to technology at home was rated among the ten most important

issues overall. Access to technology at the office and ability to handle

mail/text from home were also added to the index.

At the time of the first implementation, MCS did not support working at

home. Users were not given laptops, modems, or portable printers, al-

though some employees had a PC available to them at home. This PC

allowed users to supplement their work in the office rather than to replace

it, and was issued on an individual basis.

In the second implementation, MCS began providing technology for use

out of the office. Nonetheless, the majority of users rated their access to

technology out of the office as "the same" to "somewhat better" than in

the previous office (see Figure 61: Technology Index). Considering the

fact that MCS issued laptops and printers to many MCS users, one likely

explanation for these relatively low scores relates to the timing of equip-

ment assignment. Many of the users were given laptops and printers

before they actually moved into the new office, and therefore did not

necessarily associate the new equipment with the new office environ-

ment.
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Figure 61: Technology Index
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The majority of users (over 70%) also rated access to technology in the

office and ability to handle mail/text from home as "the same" to "some-

what better" in the new office environment, particularly in the second

implementation (see Figure 62: Frequency Distribution for Access to Com-

puters in Shared-Assigned Offices Across All MCS Projects). In the first

implementation, dissatisfaction stemmed from difficulty locating avail-

able workstations (mentioned above).

Home Issues

The three issues that were grouped in the "home" category among the top

ten issues overall were: access to technology at home, ability to concen-

trate at home, and quality of individual work performed at home. Amount
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of individual work, ability to handle text/mail at home, and ability to

communicate with coworkers at home were also added to the index.

We emphasized that MCS did not promote work at home as an alternative

to work in the office in the first implementation; this accounts for the

absence of home-related satisfaction scores for this phase. For the sec-

ond implementation, satisfaction ratings for home issues were much higher

than those for any other category (see Figure 63: Home Index). In gen-

eral, users rated home issues higher than in their previous office environ-

ment, particularly with regards to the quality and amount of work per-

formed at home and ability to concentrate. Essentially unaffected by the

implementation were users' ability to communicate with coworkers at

home and access to technology at home.

Privacy Issues
Two issues among the top ten issues overall were grouped under privacy:

auditory privacy in the office and ability to deal with confidential issues

while in the office. The degree of conversational and visual privacy in

the office were also added to the privacy index.

One of the tradeoffs involved in open plan environments is that users

sacrifice privacy in exchange for more frequent and informal communi-

cation with coworkers. As a general rule, privacy issues tend to be rated

low in open plan offices. The two MCS projects conformed to this rule.
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Figure 64: Privacy Index
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For both MCS implementations, privacy issues were rated "worse" to "much

worse" than in the previous environment. Users commented that it was

difficult to find private areas to deal with issues demanding confidentiality.
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Storage/Personalization Issues
In the category of storage/personalization , the amount of storage pro-

vided for work-related materials in the office counted among the ten most

important issues overall. Amount of personal storage, ability to display

work and personal items, and access to files and reference materials were

also added to the storage/personalization index.

User satisfaction with the ability to store materials and personalize

workspaces was very low for both MCS projects (see Figure 65: Storage/

Personalization Index). However, users rated these issues very low in

terms of importance; the loss of these activities did not have a profound

effect on people's attitudes or ability to work in the new office environ-

ment. Storage for work-related materials, however, was one of the ten

most important issues overall, and was also rated very low in satisfaction.

Figure 65: Storage/Personalization Index
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In the first and second implementations, the amount of storage for work

materials declined relative to the previous environment. If users failed to

change their work behaviors to accommodate reduced storage (e.g., be-

coming more electronically-oriented and less paper-intensive), then a

decrease in satisfaction with available storage would seem inevitable.

In the case of MCS #2, cost constraints compelled Facilities Manage-

ment to greatly reduce the amount of storage available to users. The

average index, however, was slightly higher in MCS #2 than in MCS #1,

even though storage reduction was greater. This may indicate that users

were becoming less paper-dependent and therefore required less storage

than anticipated. Efforts to change work behaviors appear to have miti-

gated dissatisfaction with reduced storage.
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Alternative Space/Design Issues
Issues grouped under this category included: informal meeting areas, in-

formal break areas, dedicated project or team rooms, resource centers,

and number and location of conference rooms. In addition, satisfaction

with access to files and references was included in the index.

The design in both projects offered users very little variety in workspaces.

Users were assigned to particular workstations, and were expected to work

at the assigned locations (unless they were occupied by other "owners").

The second implementation included project team rooms and conference

rooms in the original design. These features, however, were later con-

verted to primary workstation areas because of cost and space constraints

(see Appendix B).

The only alternative workspaces provided were informal break areas (one

per floor) in MCS #2. User satisfaction with these break areas was rated

higher than the previous environment (see Figure 66: Alternative Space/

Design Index). The satisfaction rating for informal meeting areas, how-

ever, was the same to slightly lower than for the previous environment.

The informal areas were set up as break areas only, and were not condu-

cive to work. Users rated informal work areas more important than infor-

mal break areas.

Many MCS users considered the lack of dedicated project or team rooms a

problem. As mentioned above, the original design incorporated project

rooms on each of the two floors at MCS #2. The final design did not

include these features. The satisfaction was on average rated worse than

what users had in the previous environment. Users commented that they

had a difficult time finding adequate space to work on group projects, es-

pecially since the only group space available to them existed in the form of

conference rooms located in an area outside of the MCS department area.

The advantages of the second implementation over the first were less ap-

parent from the surveys than from personal observations. The second project

focused on making the office environment more appealing aesthetically;

increased sunlight in the office, better seating arrangements (i.e., "window

seats") for those people who were required to work in the office most of

the time, aisles that were clear of storage facilities, etc. In the second

survey, users acknowledged the efforts made in these specific areas, but
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other factors more instrumental to meeting their business needs (e.g., voice

and data communications, effectiveness in the office, etc.) suffered.

Figure 66: Alternative Space/Design Index
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Overall User Satisfaction with the Shared-Assigned Offices and The
Implementation Process
Ernst & Young accomplished impressive organizational learning between

the first and second implementations. After researching their own project

and comparing this with research done on other non-territorial offices,

the Facilities Management department went back and identified its errors

in the first implementation and tried to correct these for the second.

To summarize some of the changes in the planning and implementation

process (see Summary of Shared-Assigned Office Installations Across Time

for more details):

More importance was accorded the overall planning process in the

second implementation, including: encouragement by Facilities Man-

agement of departmental ownership; greater collaboration, more data

collection on departmental occupancy patterns and space require-

ments; and greater efforts to include/inform users.

Average space per employee declined from MCS #1 to MCS #2.

Executive consultants and partners had smaller accommodations in

Mcs #2.

Emphasis on improving the overall comfort increased over time.

Overall storage in the office decreased in MCS #2 through eliminat-

ion of certain forms of storage. Alternatives were not provided.
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Break-out areas were added to MCS #2.

Accessibility of equipment for inside and outside the office increased

in MCS #2.

The telephone system, when fully operational, offered direct dial ca-

pabilities, a great improvement over calls having to go through main

reception.

Shared-Assigned Office Implementation Process
Applying the rating system described above (see IBM, UK's IWSP "Rat-

ing" System for the Implementation Process), the planning, design, and

technology aspects of the two projects were scored and plotted. All as-

pects of the project increased over time; emphasis on planning, design,

and technology in the second implementation was greater than in the first

(see Figures 67, 68, and 69 on the following pages).

Overlaying these aspects of the implementation process with overall user

satisfaction ratings, however, revealed that user response to the second

implementation changed little, even though the implementation process

changed a great deal. Although this seems to indicate that planning, de-

sign, and technology have little effect on user satisfaction, reassessment

of the second project suggests:

From the outset of the second implementation, Facilities Manage-

ment tried to emphasize ownership of the project by MCS (one of

the biggest problems in the first implementation was that the depart-

ment had no ownership of the project at all). To do this, FM dis-

tanced itself from the project; it gave research materials to MCS on

how to conduct the project, and then acted only to facilitate the de-

sign. MCS, however, lacked FM's knowledge base, and did not con-

duct the project as FM envisioned. For example, although FM stressed

high user involvement, surveys and interviews indicated that users

were generally poorly informed. The only user group formed was

strictly representative; they had little to no influence on decision-

making. This group was supposed to inform other users, but in actu-

ality this "trickle-down" did not occur.

On the surface the project was collaborative, but the final word rested

with the partners. Many he suggestions put forth by the FM depart-

ment and by the consultant were turned down by the partners be-

cause of cost constraints. As a result, MCS was not provided the

variety of spaces recommended by FM and the space planning con-
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Figure 67: The Planning Process for Ernst & Young Across
All Implementations

Figure 68: The Technology for Ernst & Young Across All
Implementations
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Figure 69: The Design for Ernst & Young Across All
Implementations
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sultant, nor did they have the recommended space per person, nor

the ratios that were recommended as a result of the occupancy stud-

ies. Thus, although the different planning tasks were conducted, the

information was not applied in designing the office.

The most significant design difference between MCS #1 and MCS

#2 involved aesthetics. The second implementation yielded an envi-

ronment much more pleasing to the eye than the first. Storage was

cleared from the aisles; more natural light permeated the office; over-

head storage cabinets and high workstation panels were removed so

that people could see one another. These design improvements, how-

ever, did not necessarily help employees to work more effectively.

Informal break areas were also added in the second implementation,

but users rated these areas relatively low in importance. Again, while

these areas were agreeable, they did not necessarily help users per-

form their jobs.

The new technology was not fully operational when users moved

into the new MCS office. The telephone system did not work prop-

erly, and users quickly became frustrated with losing calls. In addi-

tion, some users had not been issued mobile equipment; flexible tech-

nology was purchased only as the department could afford it. As a

consequence, many employees had to perform much of their work in

the office.

Lessons Learned
Lessons learned from studying the shared-assigned offices at Ernst &

Young included the following:

Unless the members of a department/group/business understand how

non-territorial or shared office environments are best implemented

(e.g., the aspects of the implementation process that research has

indicated is important to success), complete ownership by the de-

partment can undermine installation. The department(s) should own

of the project, but may also need guidance or collaboration with oth-

ers who are more experienced with the implementation of such envi-

ronments.

Users need alternative work settings, including places to concentrate

and enjoy auditory privacy, both in and away from the office. The

technology needs to support these alternative settings. Without project

or "quiet" rooms or the ability to work at home, many users were

forced to conduct most of their work in the open office. Often, work

effectiveness diminishes due to noise, overcrowding, and other dis-
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tractions.

The work behaviors in the office did not change materially as a result

of the new environment. Inefficient storage, overcrowding, and noise

might not have been major problems if users had changed the way

they worked. Not all users were supported by proper technology to

change their work behaviors, but they were also not given training

and support for working in new ways.

In order to make the transition to the new environment as smooth as

possible, all the technology and design of the office should be in
place and operational before occupation of the location. A good "first

impression" is critical; moving into a non-territorial or shared office

environment in itself represents a major change to many people. If,

in addition to working out use policies and other aspects of an open,

non-territorial environment, employees are also fighting the technol-

ogy, acceptance of the new way of working may be impeded.

Impressive organizational learning occurred at Ernst & Young from

the first to the second project. The FM department had the advan-

tage of participating in both implementations; this is not the case in

many independent initiatives. Unfortunately, learning was largely

limited to the FM department; some mistakes identified by FM in

the first implementation were repeated by MCS in the second imple-

mentation. Most importantly, the partners focused almost exclusively

on cost reduction; they rarely made decisions on the basis of an inte-

grated workplace strategy that was business- rather than cost-driven.

Conclusion
We discuss below each of the specific research questions identified at the

onset of the Innovative Workplaces study with reference to Ernst & Young

and shared-assigned offices. Later these questions will be discussed in

more detail, with reference to all the organizations studied.

What factors (e.g., planning and design process, nature of technol-

ogy, the design of the setting) tend to change the most as projects

evolve?

From the first project to the second, all the factors changed over time.

Emphasis accorded the planning, design, and technology all increased

with time.

What aspects of the new workplace system tend to become standard-

ized or uniform?
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Little to no standardization in implementation occurred from the first

project to the second. The workplace strategy, however, was standard-

ized, and any refinements of the shared-assigned office strategy were sys-

tematically introduced.

As organizations expand their implementation of new workplace strat-

egies (within or across sites) does employee response tend to im-

prove, remain the same, decline, or is there no consistent pattern at

all?

Even though all aspects of the implementation appeared to change over

time, user response to the shared-assigned offices remained about the

same from the smaller to the larger installation. As discussed in previous

sections, part of this unresponsiveness may be attributed to deficiencies

in the implementation process; in particular, recommendations made on

the basis of information generated in the process were frequently disre-

garded.

What differences are there in terms of cost and employee response

(satisfaction, work effectiveness) as a function of whether the work-

place system is primarily cost-driven versus business-driven ?

Both Ernst & Young MCS projects were primarily cost-driven. As a re-

sult, user needs and demands were not necessarily addressed. According

to surveys and interviews, users worked less effectively in the new envi-

ronments.

What are the organizational implications of solution-oriented vs. pro-

cess-oriented workplace systems?

The MCS projects were also solution-oriented projects; FM and MCS

knew they wanted shared-assigned offices and worked to fit users, de-

sign, and technology to this concept. As a result, the offices often did not

support the ways in which employees wanted to or should have been

working.

How does the implementation process change as the project moves

from the pilot stage to widespread implementation? Is it necessary

to focus as much attention on all three factors (design, technology,

and planning process) in second and third installations to ensure

similar success patterns as those achieved in the pilot project?
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As with the IBM SMART implementations, the Ernst & Young projects

both tended to ignore end user involvement in the implementation pro-

cess. As less and less attention was accorded to this component, the envi-

ronment became increasingly detached from users' actual needs and work

patterns.

What is the nature of organizational learning that occurs as a .func-

tion of whether the workplace system is process- vs. solution-driven,

cost- vs. business-driven, or part of a strategic initiative versus an

independent initiative?

As mentioned in the "Lessons Learned" section (see p. 146), a great deal

of learning occurred from the first to the second implementation. We did

not expect independent initiatives to demonstrate such marked organiza-

tional learning. The participation of the FM department in both imple-

mentations had much to do with this learning process.

Figure 71: Floorplan of Ernst and Young MCS #1
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DECsite, Digital Equipment Corporation
Stockholm, Sweden

Workplace Strategy Overview
Digital Equipment Corporation has a long history of flexible working

internationally. The first site studied by the IWSP was the original "Of-

fice of the Future" in Helsinki, Finland in 1989.11 Digital developed this

non-territorial office in an attempt to stimulate informal communication

and team work. Since that time, we have uncovered numerous examples

of flexible offices (and attempts at such) throughout Digital, with varia-

tions appearing in Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

Although sites throughout Europe and the United States were implement-

ing flexible offices at similar times, the projects were independent initia-

tives. Each site took responsibility for the type of environment that they

created, and had little to no influence from previous implementations.

The closest example of a strategic initiative occurred in the United King-

11 Becker, F., Sims, W., and B. Davis, 1991.
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dom. A single UK group, called "People for the 90's," formed to help

sites design and implement new flexible workplaces.

Figure 73 describes the sequence of events for the different office inno-

vations at Digital Equipment Corporation.

Digital has been in Sweden since 1967. In 1985, the DECsite group was

formed to sell network technology, environmental controls for computer

rooms, and office concepts and technology. The group was originally

based at the headquarters building (The Allen Building) in Stockholm.

In 1988, the group moved to a different building in Sweden. This new

location, however, was too far removed from the clients to be of much

service to the DECsite group. In 1991, it was decided that the group

would return to the Allen Building, with a proposed move-in date of Janu-

ary 1992.

One of the DECsite group's responsibilities included implementing cli-

ent computer rooms. The department was therefore familiar with design,

ergonomics, and technological support. The move back to the Allen pre-

sented the perfect opportunity to implement some new ideas in their own

environment.

The Workplace Philosophy
The name of the DECsite office in Sweden is "The Natural Office." The

name gives insight as to the philosophy behind the office; creativity and

innovation are not necessarily limited to the office , often occurring away

from the office in more relaxed, comfortable settings. An idea does not

necessarily occur in the office between the hours of eight and five, but

can occur at the dinner table, in the shower, while watching television,

while skiing, in the middle of the night, or in any variety of locations or

times. These ideas or inspirations often occur more frequently out of the

normal hours and out of the office than they do in.

Drivers of the Non-Territorial Office

The driver behind the Natural Office was to create a comfortable, ergo-

nomic environment that would enhance group communication. As the

concept evolved, additional drivers included work mobility and effec-

tiveness. The project was not driven in any way by cost reduction, al-

Goals/Drivers of The Natural Office

To create a comfortable, ergonomic envi-

ronment that would enhance communica-

tion.
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Principles of The Natural Office

Employees owned a mobile workstation

that they could place in any location in

the office.

Did not own the space, but owned the

workstation.

Designed to maximize economy, effi-

ciency, energy, and ergonomics.

though there were some cost constraints (the project had to be reasonably

priced).

The Four "E's"
The intent behind the office was to maximize what the DECsite group

refers to as "the Four `E's:' economy, efficiency, energy, and ergonomics.

Economically, the office had to adhere to certain cost guidelines, but was

to primarily business-oriented. The Natural Office reduced the office

space from 4650 sq. ft. to 2150 sq. ft.a move from approximately 388

sq. ft. per person to 135 sq. ft. per person. The office cost $635 thousand

Swedish Kroner (approximately $85,000 U.S.): 335 thousand SEK

($43,580 U.S.) for the furniture, and 300 thousand SEK ($41,420 U.S.)

for the raised floor, linoleum, walls and other refurbishment. Manage-

ment estimates that this cost is higher than for a traditional Digital office.

An increase in productivity of 20%, attributable to the new way of work-

ing, countermanded the added cost.

The office concept later spread to other departments in the Allen Build-

ing. In one such project, a space reduction of 330 sq. ft. per person to

160 sq. ft. per person was achieved.

Increased efficiency was also among the goals of the new office. DECsite

designed the office to increase both individual and group efficiency by

allowing frequent communication through eye-contact and impromptu

meetings. By installing a completely "mobile office" where employees

could move their desks to any location, work in a variety of settings, and

use cordless telephones to retrieve telephone calls anywhere in the build-

ing, DECsite increased employee accessibility both internally and exter-

nally.

Another key factor was ergonomics. Employees wanted the freedom to

work not only in a variety of locations, but also from a variety of posi-

tions (e.g., standing up, sitting down, reclining, etc.). Employees wanted

a safe environment, reducing occupational hazards as Carpal Tunnel Syn-

drome, headaches associated with lights or terminals, noise pollution,

and physical problems associated with improper furniture.

The DECsite group also wanted the office to address energy conservation
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issues. The new environment to included features to reduce energy costs

and usage, such as automatic shutdown of terminals and lights, increased

use of natural lighting, etc.

As mentioned above, the Natural Office was both an independent initia-

tive and a business-oriented strategy. The project was also solution-ori-

ented; the manager knew how he wanted the office to look and encour-

aged users to focus on these specific concepts.

Summary of The Natural Office Installation
Unlike the multiple projects studied at IBM, Ernst & Young, and the

Shimizu Institute of Technology, only one site was studied at this organi-

zation. Because there is only one site, the case study of The Natural

Office has been incorporated in the summary of the installation. This

write-up differs from those of the multiple site organizations, where the

summary section compares the different sites in more general terms, while

more detailed case studies were included in the Appendix.

Methodology
The same profiles applied to the other four sites were also applied to the

Natural Office. The profiles act as a summary of the planning process,

design, and technology, rather than a comparison across multiple sites,

since only one site was studied.

Implementation Process
Before moving to the Allen Building in 1992, the DECsite department

worked in individual or shared offices. The department had difficulties

communicating effectively because people had problems locating one

another. The manager of the group knew this was an inefficient means of

conducting business, but did little to alter the situation because they were

going to be moving shortly. Nonetheless, he directed plans for change at

the new office location so that inefficiencies would not be repeated.

DECsite began modifying work behaviors for a mobile environment.

Employees participated in an existing program at Digital, called the Per-

sonal Effectiveness Program (PEP). This program instructed people on

how to work more effectively, a primary component of which includes

paper reduction strategies. Applying some of the lessons learned from
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the program to their everyday work lives, employees began devising strat-

egies for how people, technology, and the environment could work to-

gether to create a more effective workplace.

In June of 1991, six months before the group moved to the Allen Build-

ing, the entire DECsite group went to the Swedish Archipelago to dis-

cuss, among other things, the design of the new office. This trip, how-

ever, proved to be unsuccessful; the group was too large and too diverse

in its opinions about how the office should be designed and implemented.

The trip was meant to be a brainstorming session, but peoplewere shut-

ting each other down instead of being open to all ideas. Some of the

members adamantly believed that the open environment would not be

successful, so they only presented "traditional" ideas, while others felt

that the open environment was the only way that the group could function

effectively, and thus proposed more "radical" ideas.

It was decided at this large group meeting that a smaller group of four

people should be formed to coordinate the design of the new office. The

smaller group was comprised of representatives of four job types: man-

agers, secretarial, project leaders, and sales.

The first achievement of this smaller group was a consensus on where

and how they wanted to work. The group decided on four symbolic

locations in which they thought they would be most creative: the garden,

the golf course, the beach, and the archipelago. These four areas became

the central theme of the office design.

The small planning group then began meeting with architects and other

experts to address issues such as lighting, ergonomics, HVAC, air qual-

ity, etc. The small group brainstormed for additional office design ideas

and came up with a plan of how the office should look. A large portion of

the furniture had to be designed specifically for the office.

In September of 1991, the entire DECsite group again went on a trip, this

time to Denmark. On this trip, the sketches for the new office were shown

to the group. The response to the design was mixed: approximately 25%

did not think the new office would work, about 25% were strongly in

support, the remaining 50% were somewhere in the middle. The man-
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ager made the executive decision to continue with the office according to

the sketches and plans, even though all DECsite members did not agree

with the office design.

The group moved into the new building on January 15, 1992. At that

time, the office was not fully functional. The office was designed to be a

totally mobile office, with computers mounted on flexbars that could be

pulled down from the ceiling (see design section below) and cordless

telephones. The computer flexbars had not been installed, so computers

were mounted on desks. The telephone system caused some problems,

and, like in almost any new office, employees experienced general teeth-

ing pains.

The official opening of the office was in May of 1992. By this time, the

design of the office was fmished, and the group had had time to establish

rules for using the space; how to stored group materials, appropriate of-

fice behavior, etc.

The Planning Process
The six major areas identified as important in the process of planning

new office environments included: project ownership by the business/

department/group ; data collection on work time-activity patterns; col-

laborative, cross-departmental involvement; end user involvement; in-

forming users; and training. Figure 74 summarizes our findings for the

DECsite office.

Project Ownership
DECsite completely owned The Natural Office. The 16-member DECsite

department originally worked on the office concept as a complete group.

The small planning group was formed only after problems arose in reach-

ing consensus and moving forward with the project in the large group.

All ideas for the designfurniture, open office, technology, etc. came

from either the large or small group.

Project Teams/Committees Established
As mentioned above, the primary planning committee was the small plan-

ning group. Members of the group were selected from a pool of volun-

teers by the group's manager.
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Figure 74: DECsite Natural Office
Planning Process

The Natural Office

IProject Ownership: Departments/Groups/Businesses

Groups/Teams/Committees: Steering/Planning Committee

User Representatives (non-managers)

Managers

Other

Collaborative Team Project: Departments/Groups/Businesses

Facilities/Premises Management

Space Planning Consultants

Management Information Systems

Human Resources

Data Collection: Occupancy Patterns for Group/Site
Needs Analysis for Group/Site:

Space

Technology
Method of Informing or
Involving End-Users Workshops
(non-managers):

Seminars

User meetings

Bulletins/Newsletters

Training: Office Use/Behavior/Technology

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0 Did not have

Did have

Occurred post-
implementation

Collaborative Team Effort
This project was not collaborative across departments in Digital. DECsite

solicited some outside consultation in areas like new furniture design,

HVAC, and drawing up plans, but the group planned and designed the

majority of the project. Members of this group, however, were unique in

that they possessed many of the skills that they would have needed to
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contract (e.g., ergonomics, technology, HR, etc.). Because they already

possessed much of the expertise, they felt they could do the job faster and

more to their expectations than if they consulted outside groups.

End User Involvement
While the planning committee was made up of end users across job types,

the majority of users were not involved in any way in the planning and

design phases. After the first large group meeting, end users not on the

planning committee were not involved with the planning until the draw-

ings were revealed in Denmark. At this point, users could not influence

the design of the project.

Data Collection
No data was collected on the DECsite group work patterns.

Training
Before moving into the new office environment, all DECsite employees

participated in the Personal Effectiveness Program (PEP). One outcome

of the PEP program was that employees greatly reduced the amount of

paper they brought with them into the new office. Another outcome of

the PEP program was that employees began modifying their work behav-

ior before they ever moved. Employees began thinking about how they

conducted their business before working in the Natural Office.

Summary of the Natural Office Planning Process
To briefly summarize the nature of the planning process:

The entire group participated in the PEP program, which encouraged

employees to question traditional work patterns and behavior.

The DECsite group went on a trip to the Swedish Archipelago to

discuss how they could change their working environment in line

with some of the concepts they had learned from the PEP program.

A small, four-person planning committee was formed to plan and

design the project.

Outside consultants were solicited to help with things like HVAC,

furniture design, and drawings.

The final plans were revealed to the entire DECsite group in Den-

mark.
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Photo 18: Overall DECsite

Photo 19: DECsite Conference
Room

The group moved into the new building six months after the first
large group meeting.

The office officially opened four months after occupying the office

to allow employees time to develop rules and regulations for using

the office, as well as work out "teething pains."

Design
Office Area

The office incorporated the four working locations originally identified

by the planning group as the areas that they thought they could work

most effectively: the beach, the golf club, archipelago, and garden. In the

center of the room stood a "garden island" depicted by a large artificial

tree with branches extending along the ceiling. Hanging from the limbs

were pieces of fruit which were the means by which computers were

accessed: pressing a button on the fruit resulted in a computer, attached to

the ceiling by means of a "flexbar," descending from the ceiling. The

computer could be adjusted to any height the user desired.

The floor tile patterns helped to depict the four geographical areas through-

out the office. The artificial tree was surrounded by green linoleum to

create a garden effect. The green linoleum changed to beige linoleum to

depict sand on a beach. The beige linoleum then ran into blue to depict

the surrounding ocean.

In addition to the open space for workstations under the artificial tree, the

main section of the office also had a conference room, secretarial station,

and lunch/eating area. The conference room was located on a raised plat-

form at one end of the main room and was surrounded by glass. The

conference room was designed according to the "golf' theme, with a put-

ting green, golf hole and flag in one corner.

The secretarial station, also a raised platform, was designed to give the

secretary a clear view of all the employees and to reinforce the concept of

the secretary as "Commander of the Ship." This design concept also

dealt with status in the office; the raised platform allowed the secretary to

talk to people at eye-level, instead of having to look up to talk to a stand-

ing person.
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Figure 75: Floorplan of DECsite

The informal eating area was designed similar to the bridge of a ship.

The "deck" contained outdoor tables and chairs for employees to relax,

conduct small meetings, or to eat. The eating area was surrounded by

wood paneling, with "portholes" added in the design. A map of Den-

mark and Sweden constituted the backdrop for one of the artificial win-

dows.

Furniture
The furniture throughout the office was based on functionality, not aes-

thetics. Chairs in the conference room allowed users to sit or recline.

The chairs in the remainder of the office were designed according to er-

gonomic studies, and allowed users to either sit with support on the knees

or from a variety of other positions.
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Photo 20: DECsite Secretary
Station

Photo 21: DECsite Cafe Area

7- 47141719ritt

Photo 22: DECsite Mobile Worksta-
tion

All workstations, including the permanent secretarial workstations, were

height adjustable.

Workstations

Users were provided with a number of different workspaces. The pri-

mary workstation consisted of a mobile desk that could be moved any-

where in the office. This "caddy" folded out to be a fairly large desk.

The caddies allowed users one file drawer and two smaller drawers for

storage, as well as binder storage. If a user wished to work on a computer

at his/her workstation, (s)he needed only to wheel the caddy to the de-

sired location and pull down a computer from the ceiling. The caddies

were stored in a "garage" in the evenings or when the users expected to

be out of the office for extended periods of time.

These mobile caddies made the Natural Office a unique form of non-

territorial office compared to the other sites studied. Users actually

"owned" their own desk, but they did not own the space that the desk

occupied. In most non-territorial offices we examined, users did not have

ownership of anything beyond designated file storage. The mobile ped-

estals gave users their own "sense of territory."

In addition to the primary workstations, users also worked at the secre-

tarial station, the informal eatery, the conference room, or another infor-

mal meeting area with a small table and "spider" chairs. If the user de-

sired a more private area in which to work, an additional quiet office was

located near the garage.

Storage
Users were given three drawers on their caddies to store personal work

items, as well as surface space on the caddies for items such as binders or

other oversized articles. In addition, users were given one meter of shelf

space each in the "garage" for items they did not want to store in or on the

caddies.

Overall Design
The major goal of the design of a work environment is to support the

ways in which people work. For non-territorial offices, some of the ma-

jor attributes that help users work more effectively include:
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Multiple forms of work areas to support different tasks, such as co!

centrative work, team projects, small meetings, etc.

Adequate storage for both personal and work related materials.

Flexibility in design to handle peak periods and growth in the depa

ment (both temporary and permanent).

Common areas for meetings (formal and informal) and break-c

areas for relaxation.

Surroundings encouraging communication, collaboration, and

change of ideas without negatively impacting the productivity of a

group.

Figure 76: DECsite Natural Office Design describes some of the physik-dA

attributes of the DECsite office.

Multiple Workstations

As mentioned above, users were assigned a personal mobile workstation.

All of the workstations were, in essence, height adjustable. The secre-

tarial bridge workstations was adjusted by raising or lowering the actual

workstation. The primary workstations were height adjustable in that the

computer terminals could be placed at any height through use of the flexbar.

Computers descended from the ceiling to the desired height.

One private workroom was originally allocated to the Natural Office

in addition to the conference room for private work. This room was

supplied with a desk (stationary), chair, and terminal. Later, some mem-

bers of the group felt they needed additional private rooms, so one more

room was allocated to both the DECsite group and the other departments

on the floor.

Storage Alternatives
As mentioned above, the caddies provided the users with three drawers

and binder storage. Users were also given one meter of shelf-space in the

garage for items that could not be stored in the caddy.

Common Areas

The Natural Office was designed with many common areas for work-

12 Scott, P. (1992). The Natural Office. England: Digital Equipment Corporation.

Photo 24: DECsite Office Area

Photo 25: DECsite Garage
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Figure 76: DECsite Natural Office Design

The Natural Office

Multiple Workstations: Primary (mobile) workstations

Adjustable height workstations

Work rooms/Quiet rooms

Partner office accessible if unoccupied

Dedicated visitor workstations (dept.)

Dedicated visitor terminals (location)

Storage Alternatives: Mobile pedestals

Personal shelf-storage

Mid-level storage cabinets

Overhead storage areas

Floor-to-ceiling common storage areas

Common Areas: Conference Rooms

Break-Out Areas

Design Considerations: Ionizer

Theme

New furniture

0
0
0

0
0
0

0 Did not have
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implementation

related purposes and relaxation. The area held an informal eating area, a

conference room, and informal seating areas that could be used by any-

one in the group.

Design Considerations
In line with the "Four E's," certain unique features were designed into the

new environment:

Lighting that automatically adjusted according to the degree of natu-

ral lighting in the office.
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An ionizer that prevented dust from settling on the equipment.

A central symbolic office theme (the Swedish Archipelago) to help

create a relaxing, stimulating environment.

New, ergonomic furniture to allow employees a variety of positions

from which to work.

Background music to hide some of the office noise.

Summary of Design Over Time
To summarize the design of the Natural Office:

Mobile workstations to allow users the freedom to work anywhere in

the office.

A variety of alternative spaces (conference rooms, informal seating

areas, eating areas).

Limited but adequate storage areas.

Special features to maximize economy, efficiency, energy, and ergo-

nomics in the office, such as automatic lighting and ergonomic fur-

niture.

Technology
Three areas of technology important to the implementation of non-terri-

torial offices included: technology available in the office; technology to

support work outside of the office; and technology to support communi-

cation. Figure 77: Technology depicts the technology DECsite installed

at the Natural Office.

The technology was centered around two main criteria: flexibility and

comfort. From the computers to the telephones, the equipment allowed

for the maximum mobility in the office and the ability to work in a com-

fortable fashion.

Office Technology
As mentioned earlier, computers were mounted to the ceiling via flexbars

and could be adjusted to any desirable height simply by pressing a button

on the decorative fruit. Users could work from a standing position or

sitting position.
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Figure 77: DECsite Natural Office Technology
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Initially, eleven terminals were available for the sixteen users. This sup-

ply of terminals, however, was not adequate for the group (and additional

people that used the office); additional terminals were later added. At the

time this research was conductedapproximately 17 months after the

official opening of the officethe office had 10 terminals and 4 PCs, in

addition to two permanently mounted computers on the secretarial bridge.

An important factor in designing the office was employee health and com-

fort. The CAD/CAM machine was fitted with positive and negative ion-

izers to prevent dust from settling on the equipment and causing illness.
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Non-Office Technology

Users were not provided with any non-office technology. At the time (

this study, there were plans to equip users with laptop computers for us

in and out of the office. Approximately 50% of the users had PCs

home, but these were not provided as a result of the new environment.

Voice Communications
The original telephone system consisted of cordless analog telephone

that were assigned to each user. This system was limited, however, be

cause of interference caused from too many frequencies and/or from sit

ting too close to the base. A new digital cordless telephone system wail

later installed that could be used anywhere in the building (except for the

elevator), could be used close to any base without causing interference,

and allowed for up to 160 users. Each user was issued an individual

cordless telephone.

A single main line was also installed. Everyone was responsible for pick-

ing up this line by either answering one of the several permanently-based

telephones or by pulling the call to their individual cordless telephones.

One of the central columns in the building was modified to a "lighthouse"

which alerted users to calls on the main line by flashing lights when the

line rang.

E-mail

In addition to an e-mail system that allowed users to communicate with

coworkers and clients, the system also enabled users to transfer their tele-

phone calls to the switchboard operator. By entering in a series of num-

bers, users simultaneously transferred messages to the operator and left

messages indicating why telephone calls had been transferred (e.g., "At

lunch, back at 2:00").

Special Technology
Some users were given car telephones, but this was not part of the stan-

dard technology package. Users could request a car telephone from the

manager.
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Summary of Technology Over Time
To summarize the technology at the Natural Office:

Adjustable-height computer terminals and PCs throughout the of-
fice.

Cordless telephones that could be used anywhere in the building.

Electronic mail for communication and to help facilitate telephone

call handling.

Employee Satisfaction and Work Effectiveness
To understand the changes in the work environment and the effect these

changes had on user satisfaction and effectiveness, the IWSP research

team conducted a standard workplace survey at the DECsite location, as

well as focus groups and interviews. This section presents some of the

results of the interviews and surveys, and discusses user work effective-

ness and satisfaction ratings in relation to the changes in the office sys-

tem.

Table 19: Data Collection Techniques

Data Co II Total NumberCollection Technique
of People

Total Number
of Locations

Cornell Workspace Survey 13 1

Focus Groups 7 1

Interviews 3 1

Personal Observation 1

Survey Background Data
User Profile

Job types of all the employees surveyed and interviewed fell into the

following categories:

sales;

managers;

secretary;

financial specialist.

A large number (50%) of the users surveyed were in sales. Managers

constituted the next largest group of users, with 33% of users falling in

this category (see Figure 78). The only index for which these two job
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types differed was satisfaction with privacy. Managers rated their sai

faction lower than sales people (t= -2.475, df= 8, p= 0.0384), with me

of 2.7 and 1.7, respectively.

The users tended to be young males (under the age of 40see Figure

There were no statistically significant differences in survey response;

age groups.

The majority of users worked in The Natural Office since its inceptio

1992 (77%). The remaining respondents had worked in the new of

anywhere from 1 to 15 months. Most of the respondents worked in i

vidual or shared offices before moving to The Natural Office (8!

Again, the survey responses were consistent across both the length of

time users had been in the environment and their previous workstation

design.

For more information on the survey and the rating system of the responses,

please see the Data Collection Methods in the Methodology section on

page 8. A complete survey can be found in Appendix D.

Benefits of The Natural Office
Users identified three main benefits of working in the Natural Office:

1) Flexibility: Users commented they had much more flexibility both

in and out of the office. The mobile technology and workstations

gave users the freedom to work anywhere in the room or building.

In addition, workstations were easily moved together (or apart) to

form small, temporary work teams. Although many users stated they

only worked at home to supplement working in the office (rather

than replacing it), the new office concept gave them the freedom to

choose if they wanted to work in the office or elsewhere.

2) Communication with coworkers: The open environment and mo-

bility afforded users facilitated communication. People could no
longer "hide" when they came into the office, but had to interact

with others (if even just brief greetings). People could now see when

coworkers were in the office and could locate them quickly and eas-

ily.

3) Overall better group dynamics: Again, the openness and the mo-

bility allowed users to communicate quickly and easily in the office,

as well as to form instantaneous small work groups. In addition, the
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office gave users a "charge" not present in the previous environment.

For example, when a sales person landed an account, everyone in the

office found out about it, and congratulated the person when they

came back into the office.

Disadvantages of The Natural Office
Three main disadvantages/areas users identified were:

1) Noise in the office: Because of the open environment, people could

overhear conversations or group meetings going on in other parts of

the room, in addition to telephone calls and other noises such as back-

ground music. Interview and observational data suggests that the

two to three private/quiet rooms were not used very often. One rea-

son was that the design of the offices was very poor in terms of fur-

niture, lighting, and general aesthetics.

2) Being a "showcase," which inhibits the ability to make changes
in the office: Some users commented that, because their office was

a showcase for the Natural Office concept, it was difficult to get any

changes implemented. Part of these feelings could be attributed to

people trying to revert back to their old office behaviors and not be-

ing permitted to by either fellow employees or managers.

3) Too many visitors in the office (distractions ): Again, because the

office was a showcase, many clients (and researchers) visited the

office. These frequent visits, according to users, were disruptive,

and also gave users the feeling of "working in a fish bowl." In addi-

tion, visitors often inhabited needed workspaces in the office (e.g.,

the conference room or quiet room).

Issues of Most Importance to Natural Office Users
Users were asked to rate the importance of survey issues. The ten issues

that, on average, were most important to all Natural Office users were:

ability to receive telephone calls in the office;

ability to make telephone calls in the office;

access to technology at home;

quality of individual work at the office;

access to computers in the office;

amount of group work performed in the office;

access to coworkers in the office;

ability to handle mail/text at home;

quality of individual work performed at home;

ease of concentration in the office.
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Issues of Least Importance to Natural Office Users
The three issues of least importance were:

ability to display personal items;

amount of personal storage;

ability to display work-related items.

It is important to note that user satisfaction/dissatisfaction did not tend to

influence the importance ratings for an issue. The scattergram of satis-

faction ratings compared to importance ratings below demonstrates that,

although the satisfaction ratings tended to be higher than those of many

of the other sites we examined, a number of items were rated low in

importance.13 For example, the comparison satisfaction rating for the

opportunity to display personal items in the Natural Office environment

versus the previous office environment was very lowonly 1.92 (the

lowest satisfaction rating for all of the issues). The importance rating,

however, was also low with 2.31.

Issues of High Importance and High Satisfaction

Issues of high importance and high satisfaction included:

ability to receive telephone calls in the office;

ability to make telephone calls in the office;

access to technology at home;

quality of individual work performed in the office;

amount of group work performed in the office;

access to coworkers in the office;

quality of individual work performed in the office;

quality of group work performed in the office;

productivity at home;

communication with coworkers in the office;

ability to receive messages when out of the office;

communication with coworkers at home;

availability of resource centers;

ease of access to files and reference materials.

Interesting to note is that the number of survey issues rated by users as

both high in importance and high in satisfaction was greater than the num-

13 Note: The importance of issues relating to the environment tended to be rated fairly high on the Workplace Surveys. For example, one
of the lowest importance ratings was around 2.8. This was due in part to the limitations of the rating scale in the survey. The quadrants
have been divided at the means of the importance and satisfaction means (versus at the median score of 3.0) to help clarify which issues
were of most importance to the users.
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ber of issues rated similarly for IBM and Ernst & Young (15 issues com-

pared to 7 for both IBM and Ernst & Young). In addition, seven of the ten

most importance issues were rated high in satisfaction (reasons for these

differences in scores will be discussed in more detail in Part I of this

report).

Figure 81: Satisfaction Ratings Compared to Importance
Avg.

:41.Ltigh-HigID

Issues of High Importance and Low Satisfaction

Issues of high importance and low satisfaction included:

access to computers in the office;

ability to concentrate in the office;

sense of being valued by the company;

amount of individual work performed in the office;

auditory privacy in the office;

conversational privacy in the office;

stress level at work;

ability to receive mail in the office;

ability to deal with confidential issues in the office.

Issue Indexes
In order the more clearly demonstrate the impact the new office environ-

ment had on user satisfaction and work effectiveness, the ten most impor-

tant survey issues were grouped into seven major categories. These cat-

egories were:

work effectiveness;

communication;
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technology;

home;

privacy;

storage/personalization;

alternative spaces/design.

Again, the ten issues that, on average, were most important to The Natu-

ral Office users were:

ability to receive telephone calls in the office;

ability to make telephone calls in the office;

access to technology at home;

quality of individual work at the office;

access to computers in the office;

amount of group work performed in the office;

access to coworkers in the office;

ability to handle mail/text at home;

quality of individual work performed at home;

ease of concentration in the office.

The satisfaction ratings for ten issues, plus the satisfaction ratings for

additional issues that were added to give a better description of the sys-

tem according the seven categories, were graphed. An average of all the

issues was also graphed to show the satisfaction rating in more general

terms.

Work Effectiveness Issues
Three issues among the ten most important grouped under work effec-

tiveness were: ease of concentration in the office; quality of individual

work accomplished in the office; and amount of group work accomplished

in the office. The amount of individual work accomplished in the office,

the quality of group work performed in the office, and the ease of access

to files and reference materials were also added to the overall index.

The work effectiveness issues were all rated fairly high, with an average

index of 3.4 (see Figure 82: Work Effectiveness Index). Amount of work

accomplished on an individual basis and ease of concentration appear to

have suffered slightly. Group effectiveness, quality of individual work,

and access to files and reference materials, however, were on average

rated "better" to "much better" in the new environment.
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Figure 82: Work Effectiveness Index
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Amount of Individual Work Accomplished and Ease of Concentra-

tion in the Office

Amount of individual work accomplished and ease of concentration were

rated lower than the other work effectiveness issues. Users mentioned

that it was difficult at times to concentrate because of the number of visi-

tors and the open environment . These factors could have also effected

users' ability to perform individual work because they were distracted or

interrupted from their work.

Group Effectiveness and Access to Files and Reference Materials

Amount and quality of work performed as a group increased in the new

environment. Users easily located and worked with coworkers on projects,

and no longer had to schedule meetings several days in advance. Users

formed temporary work groups easily and instantaneously by positioning

their workstations together to form a larger team workspace. In addition,

users no longer had to search for their files and materials or go back to

their offices to retrieve materials; the majority of their storage was lo-

cated in their mobile pedestals. Instead of having to walk to their storage

if they were working in different areas of the office, they simply brought

their storage (and workstation) with them.
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Communication Issues
Three of the ten most important issues to fall under the category of com-

munication were: ability to receive telephone calls in the office; ability to

make telephone calls in the office; and access to coworkers in the office.

Communication with coworkers and managers, ability to receive mes-

sages out of the office, and ability to receive mail were also added to the

index to give a more comprehensive representation of the communica-

tion index.

Communication with Coworkers and Managers

User satisfaction was rated higher on average than that of the previous

office. (see Figure 83: Communication Index). Access and communica-

tion with coworkers and managers were relatively high, ranging from 3.6

to 4.3. Almost 95% of all respondents rated their satisfaction as "the

same" to "better" (see Figure 84: Frequency Distribution for Communi-

cation with Managers in DECsite's Natural Office). Again, this increase

was a result of moving from individually assigned enclosed offices to an

open office environment. Users no longer had the physical and emo-

tional barriers associated with status (e.g., walls, offices, etc.), and could

communicate freely and easily.

Figure 83: Communication Index
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Figure 84: Frequency Distribution for Communication
with Managers in DECsite's Natural Office
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Telephone Communications

Telephone communications were also rated higher in the new environ-

ment. The new digital telephone system not only allowed users to make

and receive telephone calls from anywhere in the building, but it was also

linked to the computer system. Users transmitted messages to the com-

puter system, such as "At lunch until 1:30," by pressing a code into the

telephone.

Ability to make telephone calls in the office, while rated fairly high, was

one of the lowest communication issues. Only 45% of all respondents

rated this issue as better in the Natural Office (see Figure 85: Frequency

Distribution for Ability to Make Telephone Calls in DECsite's Natural

Office). In part, this resulted because of the noise in the open office.

Users mentioned that it was at times difficult to make telephone calls.

Technology Issues

Three of the ten most important issues to fall under technology included:

access to technology at the office; access to technology at home; and

ability to handle mail/text at home.

The technology issues were rated on average "about the same" compared

to that of the previous system. All of the issues had a mean score of
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Figure 85: Frequency Distribution for Ability to
Make Telephone Calls in DECsite's Natural Office
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approximately 3.0, with an index of 3.0 (see Figure 86: Technology In-

dex). As mentioned earlier, approximately 50% of all users had access to

technology at home. This technology, however, was not issued as part of

the new environment. Likewise, the technology did not improve as result

of the new office system.

Figure 86: Technology Index
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Home Issues

Three of the ten most important issues grouped in the "home" category

were: access to technology from home; ability to handle mail/text at home;

and quality of individual work performed at home. Amount of individual

work, ability to concentrate at home, and ability to communicate with

coworkers at home were also added to the index.

All of the issues included in the home index were rated higher than the

previous office system. The average index was a 3.3, with a range of 3.0

to 3.5 (see Figure 87: Home Index). Ability to concentrate and quality of

individual work were rated the highest for all home issues. Interestingly,

these two issues were rated lower than many of the other work effective-

ness issues, indicating that perhaps these job tasks (work requiring, high

concentration and other individual work) should and could be better per-

formed at home rather than in the office.

Ability to handle mail/text at home was rated about the same in the new

environment as in the old. Again, technology for working outside of the

office was not changed as a result of moving to The Natural Office, there-

fore it was expected that this score should indicate little to no change.
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Privacy Issues
Privacy issues were not rated very high in importance. For the purpose of

defining the effects of the new office on privacy, we looked at the follow-

ing issues: auditory privacy in the office, ability to deal with confidential

issues while in the office, and degree of conversational and visual pri-

vacy in the office.

The privacy issues were rated fairly low compared to the previous office

system, with an average index of 2.4 (see Figure 88: Privacy Index). Again,

users moved from individual offices to a completely open environment

which allowed for little privacy. The two private rooms and conference

room eliminated some of the problems with privacy, but because these

rooms tended to be occupied by visitors or were shared with the entire

floor, users often had to look elsewhere.
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Figure 88: Privacy Index
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While on the telephone, users walked or sat anywhere they wanted. Per-

sonal observations indicated that users frequently paced the office while

on the telephone; thus, it was very difficult to "listen in" on a conversa-

tion carried out in this manner. Where users had a difficult time was the

ability to handle confidential matters in the office with another coworker.
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Figure 89: Frequency Distribution for Conversational
Privacy in DECsite's Natural Office
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Almost 55% of all survey respondents rated their satisfaction with con-

versational privacy as worse in the Natural Office compared to the previ-

ous office environment (see Figure 89: Frequency Distribution for Con-

versational Privacy in DECsite's Natural Office).

Storage /Personalization Issues
None of the storage/personalization issues on the survey were rated high

in importance to Natural Office users. To help describe the effect on

these issues as a result of The Natural Office, we examined the following

issues: amount of personal storage; amount of work storage; ability to

display personal items; ability to display work-related items; and access

to files and reference materials.

The average index for storage and personalization issues was one of the

lowest of all the averages for other issues, with 2.5. These issues, how-

ever, were rated among the lowest in terms of user importance as well.

Users moved from offices that gave them the freedom to display personal

items and had a fairly large amount of storage. The new office allowed

for neither of these behaviors.

What was unique at The Natural Office compared to the other organiza-

tions and sites that we studied was the fact that users went through a

training program geared specifically to changing behaviors beforemov-
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ing into the new office. The PEP program helped users to eliminate (hope-

fully, permanently) their need for large amounts of storage. It also helped

users to think of "permanent" work stations (e.g., offices) as confining

rather than productive. By changing these behaviors, users smoothly made

the transition to the new office. Had these behaviors not been modified,

we expected to see higher importance placed on these issues, particularly

with regards to the amount of storage provided in the new office.
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Figure 90: Storage/Personalization Index
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Alternative Space/Design Issues
The issues that were grouped under this category included: informal meet-

ing areas; informal break areas; dedicated project or team rooms; resource

centers; and number and location of conference rooms. In addition, ac-

cess to files and references was included in the average index.

The design of the new office was rated fairly high by users, with an aver-

age index of 3.3 (see Figure 91: Alternative Space/Design Index). The

office offered users a variety of different workspaces, including their pri-

mary workstations, informal meeting areas, and private rooms. The low-

est rated issue among the design factors was the number of conference

rooms, which was expected given that the office only provides one con-

ference room. As mentioned above, this conference room was often used
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by guests, therefore users may have had a difficult time using the confer-

ence facilities when necessary.

Figure 91: Alternative Space/Design Index
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Overall User Satisfaction with The Natural
Office and The Implementation Process
The major focus of the DECsite project was on ergonomics and team

collaboration. Because this project was the first of its kind in Digital

Sweden, it was not possible to discuss changes in the implementation

process.14 The following, however, is a brief review of the implementa-

tion process for this particular site.

The entire group participated in the PEP program, which encouraged

employees to question traditional work patterns and behavior.

Instead of trying to work as a single large group on the project, a

small, four-person planning committee was formed to plan and de-

sign the project. Outside consultants were also solicited to help with

things like HVAC, furniture design, and sketches of the proposed

office design.

The office officially opened four months after the group occupied

the space to allow employees time to develop rules and regulations

for using the office, as well as work out "teething pains."

Mobile workstations were provided to allow users the freedom to

work anywhere in the office.

14 Note: The Office of the Future in Digital, Finland occurred before this office arrangement was implemented. The office, however, no
longer exists. While the Office of the Future was researched in the Managing Space Efficiently study, the data was not such that we
could compare the different components of the two independent initiatives in detail.
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A variety of alternative spaces were added to the design (conference

room, informal seating areas, eating areas, etc.).

The office provided limited but adequate storage areas.

Special features were included in the design to maximize economy,

efficiency, energy, and ergonomics in the office, such as automati-

cally adjusting lights and ergonomic furniture.

All computers and workstations were essentially height-adjustable.

Users were given cordless telephones, allowing them to handle calls

anywhere in the building.

Electronic mail could be used for communication and to help facili-

tate telephone call handling.

The Natural Office Implementation Process
Applying the rating system described above (see IWSP's Rating System

for the Implementation Process in the IBM, UK section), the planning,

design, and technology aspects of The Natural Office were scored and

plotted. Strong emphasis was placed on all aspects of the project, par-

ticularly on design considerations (see Figures 92, 93, and 94 on the fol-

lowing pages).

Overlaying these components with user satisfaction revealed that user

satisfaction was quite high. While there were no sites internal to DECsite

to compare to this particular workplace project, the following section dis-

cusses some of the aspects of the project that made it unique compared to

some of the other workplace projects we studied.

Although several other sites within Digital Equipment Corporation have

attempted office innovations similar to The Natural Office (e.g., The

Office of the Future in Finland, The Flexible Office in the UK, etc.),

this project was an independent initiative. Group members heard infor-

mation about the office in Finland,15 but they determined to create their

own work environment without the aid of this office.

The project was solution-oriented, meaning that the manager knew

how he wanted the office to look and encouraged users to focus on

these specific concepts. Evidence that this project was solution-ori-

ented (rather than process-oriented) was that the smaller planning

group had to be formed because there were too many "traditional"

15 Becker, F., Sims, W., and B. Davis, 1991.
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Figure 92: The Planning Process for DECsite's Natural Office

Figure 93: The Technology for DECsite's Natural Office
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Figure 94: The Design for DECsite's Natural Office
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ideas being generated at the original brainstorming meeting. These

planning committee members were chosen and influenced by the
manager.

At the time this report was written, the office concept was also being

introduced to other areas within the same building. These new areas

had many of the same components as the original office: mobile ped-

estals, height adjustable computers, and a central decor theme. In

process-oriented projects, the process becomes standardized; how

to encourage people to rethink their environment, how to help users

to come up with the best working environment for their needs, etc.

In this case, the actual solution became the focal point of the project,

with any changes in the design and technology representing refine-

ments of the original workplace strategy created for DECsite.

The project was a unique form of non-territorial office; users actu-

ally owned their workstation. In most non-territorial offices, users

do not "own" any aspect of the office. What defines The Natural

Office as non-territorial is that the spacethe locationthat the us-
ers occupied was temporary.

The DECsite project was one of the first (and only) projects that we

have come across that actually took steps to formally change em-

ployees' work behaviors. The PEP course not only helped people to

reduce their storage requirements, but it also helped them to free
themselves from a permanent work location. After the users moved

into the new office, consultants who were running this PEP program

periodically walked through the office and had people go through all

of their papers to make sure they were still working towards becom-

ingif not paperlessfree of unnecessary paper.

Project managers also initially helped to change individual work be-

haviors by "keeping watch" over the office to find out which people

tended to work in the same locations day after day. To encourage

these people to remain flexible in their work patterns, project man-

agers arrived at the office early and took these locations for them-

selves, forcing people to change their work habits.

The Natural Office was business-driven; one of the major goals of

the new office was to facilitate communication and team work. The

cost to design the office was quite expensive compared to what a

traditional office would have cost, but the manager felt that the in-

creases in productivity would quickly make up for the added cost of

the office. In fact, figures estimate that productivity rose 20% after

moving to the new office.
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There was a strong emphasis when designing the office on flexibil-

ity. Users could basically work anywhere in the office from any

position. The technology and design of the office both worked to

support this way of thinking and working.

One area that the project did not emphasize as much was freedom

from the office. Although the official premise behind the office was

that employees should have choices about their working environ-

mentdo they want to come into the office, who do they want to
work with, what equipment do they want to work with, and what

position do they want to work in (standing up, sitting down, etc.)

the technology provided to the users did not support working away

from the office. It was estimated that about 50% of users had com-

puters in their homes, but this equipment was not issued as part of

the office concept.

The Natural Office took special steps to assure a healthy work envi-

ronment (e.g., ionizers, special air filtering system, natural lighting,

ergonomic furniture, etc.).

A strong champion(s) in the office helped to keep the office running

in the same flexible manner for which the office was originally de-

signed. Use policies were followed and enforced diligently to make

sure users did not revert to old office behaviors.

Lessons Learned
Lessons learned from studying the non-territorial office at DECsite in-

cluded:

Steps taken prior to and subsequent to the move to the new environ-

ment to change people's work behaviors and perceptions, helped in

the transition to a new way of working.

As was the case with many of the other sites we examined, users

needed to be supported (by technology, management policies, envi-

ronment, etc.) in a variety of work locations. Managers need to start

viewing the workplace as an integrated workplace strategy, where

users can move seamlessly through a variety of settings. Up to this

point, few organizations have taken this approach.

The strong champions/supporters of the office concept had a sub-

stantial impact on the office and the users. Skeptics were slowly

converted by being shown and taught about the advantages of the

office. Changes in work behavior were encouraged (and enforced)

by managers, who vigorously modeled the behaviors they wanted to

see in their staff.
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Conclusion
We discuss below each of the specific research questions identified at the

onset of the Innovative Workplaces study with reference to Digital Equip-

ment Corporation and the Natural Office. Later these questions will be

discussed in more detail, with reference to all the organizations studied.

What factors (e.g., planning and design process, nature of technol-

ogy, the design of the setting) tend to change the most as projects
evolve?

As we were only able to study one implementation of The Natural Office

concept due to time constraints on the project, we were unable to answer

this question specific to Digital.

What aspects of the new workplace system tend to become standard-

ized or uniform?

To a certain extent, this question can be answered for DECsite using in-

formation gathered in interviews and site observations. The spread of the

office into other areas of the building indicated the design aspects were

becoming more standardized as the concept evolved. For example, the

new offices had mobile pedestals, height-adjustable computers, and a

central decor theme running throughout the office. The specifics of the

design were refined, however. For example, the retractable ceiling mount

was replaced with a column on which a computer and workstation could

be raised and lowered to create more work surface than before.

As organizations expand their implementation of new workplace strat-

egies (within or across sites) does employee response tend to im-

prove, remain the same, decline, or is there no consistent pattern at

all?

Again, this question can be addressed to some degree based on prelimi-

nary interviews and observations. Project managers on the second instal-

lation of The Natural Office concept mentioned that they had a more

difficult time getting people to work the way they were intended to work

in the new environment. Users seemed a bit removed from why they

were being asked to work in such a fashion and how they were supposed

to interact with the environment. Later interviews showed that time was

taking care of many of these problems, but it took a longer time period
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and more effort on the part of the project managers to get people working

in the environment.

What differences are there in terms of cost and employee response

(satisfaction, work effectiveness) as a function of whether the work-

place system is primarily cost-driven versus business-driven ?

With a business focus, aspects were added to the environment that may

not have been included had the office been primarily cost-driven. For

example, multiple areas were added to the office that were quite expen-

sive (e.g., a raised secretarial platform, conference room, cordless tele-

phones, a lighthouse to indicate when calls were coming into the main

line, etc.), but were justified because of the increases they provided in

work efficiency.

What are the organizational implications of solution-oriented vs. pro-

cess-oriented workplace systems?

Until further studies can be done on the spread of this concept through-

out Digital, we are unable to answer this question specific to Digital.

How does the implementation process change as the project moves

from the pilot stage to widespread implementation? Is it necessary

to focus as much attention on all three factors (design, technology,

and planning process) in second and third installations to ensure
similar success patterns as those achieved in the pilot project?

Until further studies can be done on the spread of this concept throughout

Digital, we are unable to answer this question specific to Digital.

What is the nature of organizational learning that occurs as a func-

tion of whether the workplace system is process- vs. solution-driven,

cost- vs. business-driven, or part of a strategic initiative versus an

independent initiative?

Until further studies can be done on the spread of this concept throughout

Digital, we are unable to answer this question specific to Digital.
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Figure 96: Floorplan of DECsite
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SOL Cleaning Company
Helsinki, Finland
Workplace Strategy Overview
SOL Cleaning Company began operations two years ago in 1992 in the

industrial section of Helsinki, Finland. At the end of 1991, the Lindstr6m

family companyone of the oldest family-owned fi rms in Finlanddi-

vided, giving Liisa Joronen control of the cleaning services division.

Before that time, Joronen acted as the General Manager of Lindstrom.

Previous to the division of the company, Lindstrom had implemented
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Photo 27: SOL Overall
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Goals/Drivers of the SOL Headquarters

To create an innovative environment that

would support the SOL Cleaning
Company's management philosophy of

employee empowerment.

Principles of the SOL Headquarters

Give employees three freedoms:

Freedom from the workplace

Freedom from working hours

Freedom from status symbols.

many flexible practices, such as non-territorial offices in 1989, and a flex-

ible management philosophy (see below) in the mid 1980s. According to

Joronen, although Lindstrom was innovative compared to other firms in

Finland, it still operated in a fairly traditional manner. When Joronen

took the cleaning services aspect of the Lindstrom company to form SOL,

her intent was to develop a firm based on completely new ideas, breaking

down many of the traditional business norms in practice throughout Fin-

land.

SOL now has 2,400 employees, 150 of which work flexibly. These 150

employees include the managers, administrators, and supervisors of the

company. Cleaners comprise the remainder of the 2,400, who, at the time

of this report, were not working flexibly.

SOL has sixteen "studios"the term SOL employees use to refer to their

offices which, though working in a similar fashion, tend to be smaller

than the Helsinki headquarters.

SOL was one of the first examples we found of an integrated strategic

initiative of flexible working, where management practices and policies

and technology supported seamless work settings (e.g., the office, home,

client sites, etc.). All of the SOL studios operated in the same flexible

manner, with the concept originating at the corporate level in Helsinki.

SOL functioned around the concept that people could work any time and

in any place, as long as employees completed their work tasks.

Like DEC Sweden, it was also one of the few examples we studied of a

business-driven non-territorial office (rather than a cost-driven office),

and the only example of a process-focused implementation. These con-

cepts are discussed in more detail in Part I of this report.

The Management Philosophy
SOL's employee empowerment management philosophy had direct bear-

ing on the form of SOL's office space. In order to understand how and

why the non-territorial office developed, it is necessary to first under-

stand the management philosophy. Some of this philosophy was devel-

oped and implemented at Lindstrom before SOL was founded. SOL,

however, refined the philosophy to include customer satisfaction mea-

sures, performance measures, and many other aspects.
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The philosophy centered around the concept that companies must give

their employees the opportunity to perform at their best. This means that,

to obtain the best results, employees must be allowed to work however,

whenever, and wherever they need.

Three "Freedoms"
The organization gave flexible employees three work "freedoms:" free-

dom from the workplace, freedom from working hours, and freedom from

status symbols. Freedom from the workplace implied that employees

were not confined to a single location; it did not matter where employees

worked, be it in the office, at home, or at other SOL studios, so long as

the location best suited the employees' working tasks. The only factor

dictating how or when employees worked were the customers. Custom-

ers included both external customers and internal customers; clients re-

quiring cleaning services, and coworkers, respectively.

Freedom from working hours removed time as a measure of productivity.

Flexible employees were not valued by the amount of time they were in

the office, but by the results of their work. In order to accurately measure

employee results, the management system depended heavily on individual

goals, or "targets," set by the employees. Employees set their own monthly

target at the beginning of the year and then met with their "supervisors"

or "managers" several times throughout the year to discuss their progress.

The target was actually an index comprised of four or five factors such as

customer satisfaction with the employee's work, profitability, amount of

customer turnover, and amount of training conducted by the individual

employees. The employees received monthly feedback on where they

were in relation to their target (see Performance Measures for more de-

tails).

Freedom from status symbols centered around the philosophy that no one

person's work was more important than anyone else's, and that the orga-

nization had to operate as a team in order to perform well. The company

could not operate without the cleaners, the supervisors, the administra-

tion, or the managers. All status symbols were removed no one had an

office, a secretary, or anything that could be viewed as "special treat-

ment."
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Photo 28: Performance "Tree" to
Display Charts

Meeting the Goals of the Company
To determine if the management philosophy was in reality successful for

the company, SOL established certain company success factors. These

success factors included: customer satisfaction; employee commitment

and motivation; and profitability. Performance measures were then de-

veloped to calculate how each employeeand the company as a whole

performed in accordance with the three success factors.

Performance Measures
As dictated by their management philosophy of employee empowerment,

employees set their own performance goals. Performance was measured

in terms of how well employees hit these individual work targets. For

sales people, the target was based on the number of sales or new clients

the person made that month. For supervisors, it was \based on the num-

ber of people trained, number of offices cleaned, etc.

The targets were actually comprised of several different factors, includ-

ing customer satisfaction, training, profitability, retaining customers, etc.

This multifaceted index insured that employees were meeting all of the

goals, not just one component, such as customer satisfaction at the ex-

pense of profitability.

A portion of the employees' salaries were also based on their ability to hit

the established targets. Employees had both a fixed and variable salary,

of which the variable component (anywhere from 10%-50%) was based

on reaching their targets. If they did not reach the targets, they did not get

the variable component of their salary.

An additional component factored into the index was the performance of

supervisors/administrators/managers employees; supervisors' perfor-

mance ratings were based on their peoples' abilities to reach their targets.

Managers' performance measures were based on their supervisors' abili-

ties to meet targets. Therefore, supervisor/administrator/manager sala-

ries were dependent on the performance of their workers, thus encourag-

ing a team effort in ensuring the business objectives were met.

Targets were set one year in advance for each employee. The employees

(except for the cleaners) set their own targets, but they discussed these

targets with their supervisors or managers to ensure they were reason-
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able. Employees and supervisors scheduled two follow-up meetings dur-

ing the year to see how well the targets worked: were the targets reason-

able? If they were not met, why not?

Each employee's performance was public knowledge. Charts were con-

structed showing each employee's performance over a period of time.

Anyone wishing to see someone's performance chart was able to do so.

These charts were not meant to embarrass the employees, but were to

help the employees strive for certain goals. The open access to perfor-

mance charts also helped eliminate hierarchical barriers; because an up-

per-level employee did not report to anyone did not mean they were not

accountable to the company for their work.

Summary of the SOL Cleaning Company Installation
As was the case with The Natural Office at Digital Equipment Corpora-

tion, only one site was studied at the SOL Cleaning Company. Because

there is only one site, the case study of SOL headquarters has been incor-

porated in the summary of the installation. This write-up differs from

those of the multiple site organizations, where the summary section com-

pares the different sites in more general terms, while more detailed de-

scriptions were included in the Appendix.

Drivers of the Non-Territorial Office
SOL's non-territorial office was a physical manifestation of their man-

agement philosophy. In essence, this philosophy was the driver of the

non-territorial office. Employees wanted an office that would remove all

barriers to managers and supervisors, both physical (walls, offices) and

mental (status). An open office plan allowed employees to communicate

openly and collaboratively without the constraints of a traditional office.

Implementation Process
As mentioned earlier, the Lindstrom Company divided their business in

December of 1991. Employees were recruited for the cleaning company

between Christmas and New Year's, 1991/92. The search for a facility to

house the young company began immediately upon the start of the new

year. A small team of five or six people (upper administration) looked at

facilities in Helsinki and narrowed the choice of spaces down to about

three or four. Employees then had three to four opportunities to visit the
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different spaces and help choose the location. The location that they chose

had previously been a photographic studio, thus the name "studios" for

offices.

Two design meetings were held where everyone moving to the SOL stu-

dio was invited to participate in a brainstorming session on how they

wanted the office to look and function. People not able to attend the

meeting could fill out "absentee" forms with their suggestions. The man-

agement practices/philosophy had already been developed at Lindstrom,

so these meetings were simply to design the space.

An architect was then hired to draw up preliminary plans for the office

using the ideas generated by the employees. The employees reviewed

the plans in four groups of about ten people. Employees gave the archi-

tect direct feedback on the plans for the office. The architect then re-

worked the drawings to incorporate employee suggestions. Work on the

office began shortly after the architect submitted the second set of draw-

ings.

The actual space/layout was fit out in five weeks. An office administra-

tor coordinated all the work on the office. The architect refused to pur-

chase the furniture the employees wanted because he did not believe what

they had picked out was going to work. The office administrator then

arranged for four or five employees to purchase the furniture (or to ar-

range for the furniture to be purchased). About 20 employees were ac-

tively involved in purchasing the furniture and other pieces.

The Planning Process
The six major areas identified as important in the process of planning

new office environments included: project ownership by the business/

department/group; data collection on work time-activity patterns; collabo-

rative, cross-departmental involvement; end user involvement; inform-

ing users; and training . Figure 97 summarizes our findings for the SOL

headquarters office.

Project Ownership
The project was owned completely by the company. The only outside

consultation took place with the architect who drew up the plans, but this
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Figure 97: SOL Cleaning Company Planning Process
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person was subject to the ideas and decisions made by the employees.

This "lack of control" on the part of the architect was evident in the fact

that the architect had to rework the plans for the office after employees

had seen his initial recommendations and had been somewhat displeased

with many of his suggestions.
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Project Teams/Committees Established

Several different teams were formed to help implement the office. The

first group was the five to six management level employees who sought a

location for the company. The other team consisted of four to five core

employees in charge of purchasing furnishings.

Collaborative Team Effort

The SOL project was collaborative in the sense that it involved employ-

ees from a variety of fields, but, as a small organization, they lacked the

vast in-house knowledge base present in many larger organizations. Cer-

tain people within the organization who had special interests or skills

were put in charge of different operations (e.g., MIS, HR, etc.), although

these areas were not necessarily what they were hired within the organi-

zation to perform. For example, the MIS person was actually a sales

person that was also in charge of MIS.

End User Involvement

End users, even those who were not specifically assigned to one of the

committees, had a variety of opportunities to participate in the planning

and design process. Users helped pick out the location if they desired;

they participated in design brainstorming sessions or submitted absentee

forms with their suggestions; they reviewed and influenced the drawings

by the architect; and/or they helped pick out and purchase the furnish-

ings.

Employees were not required to participate in these activities, but all plan-

ning sessions were open for employees who had an interest in being in-

volved.

Data Collection
No data was collected on the SOL group before implementing the office

environment, although the manager and other associates did extensive

research on management techniques and policies.

Training

Beyond the normal training in how to perform their jobs, users received

no formal training on how to work in the environment.
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Summary of the SOL Headquarters Planning
Process
To briefly summarize the nature of the planning process for SOL head

quarters:

The search for the appropriate location for the facility began in Janu

ary of 1992.

Once the facility was determined, two design brainstorm meeting

were held to get employees' ideas on how they thought the offici

should look. Users who could not attend these meetings were in

vited to submit absentee forms with their suggestions.

The architect was hired and began working on the design of the of

fice according to the ideas generated in the brainstorming sessions.

The architect met with interested employees to discuss his original

recommendations for the new office environment.

The architect then reworked the drawings to more accurately con-

form to employees' suggestions.

Purchasing and construction began immediately after the final plans

were submitted. Purchasing and construction was headed by the of-

fice administrator, who then formed a committee of four to five people

to help supervise.

Design
Office Area

The office area had "The City" as a central theme running throughout,

with a street (and street lights), building facades (residential and city scape),

blue night sky with stars, and a marketplace.

The first area people unknowingly encountered upon entering the office

was the warehouse. The warehouse was situated alongside the adminis-

trative part of the office. A plywood residential facade separated the two

operations. The purpose behind this arrangement was to try to prevent a

separation of business functions; office/administrative work should not

be seen as more important than the day-to-day administrative operations

(or vice versa) because both were needed for the company to accomplish

its objectives.

A large silo was located in the center of the first floor. This silo was used

- Amosar -

Photo 30: SOL's Storage Silo
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Photo 31: Kitchen Table
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Photo 32: SOL Small Isolated
Meeting Area

Photo 33: SOL Dining Room
Table as a Conference Area

Photo 34: SOL Meeting Area

as a mail and supply room. One side of the silo contained employee post

boxes, while the other side held the majority of the office supplies.

The administrative office area consisted of two floors: the first floor, where

the majority of work occurred, and a second floor balcony offering a va-

riety of alternative work areas. Although the walls and ceiling were painted

black during the days when the office was a studio, most of the interior

was decorated with bright colors. Music, the sound of a water fountain

(which displayed the Finnish Malcolm Ballridge Award for innovation,

won twice by SOL), and noises from the random animals (birds and ger-

bils) could be heard in the background.

A variety of spaces were provided for the employees to work in an infor-

mal, relaxed atmosphere. Some of the areas were designed into the sys-

tem not only for the employees to use, but also for their families, should

the employee need or want to bring them into the office. The first floor

was equipped with a young children's room to accommodate small chil-

dren during the hours outside childcare was not available. For the older

child (or spouse), an informal area was provided equipped with a televi-

sion, a stereo, a pool table, and a video game system. An informal kitchen

area, complete with refrigerator, oven, and kitchen table, allowed em-

ployees to fix hot meals in the office and discuss business matters infor-

mally, much as a family discusses the plans for the day at the breakfast

table. Additional areas, besides the more traditional workstation areas

(see "Workstations" below) on the first floor included a library/reading

area and exercise room.

The second floor balcony offered primarily nontraditional furniture ar-

rangements. Some of the areas located on this floor included: a training

area with overhead projector, seating, and other equipment; several

couches and coffee tables; a large dining room table where employees

often discussed business with clients or conducted team projects; a smok-

ing area; and several small workstations with wicker tables, chairs, and

terminals. Two traditional small desks with computers were also located

on the balcony.

Workstations

Except for a few jobs that had special considerations, such as intensive
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paperwork and/or special equipment needs, all employees worked in a

non-territorial fashion. Lindstrom had implemented non-territorial of-

fices about two years before SOL was created, therefore any employees

who came to SOL from Lindstrom were already familiar with this type of

office arrangement. The layout offered a variety of work locations, from

the traditional workstations, to the more informal work areas mentioned

above.

Traditional workstations were located in five clusters throughout the first

floor. The workstations varied in height (from standing workstations to

sitting) and size. Although the furniture was all from the same line, there

was little uniformity in the selection. Only one or two of the worksta-

tions were assigned, while the remainder were non-territorial. If these

assigned workstations were vacant, however, any employee could use

them.

A clean-desk policy was in effect for all workstations. People were re-

quired to clear the workstations if they left the office for any amount of

time.

Again, people had the freedom to choose wherever they wanted to work

in the office; either upstairs, downstairs, formal areas, or informal. People

tended to use the upstairs for team projects/work, for concentrative tasks,

or telephone calls requiring a bit more privacy.

Storage
Across from the warehouse, a city scape covered a wall of mostly "his-

torical" storage approximately 20-25' high and 30' long. This storage

area consisted of open shelving and contained a built-in ladder to facili-

tate access to the files. This wall storage provided the primary nonelec-

tronic storage for the office. The majority of storage was done electroni-

cally, with the exception of salaries and bookkeeping, for which law re-

quired keeping hard copies.

Each employee had use of a small black cabinet with two shelves. Rows

of these cabinets were located against the exterior wall. Additional stor-

age was available in the form of a large tote bag for holding files and

Photo 35: SOL Separate Meeting
Area
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Photo 36: SOL Workstations and
Storage
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personal materials. These tote bags allowed employees to carry their

work with them to any location. When not being used, the storage bags

were placed in two-tiered shelves. Employees also had individual post

boxes assigned to them located in the silo.

Space Cost

The office area was approximately 6,500 sq. ft. Although exact figures

were not available, it was estimated that the office cost 1.0 million FIM

($186,100 U.S.) for furniture, construction, and fit out; everything except

for technology. Including technology, the building was insured for 1.9

million FIM ($353,700 U.S.).

The office cost approximately 30% of what it would have cost to imple-

ment a traditional office. One reason for this is because it cost them very

little to build. Employees volunteered their time to help design the office

in the five week time constraint. Also, the informal furniture was resi-

dential quality rather than commercial , which is less expensive. Some of

the art and animals were donated to the company as well.

Overall Design
The major goal of the design of a work environment should be to support

the ways in which people work. For non-territorial offices, some of the

major attributes that help users work more effectively include:

Multiple forms of work areas to support different tasks, such as con-

centrative work, team projects, small meetings, etc.

Adequate storage for both personal and work related materials.

Flexibility to handle peak periods and growth in the department (both

temporary and permanent).

Common areas for meetings (formal and informal) and break-out

areas for relaxation.

Surroundings that encourage communication, collaboration, and ex-

change of ideas without negatively impacting the productivity of the

group.

Figure 98: SOL Cleaning Company Design describes some of the physi-

cal attributes of the SOL headquarters office.
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Multiple Workstations
Employees could choose whether they wanted to work in formal or infor-

mal workstations. The formal (primary) workstations were located on

the first floor of the building, while informal workstations (couches, din-

ing room tables, coffee tables, etc.) areas were located throughout the

facility.

Storage Alternatives
As mentioned above, employees had two to three personal storage alter-

natives in addition to the common storage located along the back walls:

tote bags, a single black storage cabinet, and their individual post boxes

(which could be used for messages, paper storage, mail, etc.).

Common Areas

Common areas for informal meetings, individual working, relaxation, etc.

were located throughout the facility on both floors (see above for more

details)

Design Considerations
Certain design considerations not found at any of the other sites exam-

ined were relaxation or "family" areas. Employees were provided with

workout rooms, children's rooms, play areas, etc. that could be used by

the employees or that their families. These design considerations were

included to balance the involvement that family members have on the

workplace, as well as the influence that the workplace has over the fam-

ily.

Summary of Design
To summarize the design of the SOL office:

A variety of traditional workstations for employees who were not

comfortable working in the informal areas.

A variety of informal workspaces (kitchen areas, "living rooms," "din-

ing rooms," etc.).

A variety of small storage areas.

Special features to provide a relaxing atmosphere for the employees,

as well as special "family" areas.

Area
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Figure 98: SOL Cleaning Company Design
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Technology
Three areas of technology found to be important to the implementation of

non-territorial offices included: technology available in the office; tech-

nology to support work outside of the office; and technology to support

communication. Figure 99: SOL Cleaning Company Technology depicts

the technology SOL installed at the headquarters.
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Office Technology

Twenty-three computers were located at workstations throughout the office,

twelve of which were microcomputers. The remaining eleven were basic

terminals linked to a mainframe. The building could actually be fit out with

a maximum of thirty-two computers. In addition, the office was equipped

with three extra places where laptops could be plugged into the system.

Everything connected to the LAN, both office and home technology.

Workstations were supplied with printers, adding machines, typewriters,

and work supplies. In all, there were:

6 printers;

3 typewriters;

Approximately 15 adding machines.

Figure 99: SOL Cleaning Company Technology
SOL

Office Technology: Increased access to latest PC

Docking stations to link portables

Access to printer, fax, modem

Electronic diary/mail

Non-Office Technology: Latest PC terminal

Latest portable computer w/ modem

Home Printer

Fax

Voice Communications/ Direct dialing number
Telephone System:

Special Technology
Available to Users t:

Voice mail/messaging

Car telephones

Customer site terminals

Other

t Equipment not part of standard technology package.
Available if user can justify the necessity.

0

0
0

0 Did not have

Did have

Occurred post-
implementation
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Photo 38: SOL Cordless Tele-
phone Storage

Non-Office Technology

Anyone who worked flexibly (everyone except cleaners) and could jus-

tify the need for a computer at home was given one. If a computer could

not be justified, there were portable computers available for them to take

home as needed. At the time of this report, SOL had 62 home computers.

Twenty-four of these home computers were laptops, three of which were

unassigned and could be checked out for short-term use.

Communications

Every employee in the office had a cordless telephone in the office. Those

who could justify it were also given a cellular phone for use outside the

office. The employees had a direct number. All their calls to the direct

number were transferred to wherever they chose (cordless telephone,

home, car, or to voice mail). SOL had a total of:

33 cordless telephones;

61 mobile (cellular) telephones;

18 pagers/messagers.

In addition to the direct dial numbers, there was a main number into the

Helsinki office. SOL, however, did not have any secretaries to answer

these calls (secretaries were considered status symbols and were there-

fore never hired). Five telephones were located at different workstations

throughout the office, and people took turns answering the main tele-

phones. Messages were written in a book and placed in each person's

box if they were not available.

In the planning stages of the SOL company, employees decided that they

did not like using electronic diaries (which they had available to them at

LindstrOm). A lot of communication was done through e-mail at SOL,

however. Employees had a system on the computer that they could look

up someone's telephone number, fax, e-mail, etc., and then leave mes-

sages accordingly.

No one was in charge of keeping track of employees' schedules except

the individual. If employees were going to be out of the office for a

period of time, the procedure was to let someone know so that people

could take your calls. If an employee wanted to go on vacation, a person

had to be found to do his/her job in the absence. Using this type of sys-
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tem, SOL never got behind in its work: when people returned from vaca-

tion, work started from the day they returned, not the day that they left for

vacation.

Special Technology
Certain employees, particularly those dealing directly with customers (e.g.,

sales, supervisors, etc.) were given car telephones so that calls could be

handled at all times. Many of those not given car telephones were given

pagers/messagers to notify them of calls.

Summary of Technology
To summarize the technology employed at the SOL headquarters:

In the office, users had access to both PCs and laptops.

Many users had PCs issued to them to work at home. Those that did

not could use one of the pooled laptops.

Communications were handled through voice mail, e-mail, cordless

telephones, and direct dial numbers.

Users acquired cordless telephones or messagers depending on their

need requirements.

Employee Satisfaction and Work
Effectiveness
To understand the changes in the work environment and the effect these

changes had on user satisfaction and effectiveness, the IWSP research

team conducted a standard workplace survey at the SOL Company head-

quarters, as well as focus groups and interviews with the users. This

section presents some of the results of the interviews and surveys, and

discusses user work effectiveness and satisfaction ratings in relation to

the changes in the office system and implementation process.

Table 20: Data Collection Techniques

Data Collection Technique Total Number
of People

Total Number
of Locations

Cornell Workspace Survey 43 1

Focus Groups 4 1

Interviews 10 1

Personal Observation 1
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Figure 100: Survey
Respondents by Job Type

Administrator sales Manager
10% 5% 17%

Supervisor
68%

Figure 101: Survey
Respondents by Age Group

yrs: 51-55
yrs: 46-50 7%

12%

yrs: 41-45
16%

yrs: 21-25
19%

yrs: 26-30
12%

yrs: 36-40 yrs: 31-35
14% 20%

Figure 102: Survey Respondents
Previous Workstation

Indiv. WS High
7% Indiv. Enclosed

22%

Survey Background Data
User Profile

Job types of all the employees surveyed and interviewed fell into the

following categories:

managers;

administrators;

sales;

supervisors.

The majority (69%) of the users surveyed were supervisors. Managers

and administrative people constituted the next largest groups, with 17%

and 10% of users falling in these two categories, respectively (see Figure

100). The only issue that differed significantly (p < 0.05) according to

job type was user satisfaction with ability to communicate in the new

office. Managers rated this issue higher than sales people (t= 2.790, df=

7, p= 0.0269), with means of 4.4 and 3.6, respectively.

The users were fairly evenly distributed across age groups, with the ex-

ception of employees over the age of 50 (see Figure 101). The only sta-

tistically significant difference by age group was with overall satisfaction

in the new office. Users falling in the 21 to 25 age bracket rated their

satisfaction higher than those in the 51 to 55 age bracket (t= 2.275, df= 9,

p= 0.0490), with means of 4.9 and 3.7, respectively.

Seventy-three percent of all users surveyed worked in the SOL headquar-

ters office for over 15 months. A fairly large contingency of workers

(20%) had only been working in the office for 1 to 5 months. The major-

ity of users had been working in an open environment, but a surprisingly

large percentage (22%) had worked in individual enclosed offices before

the SOL environment. Interesting to note is that users who had been in

an enclosed office previous to SOL had a statistically significant higher

mean overall satisfaction with the office than users who had been work-

ing in individual workstations with low paneling-4.9 versus 4.0, respec-

tively (t= 3.62, df= 9, p= 0.0056).

For more information on the survey and the rating system of the responses,

please see the Methodology section. A complete survey can be found in

Appendix D.
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Benefits of the SOL Office Environment
Users identified three principle benefits of working in the SOL office

environment :

1) Flexibility: The majority of users commented that the main advan-

tage was that they had the flexibility to work the way they wanted or

needed. Employees could schedule their days around the customers,

other employees, relatives, and friends without feeling like they were

neglecting any aspect.

2) Less wasted time: Users did not waste as much time in the new

environment. Because they had the freedom to schedule their own

work, they spent less time sitting with nothing to do. In addition,

they found that since they could schedule their own times, they spent

less time talking to coworkers about non work-related matters and

focused more on the job at hand so they could spend more time with

their families.

3) Work was more interesting: The new environment and manage-
ment policies added something to the everyday routine of work.

Employees were more excited about coming into the office, and their

work was more varied because they could do more than just what

their job descriptions limited them to.

Disadvantages of the SOL Office Environment
Users identified three major disadvantages/areas of improvement :

1) Long work days: Many users commented that they felt that they

were working all the time or were working extremely long days.

Because there were not any "official" controls to tell them when to

start and stop working, users were having a difficult time determin-

ing when to stop working on their own.

2) Noise/distractions in the office: Users commented that at times the

office could be quite noisy. People sometimes yelled across the of-

fice to coworkers because it was very easy to do, which was distract-

ing for other people.

Interesting to note is that these two disadvantages were the only points

that users complained about; while normally we had to determine the

three biggest disadvantages with the office environments, the points listed

above were the only disadvantages that users told us about. In addition to

the possibility that users were very satisfied with the environment and

could find little wrong with the arrangement, in part this short list could
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be because of the language barrier, it is possible people had more com-

plaints about the office, but could not translate them to English. Another

possible reason for this occurrence could be that many users had been

working in an open environment before coming to SOL, and had, there-

fore, already adapted to the changes occurred from moving from private

offices to open offices.

Issues of Most Importance to SOL Headquarters Users
In addition to rating satisfaction, the survey also asked users to rate how

important issues were to them. The ten issues that, on average, were

most important to all users were:

ability to receive mail while in the office;

access to computers in the office;

ability to receive messages when out of the office;

ability to deal with confidential issues;

ability to receive telephone calls in the office;

ability to communicate with managers;

sense of being valued by the organization;

ease of concentration in the office;

ability to communicate with coworkers;

conversational privacy.

Issues of Least Importance to SOL Headquarters Users
The three least important issues among users were:

the location of conference rooms;

scheduling of conference rooms;

the ability to display personal items.

Again, as with the other sites that we have surveyed, it is important to

note that the degree of satisfaction did not influence the importance that

users placed on the different issues. As the scattergram below depicts,

users rated the importance of the location of conference rooms as very

low (1.91the least important of all the issues examined on the survey).

The satisfaction rating for this issue, however, was quite high-3.71. In

addition, the satisfaction rating for the ability to display personal items in

the office was the lowest satisfaction rating for all issues-2.24. The

importance level, however, was also low, with 2.67.
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Figure 103: Satisfaction Ratings Compared tr. T-
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Issues of High Importance and High Satisfaction

Issues of high importance and high satisfaction included:

ability to receive mail while in the office;

access to computers in the office;

ability to receive messages when out of the office;

ability to receive telephone calls in the office;

ability to communicate with managers;

sense of being valued by the organization;

ability to communicate with coworkers;

quality of individual work performed in the office;

access to coworkers in the office;

access to informal break areas;

auditory privacy in the office;

communication with managers at home;

amount of group work performed in the office;

ability to display work-related items in the office;

ability to conduct small informal meetings in the office;

stress level at work;

amount of work performed at home;

ability to concentrate at home.
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As was the case with the DECsite Natural Office users, users at the SOL

headquarters ranked a fairly substantial number of issues as both high in

importance and high in satisfaction. Seven out of the ten most important

issues to users also ranked high in satisfaction.

Issues of High Importance and Low Satisfaction

Issues of high importance and low satisfaction included:

ability to deal with confidential issues at the office;

ease of concentration in the office;

conversational privacy in the office;

ability to make telephone calls in the office;

ability to handle mail/text at home.

It is interesting that, although five issues were rated high in importance

and low in satisfaction, these "low" satisfaction ratings were still quite

high, especially in comparison to the other offices that were studied; the

lowest satisfaction mean for these issues was a 3.35, much higher than

the lowest mean for any of the other sites, which tended to fall at 2.5 or

less.

Issue Indexes
In order the more clearly demonstrate the impact the new office environ-

ment had on user satisfaction and work effectiveness, the ten most impor-

tant survey issues were grouped into seven major categories. These cat-

egories were:

work effectiveness;

communication;

technology;

home;

privacy;

storage/personalization;

alternative space/design.

Again, the ten issues that, on average, were most important to users were:

ability to receive mail while in the office;

access to computers in the office;

ability to receive messages when out of the office;

ability to deal with confidential issues;

ability to receive telephone calls in the office;
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ability to communicate with managers;

sense of being valued by the organization;

ease of concentration in the office;

ability to communicate with coworkers;

conversational privacy.

The satisfaction ratings for these ten issues, plus the satisfaction ratings

for additional issues that were added to give a better description of the

system according the seven categories, were graphed. An average of all

the issues under a given category was also graphed to show the satisfac-

tion rating in more general terms.

It is important to note here that, because SOL was a new company and

because the users had been working in the same office environment since

the company began, all of the satisfaction issues were rated in terms of

users' current satisfaction , rather than comparing their satisfaction with

that of the previous environment. At all of the other companies and sites

we researched, users were asked to compare their satisfaction with the

current office system to the previous office system for the same issues.

Work Effectiveness Issues

The ease of concentration was the only work effectiveness issue included

in the list of ten most important issues. Quality and amount of individual

Figure 104: Work Effectiveness Index
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work accomplished in the office, quality and amount of group work ac-

complished in the office, and ease ofaccess to files and reference materi-

als were also added to the average index.

User satisfaction with the work effectiveness was rated high, with an av-

erage index of 3.9 (see Figure' 104: Work Effectiveness Index).

Users felt the quality and amount of both individual work and group work

were quite good in the open office environment. Traditionally, individual

work is rated a bit lower in terms of satisfaction in an open environment

because of noise and distractions in the office. But because SOL had a

number of workstations scattered throughout the building and flexible

hours to allow employees to work at a time that was appropriate for them,

individual work appears not to have been a problem; employees could

find a place to work in the office where they would not be disturbed, or

they could come into the office (or work at home) during off -hours if they

could not work during the day.

The one work effectiveness issue that had a mixed response was ease of

access to files and reference materials. Approximately 20% of the survey

respondents rated this issue as much worse/much worse in the new envi-

ronment (see Figure 105: Frequency Distribution for Ease of Access To

Figure 105: Frequency Distribution for Ease of Access to Files/
Reference Materials in the SOL Headquarters Office
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Files and Reference MaterialsSOL). Over 50% rated this issue as bet-

ter/much better.

Communication Issues
Five of the ten most important issues under the category of communica-

tion were: ability to receive mail; ability to receive messages when out of

the office; ability to receive telephone calls; and ability to communicate

with managers and coworkers. Two additional issues were added to the

index: access to coworkers in the office and the ability to make telephone

calls in the office.

The communication average index was the highest average index of all

the categories studied on the survey, with 4.09 (see Figure 106: Commu-

nication Index). All of the issues were rated on average around a 4.0 or

higher. The open environment and the cordless telephone system made it

easy for users to communicate with both internal and external customers.
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Figure 106: Communication Index

Internal Communications

From the beginning of the design and planning stages, SOL users wanted

to create a working atmosphere free of the physical and emotional barri-

ers to communication traditionally found in offices. Walls and anything

that could be construed as "status" oriented were excluded from the de-
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sign. The owner of the company had no special privileges, such as a

permanent parking space, a private office, or secretaries. When in the

office, she operated in the same manner as the other employees.

This type of system made employees feel very comfortable with internal

communications. Managers were frequently seen walking around the

office, available for anyone who needed their time or attention. Cowork-

ers could also easily be found in the office because of the lack of visual

barriers.

External Communications

All employees had a cordless telephone while they were in the office.

Five additional stationary telephones were also located in the office. All

calls could effectively be answered by one of these two methods. If a call

came in on the permanent telephone line, they could easily be transferred

to the cordless lines. When out of the office, many people had car tele-

phones, and/or could transfer their calls to their home telephone line.

Essentially, the system allowed users to be contactable 24 hours a day if

that was what they desired.

This type of communications system provided an effective means of han-

dling all calls that came into the company. The issue that was rated the

lowest was ability to make telephone calls in the office. This rating, while

lower than the other communication issues, was still fairly high, how-

ever, with a mean of approximately 3.5. This lower score may have been

the result of noise in the office.

Technology Issues

The only issue under technology from the list of ten most important is-

sues was access to technology in the office. Access to technology at

home and ability to handle mail/text at home were also added to the aver-

age index.

The technology issues were rated with an average index of 3.64 (see Fig-

ure 107: Technology Index). The lowest issue was access to technology

at home. The distribution of technology for working at home was not

uniform; only those users who could justify the need were issued equip-

ment. Interviews indicated, however, that many employees who were

not given technology felt they could benefit from such equipment, but
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were not working at home enough to justify the need. For example, sev-

eral supervisors mentioned they did not have equipment at home, which

made it necessary for them to make special trips several times a month

simply to use the computers. While the amount of time they actually

worked on the computers was fairly small, the provision of technology at

home would have alleviated the need for these trips.

The fact that the technology index was so high is surprising in its own

right. The technology aspect of the SOL office system was probably the

least emphasized aspect. Unlike several of the other non-territorial of-

fices, technology was not used as a selling point or bargaining tool, but

was rather an "enabler" to getting work done. The system itself was not

very sophisticated, but was appropriate for what it was being used for and

who it was being used by. Interviews indicated that, beyond the desire to

have technology at home, users did not give much thought to the technol-

ogy as a whole.
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Figure 107: Technology Index
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Home Issues
Users did not rate any home issues in the list of ten most important issues.

The issues that were added to the index included: access to technology

from home; ability to handle mail/text at home; quality and amount of

individual work performed at home; ability to concentrate at home; and

ability to communicate with coworkers at home.
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The home issues had a average index of 3.59 and followed a fairly typical

pattern in terms of user satisfaction; individual work and concentration

was rated high, while communication with coworkers was rated lower

(see Figure 108: Home Index).

Figure 108: Home Index

Figure 109: Frequency Distribution for Ability to Communicate with
Coworkers at Home in SOL Headquarters Office
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Several of the home issues had interesting frequency distributions. The

ability to communicate with coworkers at home, although it had a mean

score of over 3.0, was rated almost equally on either end of the scale (see

Figure 109: Frequency Distribution for Ability to Communicate with

Coworkers from HomeSOL). Just under 40% of the respondents rated

their satisfaction as much worse/worse, while slightly over 40% rated it

better/much better.

The satisfaction ratings for access to technology at home, while not as

diverse as the ability to communicate, also had mixed responses. Ap-

proximately 30% of all survey respondents rated their satisfaction as much

worse/worse than the previous system, while over 50% rated it as better/

much better. This split in the satisfaction scores may be related to the fact

that not all employees were given technology for working at home. Those

that did not have technologyand felt that they needed itmay account

for the 30% who rated this issue poorly.

Figure 110: Frequency Distribution for Access
to Home TechnologySOL
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Privacy Issues

Ability to handle confidential issues at the office and the degree of con-

versational privacy were both rated in the list of ten most important is-

sues. We also looked at auditory privacy and the degree of visual pri-

vacy.
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Users rated overall privacy issues with an average index of 3.82 (see

Figure 111: Privacy Index). This satisfaction rating was surprisingly high

for an open plan environment. Usually in an open plan environment,

increased communications result at the expense of privacy. One reason

this score was so high comparatively could be because users were not

comparing their satisfaction with that of a closed office environment, but

were simply rating their satisfaction with the way privacy worked in the

current environment.
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Figure 111: Privacy Index
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Another explanation for the high satisfaction rating had to do with the

number and variety of workspaces users could choose in the office. Us-

ers could work in the highly-visible traditional workspaces, or they could

work in the less-visible nontraditional workspaces depending on the level

of privacy they desired.

The lowest issue was ability to handle confidential issues. The fact that

there were no offices located anywhere in the headquarters could make

this task difficult. Again, however, there were areas in the office that

users could work that were more private than others and made this task

possible.

Storage/Personalization Issues
None of the storage/personalization issues on the survey were rated high

in importance by users. To help describe the effect on these issues as a

result of the office environment, we examined the following: amount of
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personal storage; amount of work storage; ability to display personal items;

ability to display work-related items; and access to files and reference

materials.

Issues had an average index of 3.38, however the scores were quite var-

ied; the satisfaction rating for ability to display work-related items was

over 4.0, while ability to display personal items was just slightly over 2.0

(see Figure 112: Storage/Personalization Issues). The remaining issues

had average satisfaction ratings over 3.0.
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Figure 112: Storage/Personalization Index
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One explanation for the high satisfaction rating for ability to display work-

related items was the fact that employees were able to design their own

environment and had an influence in the type of work items they wished

to display; users actually purchased all of the furniture and decorative

items in the office (or were able to heavily influence the purchase/display

of items).

Personal items were difficult to display because users did not have a per-

manently assigned space. This issue, however, was rated very low in

importance.
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Alternative Space/Design Issues
The issues that were grouped under this category included: informal meet-

ing areas; informal break areas; dedicated project or team rooms; resource

centers; and number and location of conference rooms. In addition, satis-

faction with access to files and references was included in the average

index.

The average index for the alternative space/design issues was a 3.79 (see

Figure 113: Alternative Space/Design Index). The environment was rated

highest in informal break areas and informal meeting areas. Surprisingly,

the office environment was rated high with regards to the availability of

project/team rooms and conference rooms, even though these facilities

did not exist in the environment. In order to interpret these scores, it was

necessary to understand how people worked in the environment. Although

there were not designated team rooms or conference rooms, specific ar-

eas in the office were used for these purposes. For example, the large

dining room table on the second floor was a popular location for team

meetings and for conferences; clients were often entertained in this area.

Therefore, while the specific "rooms" were not available, the functions

were supported by the office design.
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Figure 113: Alternative Space/Design Index
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Overall User Satisfaction with SOL
Headquarters and The Implementation Process
The major thrust of the SOL project was not the development of a non-

territorial office, but the development of a new system of management.

The non-territorial office was a result of this new management philoso-

phy. Because this project was the first of its kind at SOL, it was not

possible to discuss changes in the implementation process over time. The

following, however, is a brief review of the implementation process for

this particular site.

The company began working on their facility in January of 1992.

Brainstorming meetings, consultations with an architect, and pur-

chasing and construction were all open for users who were interested

in helping in these areas.

A variety of workspaces, both formal and informal, were provided

for the employees (e.g., traditional workstations, kitchen areas, "liv-

ing rooms," "dining rooms," etc.).

Users were provided with limited but adequate storage areas.

Special features to were added to provide a relaxing atmosphere for

employees, as well as special "family" areas.

Users had access to both PCs and laptops in the office. In addition,

many users had PCs issued to them to work at home. Those that did

not could use one of the pooled laptops.

Communications were handled through voice mail, e-mail, cordless

telephones, and direct dial numbers.

Users could acquire cordless telephones or messagers depending on

their need requirements.

The SOL Cleaning Company Implementation Process

Applying the 1WSP rating system (see IWSP's Rating System for the Imple-

mentation Process in the IBM, UK section), the planning, design, and

technology aspects were scored and plotted. Strong emphasis was placed

on all aspects of the project, particularly on design considerations (see

Figures 114, 115, and 116 on the following pages).

Overlaying the three components with user satisfaction indicates that user

satisfaction was quite high. While we were not able to compare other
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Figure 114: The Planning Process for SOL Headquarters

Figure 115: The Technology for SOL Headquarters
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Figure 116: The Design for SOL Headquarters
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SOL sites to the headquarters, the following section discusses some as-

pects that made the headquarters unique compared to some of the other

workplace projects we studied.

Unlike any of the other alternative workplace arrangements that we

studied, the SOL office project was process-oriented, rather than so-

lution-oriented. The office design was a result of the new manage-

ment philosophy about how work should be done; the employees

decided the most effective way for them to work within this frame-

work, and then created an environment to support this way of work-

ing.

The environment acted as an "enabler" to getting work done, rather

than being the focal point of the project.

As was the case with the DECsite Natural Office, the SOL project

was business-driven, rather than cost-driven. The primary issue was

finding the best means of accomplishing work tasks, not reduction

of office costs.

The SOL company was one of the only organizations we studied that

thought of the workplace in terms of an integrated workplace strat-

egy. Employees were encouraged to work whenever and wherever

they needed to get the work done. The management policies and

practices actively supported this way of working by looking at re-
sults, not time in the office.'

User involvement was much greater at SOL than at any of the other

sites we researched. The fact that users were so actively involved in

all stages of the project goes back to the management philosophy of

employee empowerment. The main premise was that since employ-

ees worked in the environment, they should have direct influence on

how that environment should be designed.

One major difference between SOL and many of the other organiza-

tions (with, perhaps, the exception of Shimizu) was the job types that

were involved in the flexible office arrangement. In many of the

cases we examined, the employees who worked in the alternative

office arrangements were sales or consulting employees, who spent

the majority of their time out of the office with clients. While this

population existed at SOL as well, a number of employees tradition-

ally worked primarily in the office. In many examples of non-terri-

16 At the time of this report, the owner was having a difficult time trying to comply with the labor laws in Helsinkiin that the law required
her to submit timecards for all of her employees. The owner was willing to comply, but had no means to measure actual employee
hours. This situation was a key example of how governments could act as inhibitors to new ways of working.
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tonal offices, people who work in the office the majority of their

time are usually considered "exceptions" and are given their own

workstations. This was not the case at SOL.

Lessons Learned
Lessons learned from studying the non-territorial office at SOL included:

The high level of user involvement was met with high overall satis-

faction and work effectiveness ratings in the Cornell Workplace Sur-

vey. While certainly there were many factors contributing to the

high satisfaction ratings, the fact that users controlled the design of

the office and influenced what technology would best support their

work also played a substantial role in the high employee response.

Almost every user surveyed or interviewed was a "champion" of the

system. This was, perhaps, due to the fact that users were so actively

involved in the implementation process. Instead of simply one or

two people pushing and "nurturing" the office concept, the entire

office was willing to stand behind the arrangement and continue work-

ing in this fashion, rather than falling back on traditional work be-

haviors.

Management support for flexible working (both in terms of policy

and practice) resulted in more people taking advantage of flexible

work. People at SOL were more willing (and able) to work flexibly

than we had witnessed in other companies.

One familiar drawback to the flexible working system was the fact

that users felt that they were working much more than they were

before coming to SOL. This is a common complaint when the bound-

aries of the office are removed. Instead of having the organization

help control the hours that they work, employees must learn to con-

trol their own work patterns. Many people have a difficult time learn-

ing when to "shut down" work because in a seamless work environ-

ment it is so easy to work all the time.

Conclusion
We discuss below each of the specific research questions identified at the

onset of the Innovative Workplaces study with reference to SOL Clean-

ing Company and the headquarters. Later these questions will be dis-

cussed in more detail, with reference to all the organizations studied.

What factors (e.g., planning and design process, nature of technology,

the design of the setting) tend to change the most as projects evolve?
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As we were only able to study one implementation SOL due to time con-

straints on the project, we were unable to answer this question.

What aspects of the new workplace system tend to become standard-

ized or uniform?

Again, as we were only able to study one implementation SOL due to

time constraints on the project, we were unable to answer this question.

As organizations expand their implementation of new workplace strat-

egies (within or across sites) does employee response tend to im-

prove, remain the same, decline, or is there no consistent pattern at
all?

Until further studies can be done on the spread of this concept throughout

SOL, we are unable to answer this question specific to SOL.

What differences are there in terms of cost and employee response

(satisfaction, work effectiveness) as a function of whether the work-

place system is primarily cost-driven versus business-driven ?

The business-driven projects had a distinctly different focus than the cost-

driven projects; the major emphasis was on improving efficiency. Differ-

ent features were added to the environment that may not have been other-

wise if the project had been primarily cost-based. In addition, the design

and the technology tended to be more in line with how employees actu-

ally worked.

What are the organizational implications of solution-oriented vs. pro-

cess-oriented workplace systems?

As was discussed earlier, SOL had the distinction of being the only pro-

cess-oriented project that we examined. The beginning point was to first

determine a better way of working. Then, an environment was designed

that supported this way of working. In other words, employees/planners

did not start with any preconceived notion of how the office would look.

In many of the solution-oriented projects, planners went in with an envi-

ronment (or aspects of an environment) that had been implemented for a

different group and tried to implement the same solution for the next

group. They often did not consider whether this environment would best

support how employees worked (or should work).
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How does the implementation process change as the project moves

from the pilot stage to widespread implementation? Is it necessary

to focus as much attention on all three factors (design, technology,

and planning process) in second and third installations to ensure

similar success patterns as those achieved in the pilot project?

Until further studies can be done on the spread of this concept throughout

SOL, we are unable to answer this question.

What is the nature of organizational learning that occurs as a func-

tion of whether the workplace system is process- vs. solution-driven,

cost- vs. business-driven, or part of a strategic initiative versus an

independent initiative?

Until further studies can be done on the spread of this concept throughout

SOL, we are unable to answer this question specific to SOL.
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Shimizu Institute of
TechnologyTokyo, Japan
Workplace Strategy Overview
Shimizu Institute of Technology, located in Tokyo, Japan, is the research

arm of Shimizu Construction, one of Japan's largest construction compa-

nies. Shimizu has over 350 researchers working on subjects related to

construction and design.

Shimizu has been working with the concept of non-territorial offices since

early 1987 (see Figure 118: Shimizu Institute of Technology Timeline).

Shimizu has implemented three non-territorial offices, or "free-address"

offices as they refer to them. The three implementations were indepen-

dent and were not part of a larger strategic effort to move to free-address.

Free-address offices, like non-territorial offices, are offices where em-

ployees are not assigned to a particular desk or workstation, but rather

can work at any unoccupied workstation.

Goals/Drivers of the Free-Address Office

Improve the overall office environment.

Develop a space planning system that al-

lows for small changes in staff size with-

out requiring changes to the environment.

Photo 39: Shimizu Overall
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Free addressing was first introduced at Shimizu to help improve the over-

all office environment. Although there was a cost constraint (the overall

cost of the office could not increase), the primary driver was to improve

the way in which people worked. A secondary driver was to develop a

space planning system that would allow for small changes in staff size

without requiring changes to the physical environment.

To understand why improving the quality of the environment had such as

strong influence, it is necessary to go into some background about how a

typical Japanese office is designed. In general, Japanese offices are very

compact. An office typically has an open area filled with small desks in

rows facing each other, with little to no separation between desks, and

very little privacy. Workspace tends to already be at a minimum level.

Free-addressing offered Shimizu an affordable means of improving their

office environment by giving employees more space to work, providing

employees with a variety of workspaces, and giving employees more pri-

vacy.

The first implementation of free-address occurred in the Planning and

Engineering Department in 1987. The next two implementations occurred

at the same time in Construction and Structural Engineering in 1991. The

three free-address offices at Shimizu were all based on a standard solu-

tion, with minor refinements in the latter two implementations.

Although the three projects had similar implementation processes (e.g.,

similar planning process, design, and technology), only the first imple-

mentation was successful. Shortly after the free-address concept was

introduced in the second two departments, the employees converted back

to their old way of working, where each person was assigned a pertha-

nent location.

The fact that the later implementations did not continue to operate in a

non-territorial fashion prevented the IWSP research team from collecting

survey data from these two groups. We can, however, assume that user

satisfaction was lower than that of the first office, else they would have

survived.

Principles of the Free-Address Office

Employees are not assigned a personal

workspace, but can work at any unoccu-

pied workstation(s).

Desk-to-employee ratio was higher than

1:1 in all implementations.
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Cost Savings Associated with Free-Address
Offices
The primary goal of the free-address offices was to giveusers more work

space by allowing them to spread their materials over several unoccupied

workstations. A secondary goal was to allow for increases in staff with-

out having to totally redo the layout. In all three cases, the number of

workstations was larger than the number of users. Table 21 illustrates the

increases in space and number of workstations for each department.

Table 21: Cost Savings Associated with Free-Address Offices

Planning Structural Construction

Previous
Environment

Free-Address
Environment

Previous
Environment

Free-Address
Environment

Previous
Environment

Free-Address
Environment

Total Area 557 sq. ft. 557 sq. ft. 1929 sq. ft. 2204 sq. ft. 1102 sq. ft. 1929 sq. ft.

Employees 18 24 42 42 24 24

Total workstations 24 30 44 57 25 40

Summary of Free-Address Installations Across Time
Methodology
The same profiles used to compare sites at the other organizations were

used to compare the three installations of free-address offices at Shimizu.

To some extent, these profiles were tailored for Shimizu, using terms that

are more specific to this company. Overall, however, the same profiles

were used across all companies.

A more detailed description of each of the projects at Shimizu can be

found in Appendix C.

The Planning Process
The six major areas identified as important in the process of planning

new office environments included: project ownership by the business/

department/group; data collection on work time-activity patterns; collabo-

rative, cross-departmental involvement; end user involvement; inform-

ing users; and training . These six areas were then broken down into

more detailed components and compared across each implementation.

Figure 120 summarizes our findings for each of the free-address office

installations.
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Project Ownership
The three departments involved in the free-address installations had very

little to no ownership of the project. The first implementation was owned

by the Planning and Engineering Department, since the senior manager

of this department originally developed the concept of free-address. He

and one of his staff jointly developed a plan for how a free-address office

should look and operate. The second and third implementations, how-

ever, were also owned by the Planning Department. The senior manager

took the same plan used for the Planning Department and installed it in

both the Construction and Structural Engineering Departments with very

little alterations.

Figure 120: Shimizu Free-Address Office Planning Process

Project Ownership: Departments/Groups/Businesses

Groups/Teams/Committees; Steering Committee

User Representatives (non-managers)

Managers

Other

Collaborative Team Project* Departments/Groups/I3usinesses

Facilities/Premises Management

Space Planning Consultants

Management Information Systems

Human Resources

Data Collection: Occupancy Patterns for Group/Site
Needs Analysis for Group/Site:

Space

Technology
Method of Informing or
Jnvolving End -Users Workshops
(non-managers):

Seminars

User meetings

Bulletins/Newsletters

Training: Free-Address Offices/Technology

Planning
and En n.

Construct.
Ens.

Structural
En a.

0 0
0 0

0
0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

o 0 o
0 0 0

0 I

ODid not have

Did have

Occurred post-
implementation
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Project Teams/Committees Established

Very few teams or committees were formed in any of the three installa-

tions to help guide the planning and design of the project. In the first

installation, one of the senior manager's staff helped to design the project.

In the second and third installations, this involvement was not necessary

because the project had already been defined in the first implementation.

User groups were established in both the Construction and Structural

Engineering Departments. The purpose of these user groups, or "liai-

sons," was to help the Planning department understand user needs and

identify potential problems. These groups were able to influence the de-

sign of the project to a certain extent, but this influence was limited. For

example, the number of workstations, overall design of the offices, the

types of storage facilities, and the technology were all determined by the

senior manager of the Planning Department, while the liaisons were re-

sponsible for the addition of task lights on some of the workstations, the

removal of drawers from under the desk tops, and the addition of larger

casters on the mobile pedestals to facilitate movement on the carpets.

Collaborative Team Effort
Beyond the users from the individual departments, none of the three

projects was collaborative across areas of expertise.

Data Collection
The type of data collected during the planning stage was consistent across

all three installations. The primary difference in data collection was not

the method used to obtain information, but rather the length of data col-

lection period. For example, the time-lapse photography data collection

to help determine occupancy patterns took place over a period of one

year in the first implementation, but lasted only one week in the second

and third implementations.

End User Involvement

While few users were actually involved in the planning and design pro-

cess in the first implementation, users were more informed of the progress

than they were in succeeding implementations. Information began filter-

ing to users two months before the actual office design was implemented,

giving users plenty of time to discuss concerns or questions.
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In the second and third installations, users had a total of four hours o

instruction and question-and-answer sessions, but these meetings occurrec

very close to the time the offices were implemented. Users had very huh

time between when they were first informed about the new office envi

ronments and actual implementation to think about the implications such

changes would have on their work patterns.

Training
As mentioned above, training occurred in the four hours of instruction on

how the offices were to look and operate in the Construction and Struc-

tural Engineering Departments. No training was provided in the first

implementation.

Summary of Planning Process Over Time
To summarize some of the changes in the planning process:

Ownership of the project decreased as the project moved into the

second and third installations. The idea and design of free-address

originated in the Planning Department, and was viewed as "their

project."

The data collection became less intensive over time. The period of

time dedicated to data collection went from one year in the first imple-

mentation to one week in the second and third.

The method by which users were informed of the project changed in

the later two implementations. In the first implementation, informa-

tion began filtering to employees two months before the implemen-

tation, whereas users were not informed of the second and third in-

stallations until very near the time of implementation.

Design
The major goal of the design of a work environment is to support the

ways in which people work. For non-territorial offices, some of the ma-

jor attributes that help users work more effectively include:

Multiple forms of work areas to support different tasks, such as con-

centrative work, team projects, small meetings, etc.

Adequate storage for both personal and work related materials.

flexibility to handle peak periods and growth in the department (both

temporary and permanent).

ms's_

Photo 41: Shimizu Workstations
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Common areas for meetings (formal and informal) and break-out
areas for relaxation.

Surroundings that encourage communication, collaboration, and ex-

change of ideas without negatively impacting the productivity of the

group.

Figure 121: Shimizu Free-Address Office Design describes some of the

physical attributes of the free-address office projects. The key aspects

for Shimizu's design profile are somewhat different than the profiles used

for the other organizations. These differences stem from cultural differ-

ences in the workplace; what is important or an improvement in a Japa-

Figure 121: Shimizu Free-Address Office Design
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nese work environment is quite different from that of a Western office

(see Part I of this report for more discussion).

Multiple Workstations
The first installation originally had three large rectangular tables down

the center of the room, each made up of six desks. In the following imple-

mentations, one of these large tables was converted to an oval meeting

table comprised of two desks and two semicircular ends. This modifica-

tion was also made in the first implementation.

The offices also had private workstations with low and high partitions.

The offices did not provide users with any additional workspaces, such as

private offices, work rooms, or touchdown stations.

Storage Alternatives
The storage alternatives were similar across all implementations (mobile

pedestals, mid-level common storage, large common storage areas), with

the exception of "moving racks" replacing the floor-to-ceiling storage in

the second and third installations. These moving racks were open storage

shelves that could be rolled together for storage or apart for access.

Common Areas

No common areas were designed into the free-address offices in the first

implementation. In the second and third implementations, a tea-break

area was added for the three departments.

Design Considerations
Low and high panels were added to all of the departments to help facili-

tate worker privacy. Small partitions were placed on the large tables to

help separate secretarial staff from the research staff, while high panels

were used to section off private work areas for the departments.

Summary of Design Over Time
The design of the free-address offices changed very little from project to

project. The design had been decided upon by the Planning Department

in the first implementation, and this design was implemented in the fol-

lowing two implementations. To a limited degree, certain aspects of the

office were changed in the first implementation as a result of the second
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two implementations (e.g., the large rectangular table was converted to

an oval meeting table).

Technology
Three areas of technology found to be important to the implementation of

non-territorial offices included: technology available in the office; tech-

nology to support work outside the office; and technology to support

communication. Figure 122: Shimizu Free-Address Office Technology

depicts the technology Shimizu employed in each of the free-address of-

fices.

Computers

The first implementation of free-address provided users with a high de-

gree of technology to support work in a non-territorial office. Instead of

relying primarily on stationary PCs at each of the workstations, laptop

computers were issued that could be carried to the different work areas,

as well as to client sites. In the succeeding implementations, the users

were supplied with PCs at each of the workstations.

Voice Communications

As with the computers, the first implementation had a more mobile tele-

phone system that did the following implementations. Users in the first

free-address office were given cordless telephones to help facilitate mo-

bility in the office. Users in the following projects were given stationary

telephones with direct dialing numbers that were entered into the system

at the workstation the user occupied on a given day.

Special Technology

No special technology was offered in any of the free-address installa-

tions. Users in the Planning Department (the first implementation), how-

ever, had the advantage of being able to bring their laptops with them to

client sites. The stationary PCs in the later two projects did not allow for

this type of flexibility.

Summary of Technology Over Time
To summarize the changes in technology :

The technology became "less mobile" in the later implementations.

The original technology supported a flexible, non-territorial office,
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Figure 122: Shimizu Free-Address Office Technology
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while the technology in succeeding projects became more traditional,

supporting "owned" workspace rather than non-territorial.

Employee Satisfaction and Work Effectiveness
To understand the changes in the work environment and the effect these

changes had on user satisfaction and effectiveness, the 1WSP research

team conducted a standard workplace survey at the Planning and Engi-

neering Department. The language barrier prevented the IWSP research

team from personally conducting interviews and focus groups. Ques-

tions, however, were submitted to the department(s) and were conducted

by a representative at the Shimizu organization. As mentioned above,

due to the short life of the later implementations of non-territorial offices

at Shimizu, it was not possible for us to collect survey data on these sites.
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The survey data below represents the responses from first implementa-

tion of free-address offices.

This section presents some of the results of the interviews and surveys,

and discusses the user work effectiveness and satisfaction ratings in rela-

tion to the changes in the office system and implementation process.

Table 22: Data Collection Techniques

Total Number
Conducted

Total Number
of Locations

Cornell Workspace Survey 16 1

Focus Groups 11 3

Interviews 3 3

Personal Observation 3

Figure 123: Survey

Respondents by Job Type
Other Secretary

19% 13%

Researcher
68%

Figure 124: Survey

Respondents by Age Group
yrs: 56-60 Yrs:

6%
21-25

yrs: 51-55 13%
yrs: 26-30

13% 24%

yrs: 41-45
13%

yrs: 36-40
13%

yrs: 31-35
18%

Figure 125: Survey Respondents

by Previous Workstation

Shared
Enclosed

6%

Indiv. Desk
94%

Survey Background Data
User Profile

Job types of all the employees surveyed and interviewed fell into the

following categories:

secretaries;

researchers.

The majority of respondents were classified as researchers (69%), while

the remainder of respondents were secretaries or undefined job types (see

Figure 123).

The users were fairly evenly distributed across age groups (see Figure

124). There were no statistically significant differences in the survey

responses according to age groups.

Sixty-nine percent of all respondents had worked in the non-territorial

office for over 25 months at the time the survey was conducted. The

remainder of respondents had worked in the new environment from less

than eight months to 24 months.

All but one of the respondents worked in open, individually assigned

workstations before the implementation of the free-address office. These

desks were arranged in a group layout as opposed to individual, separate

desks.
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For more information on the survey and the rating system of the responses,

please see the Data Collection Methods in the Methodology section. A

complete survey can be found in Appendix D.

Benefits of the Free-Address Office Environment
Users identified three main benefits of the free-address office environ-

ment:

1) No limitations on the amount of space: When spaces were vacant,

users could take up as many workstations as they needed.

2) flexibility in the office: Users had the freedom to sit wherever they

wanted, as well as change desks during the day.

3) No status distinctions in the office: Each user had the same equip-

ment, furniture, storage, etc. available to them, regardless of status.

Disadvantages of the Free-Address Office Environment
The three main disadvantages/areas of improvement users targeted were:

1) People not using the office flexibly: While the office was designed

with the concept of no one person "owning" space in the office, us-

ers commented that people actually tended to stay day after day in

the same location.

2) Noise/distractions in the office: Because the workstations were
unassigned, people often conducted meetings/team discussions in the

center tables. These conversations were distracting to those trying to

conduct more concentrative work.

3) People move seats around without asking permission: because
the workstations were unassigned, users tended to use whatever space

was available at the time. At times, a workstation appeared empty,

but was actually temporarily unoccupied. The original "owner," there-

fore, would get "bumped" from the workstation.

Issues of Most Importance to Free-Address Office Users

The survey also asked users to rate the importance of survey issues. The

ten issues that, on average, were most important to all users were:

the ease with which users were able to concentrate in the office;

ease of access to files and reference materials;

access to computers in the office;

amount of group work accomplished in the office;
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quality of group work accomplished in the office;

communication with coworkers;

amount of individual work accomplished in the office;

quality of individual work accomplished in the office;

ability to receive telephone calls while in the office;

ability to receive messages while out of the office.

Issues of Least Importance to Free-Address Users
The three least important issues among free-address users were:

the ability to display personal items;

the sense of being valued by the company;

the ability to make telephone calls in the office.

Again, as with the other sites that we have surveyed, it is important to

note that the degree of satisfaction did not tend to influence the impor-

tance that users placed on the different issues. As the scattergram below

depicts, users rated the importance of the ability to display personal items

very low (2.00the least important of all the issues examined on the

survey). The satisfaction rating for this issue, however, was also quite

low-1.88.

Figure 126: Satisfaction Compared to
Importance

Avg.

1.00 2.00 3.00

Importance Ratings
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Issues of High Importance and High Satisfaction

Issues of high importance and high satisfaction included:

ease of concentration in the office;

ease of access to files and reference materials;
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access to computers in the office;

amount of group work accomplished in the office;

communication with coworkers;

amount of individual work accomplished in the office.

Issues of High Importance and Low Satisfaction

Issues of high importance and low satisfaction included:

quality of group work accomplished in the office;

quality of individual work accomplished in the office;

ability to receive telephone calls while in the office.

As was the case with the SOL headquarters, although these three issues

were rated high in importance and low in satisfaction, these "low" satis-

faction ratings were still quite high, especially in comparison to the other

offices that were studied. The lowest satisfaction mean for these issues

was a 3.06, much higher than the lowest mean for any of the other sites,

which tended to fall at 2.5 or less (with the exception of SOL).

Issue Indexes
In order the more clearly demonstrate the impact the new office environ-

ment had on user satisfaction and work effectiveness, the ten most impor-

tant survey issues were grouped into seven major categories. These cat-

egories were:

work effectiveness;

communication;

technology;

home;

privacy;

storage/personalization;

alternative space/design.

Again, the ten issues that, on average, were most important to Shimizu

free-address office users were:

the ease with which users were able to concentrate in the office;

ease of access to files and reference materials;

access to computers in the office;

amount of group work accomplished in the office;

quality of group work accomplished in the office;

communication with coworkers;
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amount of individual work accomplished in the office;

quality of individual work accomplished in the office;

ability to receive telephone calls while in the office;

ability to receive messages while out of the office.

The satisfaction ratings for these ten issues, plus the satisfaction ratings

for additional issues that were added to give a better description of the

system according the seven categories, were graphed. An average of all

the issues under a given category was also graphed to show the satisfac-

tion rating in more general terms.

Again, it is important to note that, because the later implementations re-

verted to their previous office system before we had a chance to collect

survey data in these locations, the graphs below are based on the survey

responses from the first implementation only.

As was the case with the survey distributed to MCS #1 at Ernst & Young,

the free-address office in the Planning and Engineering Department was

one of the sites for our earlier research, and used an older version of the

Workplace Survey. In that time, the Cornell Workplace Survey evolved

into a more comprehensive survey of user satisfaction and work effec-

tiveness. Occasionally questions that were asked in the later survey were

not asked in the earlier survey (e.g., issues relating to working at home,

conversational and visual privacy, etc. were not part of the first survey).

Because of the elapsed time since the implementation, it was not possible

to resurvey the original users to obtain this additional information.

Work Effectiveness Issues

Six of the survey issues from the ten most important issues to users fell

under the category of work effectiveness. These issues were: the ease

with which users were able to concentrate in the office; ease of access to

files and reference materials; amount and quality of group work accom-

plished in the office; and amount and quality of individual work accom-

plished in the office.

The work effectiveness issues were all rated about the same to slightly

better than under the previous office system, with an average index of

3.33.

User access to files and reference materials, the highest rated work effec-
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Figure 127: Work Effectiveness Index
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tiveness issue with an average of 3.75, was enhanced by the addition of

mobile file pedestals the users brought with them to their desired work-

stations (see Figure 127: Work Effectiveness Index).

The user satisfaction for the ability to concentrate in the office, with a
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mean score of approximately 3.1, was rated at two extremes of the scale;

over 25% of all respondents rated their satisfaction as much worse/worse

in the free-address environment, while almost 45% rated itas better/much

better (see Figure 128: Frequency Distribution for Ease of Concentra-

tionShimizu). One explanation for this mixed satisfaction score could

be that the users who were dissatisfied with their ability to concentrate

were not taking advantage of all of the workplace settings provided.

Shimizu designed certain workstations primarily for concentrative work,

which should have reduced the scatter in the satisfaction if used properly.

Users showed concern for the quality of both their individual work and

the quality of their group work in the new environment. Concerns cen-

tered around the fact that the office tended to be noisy and distracting and

that some people were not using the office flexibly, therefore interfering

with users' ability to find group spaces to work.

Communication Issues

Three of the ten most important issues fell under the heading of commu-

nication: communication with coworkers; ability to receive telephone

calls while in the office; and ability to receive messages while out of the

office. Ability to make telephone calls in the office was also added to the

communication index to help demonstrate the effect of the free-address

on this component.
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2.00

Figure 129: Communication Index
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Communication issues were rated, on average, the same to slightly better

than in the previous environment, with an average index of 3.47. Users

rated issues related to the telephones (e.g., ability to receive telephone

calls and messages) as lower than other communication issues (see Fig-

ure 129: Communication Index). One explanation for these lower scores

is the fact that the mobile telephones were fairly problematic when they

were first installed. Users had a difficult time discerning which mobile

telephone was ringing when a call came into the office. Lights were

added to the telephones to help users, but this modification was not added

until after users had been working in the office for some time.

Technology Issues

As mentioned earlier, users of the free-address office were not asked about

issues related to working at home. The only issue regarding technology

was, therefore, access to computers in the office.

User satisfaction with this issue was rated better than in the previous en-

vironment, with an average index of 3.75 (see Figure 130: Technology

Index). Users were given access to laptop computers that could access

the mainframe. They therefore had access to technology from any loca-

tion in the office.

Home Issues

Users were not asked about their satisfaction with working at home. One
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reason that this section was not included on the Shimizu survey has to do

with the culture of the Japanese office. Employees very rarely worked at

home during the time that this office system was implemented, as is the

case today (but to a lesser degree). Working at home was seen as "dis-

honorable" both to the employee and his/her family.17

Privacy Issues

The only issue in the survey with regards to privacy was the ability to

deal with confidential issues in the office. This issue was not among the

ten most important issues, but is examined here to clarify the impact of

the office on privacy.

Users rated their ability to deal with confidential issues in the new office

about the same as in the previous environment, with an average mean of

3.12 (see Figure 131: Privacy Index). Users lacked private offices in

both the new and previous environments to carry out confidential mat-

17 For more information on cultural differences, please refer to:

Becker, F., Quinn, K.L., Rappaport, A.J., & Sims, W.R., (1993) New working practices: Benchmarking flexible scheduling. staffing. and
work location in an international context. New York: Cornell University International Workplace Studies Program, College of Human
Ecology.

Becker, F., Rappaport, A.J., Quinn, K.L., & Sims, W.R. (1993). Telework centers: An evaluation of the North American and Japanese
experience. New York: Cornell University International Workplace Studies Program, College of Human Ecology.
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ters. The addition of more "quiet areas" or enclosed cubicles in the new

environment accounts for the slight increase in satisfaction.

Storage/Personalization Issues
Ease of access to files and reference materials was the issue among the

ten most important to fall under the heading of storage and personaliza-

tion. Amount of personal storage, ability to display personal items, and

ability to display work-related items were also added to the storage and

personalization index.

User satisfaction with storage and personalization was quite varied (see

Figure 132: Storage/Personalization Index). The amount of personal stor-

age and access to files and reference materials were both rated the same

to slightly better in the new environment. These scores were attributed to

the mobile pedestals assigned to each user. Users could bring their files

with them to their desired workstation. The amount of storage provided

in these mobile pedestals was similar to what users had before the free-

address office was implemented.

The ability to display personal items was rated substantially lower in the

new environment. The users were moving from assigned workstations

where they could personalize to unassigned workstations where they could

not personalize. This low score, therefore, was typical of what occurs in

many offices when non-territorial offices are implemented. The impor-

tance with regards to personalization, however, was rated the lowest of

all the survey issues, with a mean score of 1.88.

Figure 132: Storage/Personalization Index
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Alternative Space/Design Issues

One of the weaknesses of the earlier Workplace Survey is that it did not

ask questions related to the office design. We, therefore, were not able to

provided survey data for these issues. Interviews indicated, however,

that, in addition to having more space and more flexibility within the

office as a result of the various workstations, the design of the new office

facilitated different types of working, such as conferences, informalmeet-

ings, and team work.

Overall User Satisfaction with Shimizu's Free-
Address Office and The Implementation
Process
The major goal of the free-address project at Shimizu was to improve the

overall atmosphere of the office. Employees worked in open plans be-

fore the implementation, but not in a non-territorial fashion. By moving

to a non-territorial office, the organization provided users with a variety

of workspaces (e.g., quiet areas for more concentrative work, larger work-

stations for team work or work requiring extra space, etc.), as well as

flexibility in the office for employees.

Unfortunately, however, the project was not successful across all of the

implementations. The first implementation of free- address in the Plan-

ning and Engineering was fairly well received. The next two implemen-

tations, however, were essentially rejected by the employees. The Con-

struction and Structural Engineering Departments reverted to their previ-

ous assigned office system gradually after free-address was introduced.

Both of these offices were no longer operating in a non-territorial envi-

ronment at the time of this study. A review of the implementation pro-

cesses for each of the projects highlights some of the differences between

the first and later two implementations:

Ownership of the project decreased as the project moved into the
second and third installations.

The data collection became less intensive over time. The period of

time dedicated to data collection went from one year in the first imple-

mentation to one week in the second and third projects.

The method by which users were informed of the project changed in

the later two implementations. In the first implementation, informa-
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Figure 133: The Planning Process for Shimizu Across All Implementations

Figure 134: The Technology for Shimizu Across All Implementations
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Figure 135: The Design for Shimizu Across All Implementations
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tion began filtering to employees two months before the implemen-

tation, whereas users were not informed of the second and third in-

stallations until very near the time of implementation.

The design of the free-address offices changed very little from project

to project. Some minor modifications were made to the design of the

later installations (e.g., the rounded end tables were added to create a

conference area, more individual task lighting was added, etc.), some

of which were added to the first implementation.

The technology became "less mobile" in the later implementations.

The original technology supported a flexible, non-territorial office,

while the technology in succeeding projects became more traditional,

supporting "owned" workspace rather than non-territorial.

The Free-Address Implementation Process
Using the IWSP rating system (see IWSP's Rating System for the Imple-

mentation Process in the IBM, UK section), the planning, design, and

technology aspects were scored an plotted. The design did not change

dramatically from project to project, while the emphasis placed on the

planning and technology of the offices decreased over time.

While we did not have specific data on the user satisfaction in the second

and third implementations, it was assumed that this satisfaction was lower

than that of the first implementation since the lifetimes of both projects

was fairly short. Overlaying the three components and assuming a down-

ward trend in overall user satisfaction indicated that the user satisfaction

followed the trends for technology and planning in the office; a down-

ward trend over time. Some explanations for the decrease in satisfaction

and failure of the second and third implementations could be:

The end users had very little involvement and influence on the project

in the later implementations. The Planning Department handled most

of the design and technology issues, while the users of the system

were only able to influence minor components. As a result, the users

did not have a chance to "buy in" to the concept.

Users were not aware of how the free-address office would affect

them until shortly before the project was implemented. Without the

user support, the later two implementations were not self-sustaining,

and users returned to their previous way of working.

Users were either not aware of how the office should operate, or
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chose to ignore the non-territorial component of the free-address

concept. Users in all three departments mentioned that employees

were not changing workstations, but tended to work in the same place

each day. By not participating in the free-address concept, users did

not take advantage of all of the benefits of the system, such as flex-

ibility and a variety of workstations for different types of work. Not

seeing these advantages, users may have felt threatened that they

would not have a workstation when they came into the office.

Lack of support for flexible working, both by management and by

technology, may have led to the second and third implementations

reverting to their previous office system. Without the guidance and

encouragement of management and the proper technology, it was
very easy for users to continue with their old work behaviors.

Lessons Learned
Lessons learned from studying the non-territorial offices at Shimizu in-

cluded:

Similar to the shared-assigned offices at Ernst & Young, organiza-

tional learning occurred across the independent projects. Again, part

of the reason this organizational learning took place was because

people involved in the first implementation were also involved in the

second and third.

Ownership of the project is very important to the success of the project.

The second two implementations of free-address at Shimizu had very

little departmental ownership, and ultimately failed. While not all of

the failure was a result of lack of ownership, it appeared to be a
major contributing factor. It is possible that user needs/expectations

were different in the subsequent departments, as well as manage-

ment practices and policies, and that these were not understood with-

out the departments having ownership of the project.

Without a strong champion of the system, not just in the organiza-

tion, but in the individual departments, it became very easy for users

to neglect changing their work behaviors. While the manager of the

Planning Department was a strong proponent of free-address, this

same type of figure did not exist in the Structural and Construction

Engineering Departments.

End user involvement and understanding/support of the system is

very important to the success of the project. A strong champion of

the concept is also important, but ultimately the users need to sup-

port the project in order for it to be self-sustaining.
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In addition to gaining the support and understanding of current em-

ployees, it is also important to teach new employees about how the

office system operates. Interviews suggested that new employees

were not given explanations of the free-address office by either man-

agers or coworkers, and therefore, worked in a traditional manner.

In order for the office concept to continue and improve, all users

both new and old must receive training about the new office con-

cepts and how to work effectively in them.

Conclusion
We discuss below each of the specific research questions identified at the

onset of the Innovative Workplaces study with reference to Shimizu and

free-address offices. Later these questions will be discussed in more de-

tail, with reference to all the organizations studied.

What factors (e.g., planning and design process, nature of technol-

ogy, the design of the setting) tend to change the most as projects
evolve?

The planning and technology appear to have changed the most across the

implementations. The planning process became less user-intensive, the

project had less departmental ownership, and the technology became less

mobile over time. The design, on the other hand, tended to stay relatively

the same, with some minor improvements across the projects.

What aspects of the new workplace system tend to become standard-

ized or uniform?

All aspects of the second and third implementations were virtually iden-

tical. It would appear, then, that the entire implementation process be-

came more standardized over time. One explanation for this is that the

project was a solution-oriented strategy; the planners went into the sec-

ond and third implementations with a standard solution as their starting

point.

As organizations expand their implementation of new workplace strat-

egies (within or across sites) does employee response tend to im-

prove, remain the same, decline, or is there no consistent pattern at

all?

User satisfaction declined as the project expanded. As mentioned above,

we were not able to obtain specific survey data on user satisfaction in the
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Structural and Construction Departments because the departments were

no longer operating in a non-territorial fashion. We could assume, how-

ever, that satisfaction decreased because the free-address offices no longer

existed.

What differences are there in terms of cost and employee response

(satisfaction, work effectiveness) as a function of whether the work-

place system is primarily cost-driven versus business-driven ?

The business-driven projects had a distinctly different focus than thecost-

driven projects; the major emphasis was on improving the efficiency of

the office. Different features were added to the environment that may not

have been otherwise if the project had been primarily cost-based.

What are the organizational implications of solution-oriented vs. pro-

cess-oriented workplace systems?

It appears that, for Shimizu, the organizational impacts of a solution-ori-

ented workplace strategy resulted in a standardization of the solution;

each of the three offices looked and operated in virtually the same man-

ner. As a solution-oriented strategy, it was easy for planners to standard-

ize the implementation process since they already have an office solution

designed. Standardization, however, tended to make the office solution

more removed from the employees; the office concept was not necessar-

ily to their liking, nor did it support their work patterns.

How does the implementation process change as the project moves

from the pilot stage to widespread implementation? Is it necessary

to focus as much attention on all three factors (design, technology,

and planning process) in second and third installations to ensure

similar success patterns as those achieved in the pilot project?

As mentioned above, the projects tended to have a standardized solution,

and thus, less emphasis on the implementation process. Without focus-

ing as much attention on all three factors of the implementation process,

the users were less receptive to the new office concept, which eventually

led to the failure of the projects.

What is the nature of organizational learning that occurs as a func-

tion of whether the workplace system is process- vs. solution-driven,

cost- vs. business-driven, or part of a strategic initiative versus an
independent initiative?
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To some degree, organizational learning occurred at Shimizu. Certain

factors, especially in terms of design, were found to be more efficient in

the later implementations. These changes were then implemented in the

earlier project. Our prediction was that this type of learning would be

more prevalent in strategic rather than independent initiatives. The fact

that the same people were involved in all three implementations strongly

influenced the organizational learning.
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Figure 137: Shimizu Planning Engineering Department Floorplan
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Figure 139: Shimizu Structural Engineering Department Floorplan
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Appendix A:
Detailed Workplace Strategy Site

DescriptionsIBM, United
Kingdom
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Glasgow
Location: Glasgow

Number of Users: 62 users

Date Implemented: October 1990

Job Types: Field Sales

Background
Glasgow was one of the first implementations of SMART in IBM, United Kingdom. The planning for the project began in

1989, with actual implementation commencing in 1990. This field sales group agreed to participate in the SMART project

when they were faced with the choice of either staying in their current location in the center of the city (and implementing

SMART), or moving to a suburban site several miles outside of the city.

Implementation Process
The Glasgow pilot implementation, like all of the SMART implementations with the exception of Warwick I, was directed

by the SMART team. The SMART team presented the concept to the managers and user representatives and then helped the

group to implement the concept. A user representative team was established at the beginning of the implementation project.

Although the types of workstations and the ratios for SMART users had already been established through the studies

conducted by the SMART team and the outside consultant (see The Development of the SMART Concept section), the

representative team was able to influence the layout of the office. The purpose of the user representative team was also to

bring information back to the other users.

The number of users involved in this installation was fairly small compared to some of the later installations. Users were

also all from the same department, with the same business objective. Communication, therefore, between the SMART

team, the representative team, and the other users was fairly easy. Users had a strong sense of ownership of the project that

might not have been possible had the numbers been larger.

Design
The non-territorial office was implemented in an existing office space that IBM had occupied for several years. The final

design of the office was similar to that before SMART was implemented, the primary difference being that the workstations

were no longer assigned.

Workstations

Both SMART and location-based (static) users had the same type of workstation; a primary L-shaped workstation with a

desk, chair, computer, and a telephone. The workstations were surrounded on two sides by medium-height paneling.

Again, these workstations were the same workstations the Glasgow users had before SMART was introduced, but now

SMART user workstations were unassigned.

The office area had seven manager offices. Managers were not "SMART;" they did not give up their office space with the

implementation of SMART. Several of the unoccupied manager offices, however, were converted to "Visiting Manager" offices.
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Photo 44: IBM Glasgow Team Room Photo 45: IBM Glasgow Workstation
with Various Technological Components

The office area had a large customer room that was also used as a team meeting room. In addition, the area had a designated

team room and a quiet room. These two rooms could be used by either individuals or teams needing additional and/or quiet

areas to work.

Storage
Storage at Glasgow was divided into four primary types: departmental storage, team storage, personal storage, and coat

storage. The team storage, personal storage, and coat storage cabinets were identical from the outside (coat storage had the

inside shelving removed). These cabinets were approximately five feet in height with a roll top. Departmental storage

cabinets were large, floor-to-ceiling circulating central storage cabinets.

Technology
Office Technology

With the introduction of SMART, users were given more PS/2s to work with in the office than they had previously. Office

technology included PS/2s or NPT terminals on all of the workstations. Users also had access to printers, fax machines, and

modems.

Telephones

Glasgow used the existing telephone system to handle all telephone calls. All calls came into a main reception. The

receptionist checked the user's log to determine his/her work location at the time, and then transferred the call to the

appropriate workstation. Users were required updated their location through electronic diaries.

Additional Technology

Additional technology at Glasgow included customer site terminals, personal home technology, and car telephones, but this

equipment was not issued as a part of the SMART technology package.
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South Bank CP&S
Location: London, England

Number of Users: 25 users

Date Implemented: November 1990

Job Types: Consulting

Background
South Bank, like Glasgow, was one of the first pilot implementations of SMART in the United Kingdom. The system

consultants in CP&S agreed to participate in the SMART project with the understanding that they would all be issued new

personal computers at home. This implementation involved one of the smallest groups, only 25 people, of all of the

SMART installations.

Implementation Process
The implementation process at South Bank CP&S followed the same pattern as that at Glasgow. The SMART team pre-

sented the concept of SMART to the department and then guided the implementation process. A user representative team

was formed to help in the layout of the office. Again, because the small size of the CP&S group, communication between

the SMART team, user representatives, and other users was fairly easy and users had a strong sense of ownership of the

project.

Workstation ratios, participating job types, and the design of the workstations were derived from the earlier studies con-

ducted by the outside consulting firm and the SMART team.

Design
The SMART installation at South Bank was again limited to the existing facility. The 25 SMART participants were grouped

in a single section amidst static users.

Manager Office1.,..._.
n

Equipment Copier/Printer
Room Room Manager Offices

Figure 141: Floorplan of IBM South Bank
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Workstations

The workstations were the same workstations thatusers had before implementation: an L-shaped workstation with either a

PS/2 or an NPT terminal, chair, and telephone.

Managers continued to occupy enclosed offices. These offices could be used by others for informal meetings or team

projects when they were unoccupied.

No additional work areas were provided (i.e., project rooms, quiet rooms, conference rooms, break out areas, etc.).

Storage

The storage facilities were similar to those provided at Glasgow with the exceptions that the storage cabinets had double

doors rather than roll-tops, and the shelves were modified slightly to accommodate file boxes that could be carried to the

workstations.

Technology
The technology provided at South Bank was identical to that at Glasgow; more PS/2s were supplied to the users. A PS/2 or

NPT terminal was at each workstation. All calls came to main reception. The receptionist would then check the user diaries

to determine which workstation calls should be transferred to. Users were responsible for updating their user diaries. The

primary difference in technology between the two installations is that South Bank users were issued new home computers

(PS/2s) with which they could link up to the network from home.

;(.;.'=

Photo 46: IBM South Bank CP&S Work-
station

Photo 47: IBM South Bank CP&S Stor-
age
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Warwick I
Location: Warwick, England

Number of Users: 26 users

Date Implemented: June 1991

Job Types: Consulting

Background
The SMART implementation at Warwick in 1991, referred to as Warwick I for the purpose of this report, is a very interest-

ing case in that it was the only SMART site that was not formally approached by the SMART team and was not formally

slated to participate in SMART. The Services group was expanding and was facing eminent relocation because of their

increasing size. The users had heard about SMART and decided to implement the concept in their office. Warwick I users

had the benefit of the workstation ratios established in the earlier studies, but they did not have the support of some of the

other aspects of SMART, such as the technology package (PS/2s in the office and/or at home) and the design considerations

(quiet rooms, break areas, etc.).

Implementation Process
Since the users initiated the implementation of SMART, they were therefore naturally were very actively involved in the

planning and design of the project. The SMART team essentially acted as consultants, but the majority of the project was

carried out by the actual users.

Design

The Warwick I users designed the project around the existing facility and furniture. In essence, the only change to the office

was that desks were shared at a 2:1 ratio. The workstations were the standard IBM L-shaped workstations with a terminal,

chair, and telephone.

Technology

Computers

Warwick I did not have additional PS/2s supplied to the users as a result of implementing SMART. It is unclear whether

they had some PS/2s in the office already (which is likely), but no additional ones were supplied. No PS/2s were given to

the employees to take home as a result of SMART as they were at South Bank.

Beyond the technology located in the office, the Warwick I installation introduced a very important technology component

to the SMART concept that became standard in many of the later installations: portable technology. Users were issued a

portable computer that could be used in the office or at home, called the "luggable" computer by the users. This technology

was fairly heavy and inconvenient compared to the newer, lighter laptops, but it added a new dimension to SMART that was

not evident before this implementation. The addition of the portable technology brought to surface the notion that work did

not have to occur just in the office, but, given the proper technology, could be performed in any location.
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Telephones

Warwick I users developed their own telephone solution unique to any of the other installations. Because their desks were
shared (and the people were therefore fairly consistent in where they worked), the users simply placed two telephones on

each of the workstations. Calls came directly to the workstations without having to go through main reception. This
deviation from the typical telephone solution was due in large part to the fact that Warwick I was not officially part of the

SMART program.

When the second implementation of SMART occurred at the Warwick location, the first SMART pilot project was absorbed

into the larger implementation. As a result, users were given the new SMART technology package. The new technology
included:

laptop computers to replace the luggables

portable printers for use out of the office

higher ratio of PS/2s in the office

a new telephone system with a direct dial number (see Warwick II case study for more details).
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South Bank City of London
Location: London, England

Number of Users: 66 users

Date Implemented: February 1992

Job Types: Consulting and Sales

Background
The City of London group was transferred from the IBM Basinghall location to the South Bank location. Most of their

clients were in the City of London financial district, and were within twenty minutes of South Bank. At the time that they

moved into the building, the earlier South Bank SMART users had been moved to Downstream. This made the City of

London users the only SMART users in the entire building.

The South Bank building was a very popular location for many IBM employees. As mentioned above, it was near the

financial district of London and had a fairly central location to many IBM clients. The executive offices for IBM were also

located in this building, causing a heavy traffic of people through the building.

The City of London group was approached by the Country SMART Program to participate as a pilot for the South Bank

building. At the time of implementation, the department had a very strong champion (the Branch Manager) of the SMART

concept that was instrumental in getting his people to accept the project. Shortly after the project was implemented, this

manager left without being replaced by another strong SMART advocate.

Implementation Process
As mentioned above, the City of London group was approached by the Country SMART Program to act as a pilot group for

South Bank. The Branch Manager liked the concept and agreed to participate. Three primary teams were established to

help plan and design the project: a project team, a technical team, and a user group. The Project Team had primarily

SMART team people on it (SMART project coordinator and technical advisors). The City of London group had limited

control over the planning of the project in that the ratios of desks to people had already been set by the SMART team, as

well as the budget for the project: the budget was to remain the same, and any savings associated with SMART were to be

applied towards technology. They were, however, instrumental in scheduling the best and most appropriate means of

implementing the project in their area.

The Technical Team was a combination of the technical advisors from the Project Team (SMART team people) and City of

London technical people. The User Group was made up from 6-8 City of London sales people. This group was presented

with the progress/developments of the other two teams and asked for their feedback.

All users were informed of the progress of the project through monthly newsletters issued by the Branch Manager. Ap-

proximately four of these newsletters came out before the actual move-in date.
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Design
Group Area

Upon entering the SMART area of South Bank, people encountered signs indicating that it was a department SMART area,

how it was to be used, and where visitors could work. A whiteboard was also present to indicate where employees could be

found in the area at any given time.

Workstations

Forty workstations and nine offices were allocated for use by sixty-six people (fivemanagers and 61 staff). The worksta-

tions were the standard IBM L-shaped primary workstation with computer, desk, chair, and telephone. The managers were

not SMART users in that they did not give up their personal space. Of the nine offices, however, four were unoccupied.

These offices were used for visiting managers, quiet rooms, and work rooms as needed.

Upon initial move-in, City of London had provided no drop-in or visitor workstations. Shortly after moving into the area,

this type of workstation was deemed necessary to handle the additional people coming into the department (but not neces-

sarily belonging to the department). Two primary workstations were sacrificed to make eight visitor or drop-in worksta-

tions, each with a single table, telephone, and NPT terminal. No compensation was made, however, to accommodate for the

two workstations that had been taken away. Users found that they were often forced to use the drop-in areas for long-term

work when the office was crowded, and found this space to be inadequate. The drop-in areas were then reduced to four, the

other four being converted back into a primary workstation.

Two conference rooms were supplied specifically for the department.

Storage

The storage cabinets at City of London was identical to that of the original South Bank implementation: five foot storage

cabinets for team, personal and coat storage, with a large, horizontal circulating storage cabinet for departmental storage.

Static workstations (approximately 6-8) were supplied with pedestal storage bin.

Technology

Computers

The technology package for City of London was a combination of what had been given at the previous SMART installa-

tions. The office received more PS/2s for in-office use. Workstations were equipped with either an NPT or PS/2, with a

larger number of PS/2s (60%).

Ten laptop computers, lighter and more efficient than the luggable computers at Warwick I, were issued to the department.

Users could schedule the use for these laptops by signing them out on a logging system. Unlike at any of the previous

SMART sites, docking stations that allowed laptop users to link and download to the networkwere installed at some of the

workstations.

Although not all users were issued home technology, five PS/2s were given to the department for certain users to take home.
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Telephones

City of London used the existing telephone system to handle all their calls. Calls came in through main reception and were

then transferred to the workstations by checking the electronic diary to see what extension users were working at.

Later, after the installation of the new telephone system at Bedfont (see Bedfont Lakes case study for more details), a new

telephone system was added using a direct dial number.

Additional Technology

In addition to the pooled laptops, City of London users also had access to two pooled portable telephones. Although users

at other locations often had access to portable telephones, this is the first example of such technology being part of the

SMART package.
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Bedfont Lakes
Location: Outside London, England near Heathrow

Number of Users: 500+ users

Date Implemented: August 1992

Job Type(s): Sales, Marketing, Systems Engineering

Background

Bedfont Lakes was the first large scale implementation of SMART at IBM in the United Kingdom. Over 500 users were

introduced to the SMART concept in this installation from three primary job types: sales, marketing, and systems engineer-

ing. The creation of the Bedfont Lakes facility enabled IBM to close three of their previous buildings (Brentford, Rich-

mond, and Chiswick) and house these users at a single site. Without SMART or some other form of alternative office

environment, this consolidation would not have been possible: 1,000 users were able to occupy a building that under

traditional office space allocation would have housed only 600.18

Bedfont Lakes was also the first building that IBM was able to design around the SMART concept, rather than implement-

ing in an already existing facility.

Implementation Process
Unlike at many of the earlier SMART installations, Bedfont Lakes had very little end-user involvement in the planning and

design stage of the project. This site had the largest number of users compared to previous installations, all from a wide

variety of businesses (departments). It was felt that it would be too costly and too difficult for a large number of users to

participate in the developmental stage of the installation at Bedfont.

The majority of the planning and design of the project was handled by the Country SMART Program team in conjunction

with representatives from Bedfont, such as Facilities Management, MIS, and human resources. This team then formed a

user consultation group to convey any progress and important happenings to other users. This consultation group was

compiled of future Bedfont Lakes managers that were one level below the Branch Managers. These managers were chosen

over the Branch Managers because the SMART team felt that these people were more functional users and could relate both

to manager and user issues. The number of managers involved in this group varied; from six managers in the beginning to

twelve at its highest point, with any number in between at any given time. This variation was due mostly to reorganization/

restructuring of IBM. Managers would leave or be transferred, and no manager would be appointed to replace them in the

group.

In addition to information being brought to the users through the user consultation group members, information was also

sent to users over the computer network. This information, however, was primarily updates on the construction progress,

not how the space was going to be used.

18 (1992). £100 Million joint venture bears fruit. Corporate Members News.
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Using the ratios established by the consulting firm in the overall IBM, UK survey, the SMART team determined which job

types would be SMART and which would be static (location-based). Some of the users were told before moving into

Bedfont that they would be "SMARTed," while others found out their status upon moving into the facility. Before moving

into the new facility, all users were told that they would need to reduce their storage requirements before moving into the

new facility.

Users were introduced to both the technology and the facility in a single-day training session. Users were walked through

the facility and issued their technology (see Technology section for more details) if they were SMART employees. Users

were also given guidelines to how the space was to be used by both static and SMART users.

Six months to a year after moving into the new building, an outside consultantwas hired to collect individual occupancy

data in some of the departments that were experiencing overcrowding to see if the original ratios used were appropriate and

make adjustments as necessary.
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Design
The Central Building

Bedfont Lakes is made up of three buildings owned by IBM. The central building houses the main reception, showcase

areas, and the cafeteria, as well as officing. The central facility is the only building of the three that can be entered without

a security badge. Upon entering the central facility, guests and visiting employees must register at main reception, where

they are given a badge for the facility and directed to the proper areas. Visiting employees can work in a number of visitor

areas specifically designated for such use.

All of the officing looks down into an atrium, the first floor of which contains both the cafeteria and the showcase facilities.

The interior and exterior walls of the offices are primarily constructed of glass, allowing natural light to create an open,

bright working environment.

Photo 48: IBM Bedfont Lakes Visitor Photo 49: IBM Bedfont Lakes Atrium
Registration

Office Areas

As mentioned earlier, the Bedfont Lakes facility was designed with the notion that SMART would be used in this building.

The designers were therefore able to include certain user spaces in the building that were not possible in many of the other

installations, such as work rooms, quiet rooms, informal conference areas, etc. Bedfont Lakes was also designed in such a

way that the space is universal; that is, the space is flexible to respond to change within the organization, either through

churn or growth. Each of the different department areas were designed in the same manner with the same facilities and

services available:

Branch Managers located at Bedfont were given a large office with a conference table.

Any support staff for the area, if any, were located near the Branch Manager's office.

Static employees were given workstations near the windows.
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"SMART" employees could choose to work at any of the SMART workstations which were located along the interior
walls.

Each department area was equipped with a number of manager offices. Managers were originally slated to give up
their personal space and use offices on an as-needed basis and availability. Many of themanagers, however, "comman-
deered" offices for their own personal use.

Each department area was allocated a number of quiet workrooms, similar in design to the manager offices, where
employees could work on projects or more concentrative work without being disturbed by commotion from daily
business activities.

Each department area was allocated what was referred to as a "common room." These rooms were furnished with
informal seating, magazine racks, and small tables to give employees the opportunity to conduct informal meetings
away from the workstations. Many of the Branch Managers, however, have requested that these areas be converted to
formal conference areas, stating that they are rarely used for their intendedpurpose.

tpor,Z1c,

Photo 50: IBM Bedfont Lakes Overall
View of the Office

Workstations

Photo 51: IBM Bedfont Lakes Primary
Workstation

Four primary workstations were incorporated in the design of the offices:

Primary workstations consisted of an L-shaped desk with chair, terminal, and telephone. This type of workstation was

available to both SMART and static employees. These workstations were surrounded by low-medium panelingon two

sides to afford some privacy. They were intended for employees who had to perform tasks that required more than just
a few hours.

Quiet workrooms were enclosed offices that could be used by employees for more concentrative work.

Touchdown areas were groups of terminals designed for short-term use. Touchdown areas were equipped with a
terminal or communications cartridge to link laptop computers. This workstation was somewhat smaller than that of

the primary workstation. Workers who were only going to be in the office for a short period of time could check their
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Photo 52: IBM Bedfont Lakes Quiet Photo 53: IBM Bedfont Lakes Touch-
Workroom down Workstation

mail, update their electronic diaries, and complete other less time consuming tasks.

Workrooms were essentially vacant manager offices that employees could use to work quietly on their own or in teams.

If a manager office was unoccupied (either permanently or temporarily), employees were free to use these offices.

Storage

Bedfont Lakes implemented several different alternatives to storage than had been used in past projects. Floor-to-ceiling

central storage cabinets were employed to replace the smaller mid-sized cabinets found at such places as Glasgow and

South Bank. These cabinets were double-sided, single entry point units; users were able to store items on both the front and

the back sides of the cabinets, while only accessing from one side. The user could rotate the shelves to the desired side by

pressing a lever on the bottom of the stationary frame.

Photo 54: IBM Bedfont Lakes Large
Storage Bins
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Photo 55: IBM Bedfont Lakes New
Cabinets with Portable File Box
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Bedfont Lakes also employed a new personal storage cabinet designed specifically for this site. This storage unit was
provided for personal storage at Bedfont, and was designed using specifications developed as a result of an IBM storage
study. This study estimated that the actual storage requirements ought to be approximately 1.5 linear meters for most
employees, with managers and some job types requiring additional space. The new storage units were designed accord-
ingly.

A third form of storage provided to SMART employees was a small portable "black box" with shoulder strap designed to

allow employees to carry several files with them from location to location. Static employees were issued a filing cabinet
instead of this black box.

Technology

Computers

The technology package for all SMART users was a laptop with a modem and a printer. The technology package for within

Bedfont followed two general rules, with some exceptions for special equipment needs: 1) permanent workstations were

supplied with two PS/2s, two NPT terminals (dumb terminals), and one docking station (to link laptop computers to the

network) per four workstation configuration; 2) SMART workstations were supplied with one PS/2, two NPT terminals,

and two docking stations per four workstation configuration. The reasoning behind the two different packages is that

SMART users have their own assigned laptops, and therefore need fewer PS/2s and more docking stations than location

based workers.°

Telephones

IBM recently installed a new telephone system at most of their office locations in London, beginning with Bedfont Lakes.

The new system employed the use of a Direct Dialing Inwards (DDI) number; employees were given a DDI that must be

19 Country SMART Programme 1993 Operating Plan Budget Submission, IBM.

Photo 56: IBM Bedfont Lakes SMART
Workstation with Technology
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logged into the telephone system at the workstation used by the employee. All calls to that employee are then routed

directly to that line without having to go through main reception. The employee's telephone privileges (e.g., long distance

authorization) are transferable to wherever the employee is working.

The new telephone system also allowed callers to leave a voice-mail message if the employee stepped away from the desk.

Electronic diary kept track of where employees were during the week. When the user logged onto the system at a site, the

electronic diary was automatically updated to inform inquiring users of the person's location.

Additional Technology

Some users were given additional technology, such as a car telephone, fax machine, etc. This extra equipment, however,

was not part of the SMART technology package. Users were issued this equipment because they were able to show a need

for such technology (based on the number of hours employees use this type of equipment in a given week).
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Warwick II
Location: Warwick, England

Number of Users: 470 users

Date Implemented: January 1993

Job Types: Consulting, Sales, Systems Engineering

Background
Almost two years after the first pilot project at Warwick was implemented (Warwick I), SMART was implemented across

the entire Warwick location. This was the second largest installation of SMART in the UK, involving 470 users.

Implementation Process
As was the case with Bedfont Lakes, Warwick II users had very little input into the planning and design of the project.

Property informed the managers that they had to reduce their space. The SMART team then presented the concept to the

managers and guided the implementation. A small user representative group was formed to relay information back to the

staff.

The SMART team used the ratios that were established in the earlier studies by the outside consultant as their standard.

Departments were told that they would be given a certain amount of space, and for the space that they gave up, they would

be issued a certain amount of technology. The departments could then run SMART in whatever manner they chose. For

example, some managers chose to give up their office, allowing staff to use the office as a quiet room or work room, while

others continued to have their own office. Some managers did not allow any personalization of the workstations, whereas

other managers did not mind if the users personalized the SMART workstations.

Because of the large numbers involved in this implementation, there was not an overwhelming sense of ownership in the

project.

Design
Office Area

Unlike at Bedfont where static and SMART employees were located in distinct areas, the SMART workstations at Warwick

II were scattered in clusters throughout the facility. Maps were located at entrances to the different areas indicating where

SMART clusters were located on the floor. The SMART team felt that this arrangement might help the feeling of isolation

expressed in some of the other installations.

Workstations

The Warwick II site used all of the previous furniture and office space for the implementation of SMART. The workstations

were the standard IBM L-shaped primary workstation with computer, telephone, desk, and chair. The majority of the

workstations were surrounded on two sides by high panels.

A few touchdown stations were located in the different areas, but this arrangement was not consistent in each of the

departments.
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Photo 57: IBM Warwick II Primary Photo 58: IBM Warwick II Visitor Work-
Workstation station

No quiet rooms or workrooms were incorporated into the design because of the space constraints of the existing facility.

Manager offices could be used for such purposes if they were unoccupied.

Visitor Areas

Four main visitor terminals are located in the facility. These terminals are located in a main hallway and are separated from

the departments.

Some departments also have designated visitor workstations, but these workstations were primarily used by visitors spe-

cific to that department and were not meant for general use.

Storage

Warwick II users had access to the same storage cabinets that they had before implementation, the number of which,
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Photo 59: IBM Warwick II Storage
Facility
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however, was reduced. before implementation, users had access to an entire floor-to-ceiling storage cabinet. After SMART

was implemented, two people shared a single cabinet.

Technology

Computers

PS/2s were added to each of the departments using the ratios established for the Bedfont project (see Technology section in

Bedfont case study). Workstations were equipped with either a PS/2 or an NPT, and docking stations for laptops were also

provided.

All of the SMART users were given laptop computers. Most of the users were also given printers. Several groups had to

pool their printers because there were not enough printers available to give everyone their own.

Additional Technology

Some of the employees had access to car telephones, fax machines and other equipment, but this equipment was not part of

the SMART technology package.
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Appendix B:
Detailed Workplace Strategy Site
DescriptionsErnst & Young,

London
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Project 1: Management Consulting Services
Location: London, England

Number of Users: 96 users

Date Implemented: 1988

Job Types: Management Consulting

Background
The first implementation of a shared offices in MCS was in 1988. The Management Consulting Services division was

responsible for developing and implementing information systems. Consultants in this department generally spent any-

where from 1 day per month to 3-4 days per week in the office. Management saw the opportunity to lower facility costs by

converting the office to some form of shared officing since employees were not in the office a large portion of the day.

Management decided to move towards a system where 3-4 people were assigned to a specific workstation. Typically, each

of these groups included one senior consultant.

The number of employees involved in the first implementation totaled 96, with a desk/employee ratio of approximately 1:3.

Senior consultants had priority over more junior consultants and could move them from a workstation. Consultants who

were removed from a desk could then use any unoccupied station. Should, however, an owner of that workstation come

into the office, the consultant would have to move again.

Implementation Process
Before the merger of the two accounting firms, consultants from one organization were working in enclosed offices, while

the employees from the other firm were working in open offices. Management felt that to move to a true non-territorial

office would be too much of a "culture shock" for the employees corning from enclosed offices. Shared-assigned offices

were viewed as a compromise between private offices and non-territorial offices.

Photo 60: Ernst & Young MCS#1 Work- Photo 61: Ernst & Young MCS#1 Storage
station
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All decisions regarding the project were made by the Director ofAdministration; staff had no influence over the planning

or design process. Essentially, Facilities Management and the Director of Administration worked out an office system, and
delivered a completed office to the employees.

Space, furniture, and office enclosure at Ernst & Young was very hierarchical: the higher in the organization an employee,

the more space he/she received, the better the furniture, and the more private the office. Partners (the highest employees)

were unwilling to participate in the shared office system. Each partner had a private 130 square foot enclosed office, which

remained unchanged.

The other job titles present in the MCS department were: executive consultants, management consultants, senior consult-

ants, consultants, and support. With the exception of support staff (who received a permanent workstation), all of the other

employees were assigned a shared workstation.

Shared Assigned Desks Shared Assigned Desks
EZT= =3=1 =CCM

Figure 143: Floorplan of Ernst & Young MCS #1

Design
Office Area

The shared workstations were grouped into two areas on a single floor. Employees were not given additional space to work

beyond the primary workstation. The reasoning behind this design was basically a cost and space issue; given the space

allocated to the department, it was not possible to provide a variety of work spaces, conference rooms, project rooms, etc.

Conference rooms/project rooms were located on a different floor in Becket House. Employees either moved to this other

floor for meetings or they conducted conferences at the client sites.

Workstations

Thirty-four workstations were assigned to 96 users in MCS. The workstations consisted of an L-shaped desk surrounded by

high paneling on two sides. The size of the workstation varied across job levels, with more space awarded to higher level
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consultants. Usually, more junior consultants were closer together, with high paneling on the back of the workstation and

medium-height paneling separating the workstations.

Storage
In terms of storage, several different alternatives were put into practice for Project 1: floor-to-ceiling common storage,

overhead workstation storage, personal file drawer storage, and mobile pedestals. The mobile pedestals provided were not

intended to be moved from workstation to workstation by an individual employee. The pedestals were primarily to make

the configuration of the workstation more flexible.

Technology
Computers
Almost all (approximately 85%20) of the workstations were provided with a PC, most of which were connected to the LAN.

Although consultants were not given individual laptops, one could be signed-out on an as-needed basis from a pool of

laptop computers.

Telephones
All workstations were also equipped with a telephone. All telephone calls went to a central reception number. The secre-

tary would then transfer the call to the appropriate workstation. Employees were expected to report their work location to

the secretary each day.

20 Ernst & Young. (1991, February). Ernst & Young MCS (UK) micro-computer strategy.
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Project 2: Management Consulting
Services
Location: London, England

Number of Users: 298 users

Date Implemented: 1992

Job Types: Management Consulting

Background
The second implementation of shared offices involved the same Market-

ing Consulting Services division, but on a much larger scale. Including

support staff, 298 people were involved in this installation.

Before moving into the renovated space, MCS was scattered throughout

two of Ernst & Young's buildings in London. The goals/drivers behind

this second project included: increased productivity by consolidating all

of MCS, and decreased facility costs through a reduction in space re-

quirements.

Implementation Process
One of the major differences between the first and second implementa-

tions of shared offices was that more resources were spent in the planning

stages of the second project. MCS assumed ownership of the project from the very start of the project. In early 1992, MCS

approached Facilities Management with a proposal to consolidate MCS into one building. Facilities Management agreed,

with the condition that they would support the project, but MCS had to actually run the project.

Photo 62: Ernst & Young MCS#2
Overall Office Area

MCS formed a steering committee composed of senior partners to head the project. Facilities management stayed away

from these meetings as much as possible during the early planning stages. The steering committee hired an outside consult-

ing firm to help perform a need analysis and collect occupancy data, as well as find out what employees disliked about the

current office arrangement.

The outside consultant collected data through four primary means: a survey requesting the employees to record their daily

activities, needs, and preferences for the new office; a self-reported time log of employee activities; observational data to

record office occupancy; and interviews across all job levels.

With this information, the firm was able to make recommendations that included: the amount of space the consolidated

department would require, the preferred design of the new office, the number of workstations, alternative spaces needed

(i.e., break-out areas, conference rooms, quiet rooms, etc.), and suggested ratios for pooled offices and workstations.21

21 Alexi Marmot Associates. (1992). Efficient space organization: Ernst & Young. MCS. London, England.
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In addition to the outside consultant, MCS also conducted a study on their own technology requirements associated with

this type of environment.

Two additional committees, Accommodation and Advisory, were created to inform users of the project. The Accommoda-

tion group was comprised of top management, while the Advisory group was made up of a random selection of consultants

from various practices in MCS. The Accommodation and Advisory groups were given copies of all reports, discussed

recommendations, and had some (although very little) influence over planning. Although these two groups were formed to

help plan the project, in reality, they had very little controlover the project. Partners made all of the decisions regarding the

space, and rejected some of the ideas sent to them by the groups and the outside consulting firm, suchas pooled offices.

The head of MCS sent out a series of three notes over a period of six months to update users on the progress. Also, the

partners were given a progress report at their monthly meetings, and this information was passed on to other users.

Design
Office Area

One complaint that occurred after the first implementation of shared offices was the lack of natural lighting in the office.

Partners were located in enclosed offices near the windows, so very little light was reaching other work areas. To help

correct this problem, glazed glass was installed along the front walls of the partner offices. Tall storage cabinets were

removed from the offices, and partners were requested not to place any large furniture in front ofthese glass panels. As a

result, much more natural lighting was able to reach the center area of the office.

In addition, several partners agreed to move their offices to the center of the building, leaving the window areas for staff that

worked in the office 100% of their time.

It is important to note here that several plans for the design of the office were submitted to the partners by Facilities

Management for their approval. In the first plan, Facilities Management had incorporated all of the suggestions made by

the outside consulting firm, such as conference rooms, projects rooms, and quiet workspaces providedon each of the floors,

as well as pooled desks at a ratio of 2 or 2.5 employees to each desk rather than shared-assigned workstations. Many of

these ideas and recommendations were rejected by the partners because of cost and space constraints, as well as cultural

barriers. 22

No conference rooms, project rooms, or quiet workstations were provided to the employees. In addition, the department

was operating with approximately 5%23 less space than they should have had. The desk ratios were actually around 3 to 1,

as was the case in the first project. The only alternative spacing provided to employees were break-out areas with informal

furniture, one of which was included on each floor.

22 Partners at Ernst & Young received a percentage of the profits in their divisions. Space costs were charged back to the departments,
thus potentially decreasing the amount of profits at the end of the year The partners in MCS were unwilling to pay for any additional
space. Facilities Management had to therefore operate within this space/cost constraint.

23 Interviews with Facility Management and head of MCS.
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Photo 63: Ernst & Young MCS#2 Break
Area

Photo 64: Ernst & Young MCS#2 Work-
station

Workstations

The workstations changed very little in their overall size. All of the original furniture was used in thenew office. The high

paneling, however, was replaced with low paneling. This change was incorporated into the design to facilitate natural

lighting in the office, as well as open communication among the consultants.

As mentioned above, the workstations were assigned using a ratio that was higher than recommended for the department, 3

employees to a desk versus 2 or 2.5.

Storage

For Project 2, the floor-to-ceiling and overhead storage units were replaced by mid-level storage units. Storage bins were

also removed from the corridors and placed near the actual workstations. This alternative greatly increased the amount of

natural light in the office, however it eliminated a fairly large amount of storage space.

Space Costs

Before moving into Becket House, MCS occupied 23,562 square feet at a cost of £110 per square foot. After the move,

MCS occupied 15,000 square feet, at a space savings of 8,562 square feet. This translated to an annual lease savings of

close to £1 million for MCS.

Technology
Computers

Each workstation was equipped with a computer in the second installation. The major difference between the installations

in terms of technology was not the actual workstation technology, but the increased access to portable technology. The

home technology package that was planned for the second project included a portable computer, modem, home printer, and

home fax for employees that could show that they had a need for such equipment ("need" is based on the number of hours

equipment will be used per week; usually 12-14 hours per week constitutes a minimum threshold).
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Telephones

In Project 2, each employee was given a personal identification number to eliminate the need to go through reception.

Users could log their PIN into the telephone system to pull their calls wherever they were working.

Photo 65: Ernst & Young MCS#2 Storage
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Appendix C:
Detailed Workplace Strategy Site
DescriptionsShimizu Institute

of Technology
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Planning Engineering Department
Location: Tokyo, Japan

Number of Users: 18

Date Implemented: April 1987

Job Types: Researchers of Architecture, Fire Safety, and Computer Systems

Background
The primary goal of this project was to improve the work environment. An additional goal was to also develop a space

planning system that would allow small changes in staff size without requiring changes to the physical environment. The

primary means of accomplishing these goals was to provide at least two types of work areas (open and paneled worksta-

tions), new storage alternatives, and a new telephone system.

Implementation Process
The senior manager of this group originally came up with the idea of implementing some form of non-territorial office back

in 1986. The manager approached his management with a proposal, which was initially rejected. The senior manager

persisted and was eventually given approval to conduct the free-address project.

The planning period for the free-address office occurred over a one year period. A detailed in-house study was undertaken

during this period to understand exactly how the space was being used by the employees and to determine the feasibility of

a free address office. This study included time lapse photography to accurately monitor who was in the office and for how

long, interviews and observations about the use of personal belongings in the office, and formal surveys.

After studying the data and determining a reasonable margin of success, the senior manager, in consultation with one of his

staff members, designed the office. Two months before implementation, the proposed plans were hung in the department

for employee review. At this time, any questions regarding the new office were answered. One month before implementa-

tion, explanations were given to all managers on how the office was to be used and managed. Immediately before the office

Photo 66: Shimizu Overall Office Before Photo 67: Shimizu Planning Engineering
Free-Address Department after Free-Address
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design was implemented, written information on the use of the office was distributed to all of the staff.

Design
Office Area

The free-address office for the Planning Engineering Department was the same size as their previous space. The new office

contained three different types of work areas and two storage areas. The desk to employee ratio was atypical for a non-

territorial office, with 30 workstations being provided for 18 users. This 3:5 employee-to-desk ratio goes back to the driver

to create an office system that would allow for changes in staff size without having to change the configuration of the office.

Workstations

The center of the room originally held three large open work tables set up for six people at each table. Two of the tables had

no partitions between the workstations, while the third had a low (approximately one foot) panel dividing the table into

three workstations on either side. One side of this table was reserved for the two support staff working in the department.

These workstations were generally used for individual work requiring additional workspace or team projects because the

employees could utilize more than one workstation at a time.

After the two later projects were implemented, one of the large tables was modified to a meeting table by replacing four of

the desks with two semi-circular desk pieces on either end of the two desks. This work area was used as a meeting table and

work space for both individuals and groups.

The third work areas were workstations located against the window wall. The workstations consisted of two desks sepa-

rated by a low panel. A high panel separated both workstations from thelarge office area. These desks provided users with

a sense of visual privacy and were used for more concentrative work.

Storage

Three kinds of storage were available to the department employees. Each users was provided with a mobile pedestal

Photo 68: Shimizu Planning Engineering
Meeting Space

Photo 69: Shimizu Planning Engineering
Private Workstations
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containing two shallow drawers and a file drawer. These pedestals contained as much storage space as the users' individu-

ally assigned desks prior to the free-address office. Each pedestal fit underneath the desks.

For group storage, filing cabinets and a high density floor-to-ceiling storage were provided. The implementation of the

free-address office resulted in an overall reduction of storage by about 30%.

Technology

Computers

Laptop computers were provided to all users. These laptops were used both in the office and at client sites. When in the

office, these laptops could be downloaded on to terminals linked to the mainframe.

Telephones

Cordless telephones were purchased to free individuals from being tied to a specific desk. Some of the lines were shared

due to technology limitations of these early cordless phones. Small flashing lights were added around the office to help

users distinguish which lines were ringing.

When individuals were out of the office they left their telephones with the secretaries who then handled all the calls.

Photo 70: Shimizu Planning Engineering
Portable Storage

Photo 71: Shimizu Planning Engineering
Cordless Telephones
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The Construction and Structural Engineering Departments
Location: Tokyo, Japan

Number of Users: Construction Engineering-24 users

Structural Engineering-42 users

Date Implemented: May 1991

Job Types: Research and Engineering

Background
In April of 1991 Shimizu opened a new headquarters building in Hamamatsu-cho. The Information Department was moved

from the Institute of Technology to the new headquarters. With the relocation of the Information Department, space was

freed in the Institute of Technology. The layouts of the different departments at the Institute, therefore, had to be changed

to incorporated this space. The Planning Department saw this as an opportunity to expand the free-address concept which

had been successful in their own department. The idea was proposed to the 12 department managers of the research

institute. Two managers agreed to participate and volunteered their departments, Construction Engineering and Structural

Engineering.

As with the first implementation of free-address at Shimizu, the goal in these two departments was not to reduce the overall

space used, but rather to increase the efficiency of the office and the quality of the work environment.

These two departments had basically the same implementation process and the same final design. We, therefore, have

treated them here as one case study, discussed below.

Implementation Process
In November of 1990, the Director of the Planning Engineering Department suggested to the upper level management that

implementing free-address offices was a more efficient and effective way to utilize the space being vacated by the Informa-

tion Department. Based on the success of the first free-address office, management agreed. A proposal defining the

concept of free-address and asking for participants was made to the twelve department heads located at Shimizu Institute.

Two departments agreed to participate: Construction and Structural Engineering.

The Construction Engineering Department was in charge of researching construction methods, architectural properties,

concrete, and construction management. The Structural Engineering Department researched steel structures, earthquake

engineering, and civil/structural engineering.

After the departments agreed to participate, the Director of Planning then held separate meetings with the managers and

group leaders of the two departments to explain the free-address concept in more detail. Three liaisons were chosen from

each department to help understand the user needs and identify potential problems.

A wide range of information was collected to assist in planning the implementation. The data collection methods used

included:
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Questionnaires: All users answered a questionnaire about how the offices were used and how users felt about their
offices (both departments and another uninvolved department were asked to fill these out for comparison).

Time lapse photography study: Time lapsed photographs were taken of the two departments for a period of one week
to see how their original space was actually used.

Meetings with the liaisons of both departments to collect additional user requirement information.

The liaisons had some control over the design and planning of the free-address offices, but this control was limited. For

example, the number of workstations, overall design of the office, the types of storage facilities, and the technologywere all

predetermined by the Director of Planning, while the liaisonswere responsible for the addition of task lights on some of the

workstations, the removal of drawers from under the desk tops, and the addition of larger casters on the mobile pedestals to

facilitate movement on the carpets.

Users were asked to attend a three-hour instructional meeting after normal office hours to learn about how to use the office.

Of the twenty-four employees in Construction Engineering, six users attended this three-hour meeting, while five of the

forty-two employees in Structural Engineering attending the three-hour meeting. The Structural Engineering department

also held a one-hour meeting during office hours before the implementation of the new office environment to explain free-

address. Fifteen people took part in this meeting. The Construction Engineering department had a similar type meeting, but

this session was not held until after the free-address office concept was implemented.

In addition to an overview of the free-address office, users were told of the office use policies during these initial meetings.

Some of these use policies included:

If users were away from the office for more than halfa day, they should clean up the desk top so that another user could
use the desk.

Users could move another user's pedestal to under another desk if they wanted to use the desk.

Design
Office Area

As a result of the new office environment, each of the departments experienced an increase in their overall space. The

Construction Engineering department went from 1,102 ft2 before implementation to 1,929 ft2 after implementation, while

the Structural Engineering department went from 1,929 ft2 to 2,204 ft2.

In addition to an increase in overall office space, several different styles of work areas were added, as well as common

space. For example, a tea break area was added for the departments as an outcome of the implementation .

Workstations

The Construction and Structural Engineering departments both experienced an increase in the number of workstations

provided in their departments as a result of the new environment. The Construction Engineering department went from 25

desks to 40 desks, while the Structural Engineering department went from 44 to 57. These desk-to-employee ratios are
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Figure 146: Shimizu Construction Engineering Department Floorplan
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Figure 147: Shimizu Structural Engineering Department Floorplan

similar to that in the Planning and Engineering department (5:3, 5:3, and 4:3 respectively).

Four different styles of work areas were available for use in the office, as was also the case in the first implementation of

free-address:

Large open work tables made of six desks and no partitions.

Large open work tables with low panels (approximately 1 foot high) separating the desks down the center.

Four desks against the window wall with low panels separating pairs of desks and high panels on the ends. These desks

were intended for more concentrative, independent work and some visual privacy.
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Large open tables composed of two desks and two half-round desks which could be used as a large meeting table or for
individual work.

One of the primary intentions of the large open tables was that users could spreadout and utilize more space than would

normally be available.

Storage

Three kinds of storage were provided to the departments. Each users was given a mobile pedestal containing two shallow

drawers and a file drawer. These pedestals contain as much storage as the users' desks priorto implementation, and were

designed to fit under the desks. For group storage, regular filing cabinets were provided, as well as high density moving-

rack shelving units. The "Moving Rack" consisted of open shelving units mounted on a track that allowed them to roll apart

for access.

The total amount of group storage was 50% greater in the free-address environment than it was in the previous office

accommodations.

Technology
Computers

Unlike the earlier free-address implementation in the Planning Engineering Department, these departments did not move to

laptop computers with the installation of the free-address office. The departments continued to use regular desktop per-

sonal computers (both IBM compatibles and Apple Macintosh). Some of these machines were connected to the LAN and

printers.

Telephones

Instead of using mobile telephones, the two departments had a direct dial programmable telephonesystem installed. When

an individual sat down at a new desk they could type in their own personal direct dial number and have calls routed there.

When users were out of the office their calls were taken by the secretaries.
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Appendix D:
Cornell Workplace Survey
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Cornell Interview and Focus

Group Questions
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Facility/Premises Management Interview Questions
General Information

What drove the selection of the innovation?

How many people are involved in the project?

What principal type of work do they do?

What are the goals/drivers of the project?

Process
Who "owns" the project?

How were user work patterns/technology requirements/occupancy rates determined?

Were user focus groups conducted?

Surveys?

Interviews?

Was an outside consultant hired?

Was the project a team effort? What was the role of Facilities Management in the project? Space planning consultants?

Management Information Systems? Human Resources? Were there any committees involved? Who participated?

Description of user involvement: how/to what extent were users involved in the project? Could users influence the

design/direction of the project?

Was a Post Occupancy Evaluation conducted? What were the results of this examination? Was anything changed in

the system in response to information from the P.O.E.?

Technology
What type of office/non-office technology did employees have before implementation?

What new office/non-office technology was provided for users?

Was technology provided in such a way as to facilitate employee work patterns?

Was a standard technology package offered? Please describe it.

How are voice communications handled? How did this change as a result of the project?

Please describe new technology:

Why were employees given new technology?

Who received the new technology?

What is special about it?

How does it work (How are calls transferred in? How do employees link their laptops?)?

Design
Are there a variety of spaces available for employees' use? What are they? How is this different from the previous way

of working?
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How many workstations are available?

What is the use policy for each of the workstations?

What is the justification for the different workstations?

What is available for each workstation (desk, chair, telephone, storage, computer equipment, docking station for por-
tables, office supplies, etc.)? What individual components make up each workstation? How has this changed from
previous workstation?

Is personal storage provided? Is this greater/less than previously provided? What type of personal storage provided
(file carrier, pedestal, personal storage cupboards)?

Is common/team storage provided? More or less than before?

Were more common areas (conference rooms, break areas, team project rooms, etc.) added to the design? Why, or why
not?

What are the space savings associated with the change?

What special equipment was purchased for the project? What were the costs associated with this equipment?

How are voice communications handled?

Were you involved with the pilot project? If YES, in what capacity? What, ifanything, did you do differently with this
facility?

How much did you know about the pilot project? What problems were you able to avoid because of previous knowl-
edge of pilot program?
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Project Manager Interview Questions
General Information

What type of innovation is going on in the organization?

What drove the selection of the innovation?

Is this innovation part of a strategic initiative (the various implementations were conceived with respect to a conscious,

deliberate management policy) or an independent initiative (conceived by the management of a specific department,

branch, or area office)?

What are the goals/drivers behind the innovation?

When was the project first initiated?

How many locations within the organization have implemented this type of innovation? Where are they? What
departments/business units/groups are involved at each site?

How many people are involved in the project at each location?

What are the job types of participants (consultants, sales, support, etc.)

If part of a strategic initiative, are the goals/drivers the same for each site? If not, why?

Who are the key people involved in the implementation of the project (at each site as well as company wide)? Who

was instrumental in supporting the innovation?

Process
Who was in charge of the project? Was the project a team effort? What was the role of Facilities Management in the

project? Space planning consultants? Management Information Systems? Human Resources? Were there any commit-

tees involved? Who participated?

Who "owns" the project?

How were employee work patterns technology requirements/occupancy rates determined?

Were user focus groups conducted?

Surveys?

Interviews?

Was an outside consultant hired?

Were users volunteers?

How was the system initially presented to employees? Did they have input in the selection of the system?

What incentives, if any, were used to make the system attractive to employees?

Description of user involvement: how/to what extent were users involved with the project? Could users influence the
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design, direction of the project?

Are all levels (including management for the group involved) participating?

Does the innovation require a different style of managing employees? Was education provided for managers? What
was the nature of this education (how long, mandatory or voluntary)?

What type of training was provided for employees in terms of working in the new environment, new technology, etc.?
What was the nature of this training (how long, mandatory or voluntary)?

How long was the planning period? How much time passed between the time that the decision was made to move
towards the innovation and implementation?

What has been done to monitor the success of the project? How is the project reviewed?

Technology
What type of office/non-office technology did employees have before implementation?

What new office/non-office technology was provided for users?

Was technology provided in such a way as to facilitate employee work patterns?

Was a standard technology package offered? Please describe it.

How are voice communications handled? How did this change as a result of the project?

Please describe new technology:

Why were employees given new technology?

Who received the new technology?

What is special about it?

How does it work (How are calls transferred in? How do employees link their laptops?)?
Design

Are there a variety of spaces available for employees' use? What are they? How is this different from the previous way
of working?

How many workstations are available?

What is the use policy for each of the workstations?

What is the justification for the different workstations?

What is available for each workstation (desk, chair, telephone, storage, computer equipment, docking station for por-
tables, office supplies, etc.)? What individual components make up each workstation? How has this changed from
previous workstation?

Is personal storage provided? Is this greater/less than previously provided? What type of personal storage provided
(file carrier, pedestal, personal storage cupboards)?
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Is common/team storage provided? More or less than before?

Were more common areas (conference rooms, break areas, team project rooms, etc.) added to the design? Why, or why

not?

What are the space savings associated with the change?

What special equipment was purchased for the project? What were the costs associated with this equipment?

How are voice communications handled?

Were you involved with the pilot project? If YES, in what capacity? What, if anything, did you do differently with this

facility?

How much did you know about the pilot project? What problems were you able to avoid because of previous knowl-

edge of pilot program?
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Business Manager Interview Questions
General Information
How many employees do you manage?

Of those, how many have adopted THIS INNOVATION?

What principle type of work is done by the employees involved with the innovation?

Where do these employees work most often (office, client's office, home, etc.)?

What are the goals/drivers of the project?

Who, to your knowledge, were the key people involved in planning and implementing the project?

Culture
Please give me an example of what you think is a good worker. For example, someone who takes the initiative,

someone who works well alone, with others, polite, punctual, etc.?

Please define what you feel is good supervision.

What do you think are your department's values or thinking that guides the actual use and allocation of space? This is

not the rule that the organization gives, but how space is actually used in your area.

How do you feel your organization views change or risk taking? Do they encourage/support it, resist it?

To what extent does your organization support individual workstyles, appearance, etc.?

Process
How was the concept of THIS INNOVATION presented to your employees? Were they given a menu from which they

could chose how they wanted to work? was there any sort of standard package that was given to an employee based on

which way they decided to work? For example, if someone said they wanted to work at home, were they given a

computer, fax, printer, etc.?

How were your employee work patterns/technology requirements/occupancy rates determined?

Were user focus groups conducted?

Surveys?

Interviews?

Was an outside consultant hired?

Were the users in your department/business unit/group volunteers or were they drafted into the project?

Describe your (your peers') involvement in the project: To what extent were you involved in the planning of the

project? Were you (your peers) able to influence the design/direction of the project?

Describe user involvement in the project: To what extent were your employees involved in the planning of the project?

Were employees able to influence the design/direction of the project? Were they able to chose as an individual the way
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in which they wanted to work, or did the entire group have to chose the same package? What sort of accommodations,
if any, were made for those people that did not want to participate , or that wanted their own desk, office?

Are all levels of employees participating in the project in your area?

Does the innovation require a different style of managing employees? Were you (your peers) provided an special
training? What was the nature of this training (how long, mandatory, voluntary)? Do you feel that education (or
additional education) is necessary?

How do you measure employee performance? How has the system affected your employees' overall performance on
the job? How have the marks changed as a result of the new way of working? What sort of things are employees
evaluated on? Can we see a blank copy of an evaluation form?

To what extent do you feel this is a better way of working? If you were given the choice, would you return to the old
office system? Why or why not? What would you lose? what are some of the key components of the system that you
would keep?

What sort of programs have been set up in your area to monitor the success of the project?

Please describe a typical work week for you. How has this changed as a result of adopting the new way of working?

Have you experienced any problems managing under this concept, such as getting in touch with employees, scheduling
meetings? Please give an example. What sort of things have you tried to do to overcome the difficulties?

Have you noticed any new patterns in space use? If yes, describe them.

How has the innovation affected your employees' ability to work as a TEAM? Do they usually work in teams?

How has the innovation affected your employees' ability to work as an individual?

Do your employees spend more or less time at the office than before implementing THIS INNOVATION? Do you see
this as beneficial/harmful?

Does the lack of personalization in the shared office seem to be a problem? Have employees expressed any concern
over this issue? What measures have been taken to help alleviate this concern (if there is any)?

How important do you feel personalization is to your employees?

If you could re-invent the system, what would you do differently?

What have you had the most feedback from employees about?

Technology
What type of office/non-office technology did employees have before implementation?

What new office/non-office technology was provided for users?

Was technology provided in such a way as to facilitate employee work patterns?
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Was a standard technology package offered? Please describe it.

How are voice communications handled? How did this change as a result of the project?

Please describe new technology:

Why were employees given new technology?

Who received the new technology?

What is special about it?

How does it work (How are calls transferred in? How do employees link their laptops?)?

Design
Are there a variety of spaces available for employees' use? What are they? How is this different from the previous way

of working?

What is the use policy for each of the workstations?

What is the justification for the different workstations?

What is available for each workstation (desk, chair, telephone, storage, computer equipment, docking station for por-

tables, office supplies, etc.)? What individual components make up each workstation? How has this changed from

previous workstation?

Is personal storage provided? Is this greater/less than previously provided? What type of personal storage provided

(file carrier, pedestal, personal storage cupboards)?

Is common/team storage provided? More or less than before?

Were more common areas (conference rooms, break areas, team project rooms, etc.) added to the design? Why, or why

not?

Are there ever times when the number of employees present exceeds the number of available workspaces? When/how

often? What are employees expected to do in such instances?

How did the actual office design change as a result of the implementation of THIS INNOVATION? Was there a
reduction in the number of workstations, general office space, storage areas, etc.?
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Focus Group Questions
General Information
What department/branch/business/group do you work in?

Job title?

What type of work do you do?

How long have you been working in the NEW office?

Have you ever worked with this type of office before? If yes, where?

Have you heard of this type of practice going on in other parts of the organization? Where? Please describe the information

you have heard.

Process
How was the concept of NEW office presented to you? Were you given a menu from which you could chose how you

wanted to work? Was there any sort of standard package that was given to you based on which way you decided to

work? For example, if someone said they wanted to work at home, were they given a computer, fax, printer, etc.?

Please describe your involvement with the project. To what extent were you involved in the planning of the project?

Did you (your peers) have any influence over the design/direction of the project? Were you able to chose as an
individual the way in which you wanted to work, or did the entire group have to chose the same package? What sort

of accommodations, if any, were made for those people that did not want to participate , or that wanted their own desk,

office?

Are all levels of employees participating in the project in your area?

Did you serve on any committees with regards to this project? What was your role on the committee?

What do you think the goals of the company were when they decided to use this type of innovation? Do you think they

were successful in meeting all their goals?

How were user work patterns/technology requirements/occupancy rates determined?

Were user focus groups conducted?

Surveys?

Interviews?

Was an outside consultant hired?

What type of training did your organization provide for working in this new environment? Were you trained on any of the

equipment? What was the nature of this training (how long, mandatory/voluntary, etc.)? Was the training adequate?

Worker Productivity
Please describe what a typical work week is like for you. How has this changed as a result of the project?

In what ways has the innovation helped your effectiveness at work?
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In what ways has the innovation hindered your effectiveness at work?

What tasks are easiest to carry out in the office?

Are there tasks which you "save" for other places (home, clients, etc.) because they are difficult to perform at the office?

Are there services (secretarial, printing, copying, etc.) that have becomeavailable as a result of the project? If YES, what
are they?

Given the option, would you return to the old office system? Whatpart of the system do you think you would lose/miss?

Technology
What type of office/non-office technology did you have before implementation?

What new office/non-office technology was provided as a result of this project?

Was technology provided in such a way as to facilitate your work patterns?

Was a standard technology package offered as a result of this project? What was it? What was the justification for
receiving different aspects of the technology package (i.e., ifyou work out of the office 10-12 hours per week, you
were given a laptop)?

How are voice communications handled? Is this different than before implementation? Do you feel it is effective for
your work environment? How would you change the system?

Design
What types of workstations are available to you? How is this different than before?

What is the use policy for each of the stations?

What is the justification for each of the workstations?

What is available for each workstation (desk, chair, telephone, storage, computer equipment, docking station for por-
tables, office supplies, etc.)? What individual components make up each workstation? How has this changed from
previous workstation?

Do you often use a specific workspace if it is available? If YES, why did you choose that space?

Are you satisfied with the amount of space available for you to work? What type of space are you referring to when
you answer this question (storage, work surface, circulation space, total office space, etc.)?

Is personal storage provided? Is this greater/less than previously provided? What type of personal storage provided
(file carrier, pedestal, personal storage cupboards)?

Is common/team storage provided? More or less than before?

Were more common areas (conference rooms, break areas, team project rooms, etc.) added to the design? Why, or why
not?
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Are there ever times when the number of employees present exceeds the number of available workspaces? How often

does this happen? What do you do then?

Other Issues
What do you like best/least about the project?

Do you find it more difficult to speak to others in the office? Why?

What specific problems arise because of not "owning" space in the office?

What, if anything, do you do to personalize the space you are working in or any space allocated to you?

How important is it to you to personalize your work area?

Culture
Please give me an example of what you think is a good worker. For example, someone who takes the initiative,

someone who works well alone, with others, polite, punctual, etc.?

Please define what you feel is good supervision.

What do you think are your department's values or thinking that guides the actual use and allocation of space? This is

not the rule that the organization gives, but how space is actually used in your area.

How do you feel your organization views change or risk taking? Do they encourage/support it, resist it?

To what extent does your organization support individual workstyles, appearance, etc.?
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Foreword
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Introduction
Companies all over the world are introducing new workplace strategies as a means of building more competitive organiza-

tions. Of key concern when implementing such strategies is the innovation process; how the organization can implement

new working practices successfully on a large scale, and how different facets of the implementation process influence its

long-term success. The Implementing Innovative Workplaces study examined the implementation processes for new work-

place practicesmore specifically, non-territorial officesin five international organizations in four different countries:

IBM and Ernst & Young in the United Kingdom; Digital Equipment's Natural Office in Sweden; the SOL Cleaning Com-

pany headquarters in Finland; and the Shimizu Institute of Technology in Japan.

Defining Non-Territorial Offices
For the purpose of this report, non-territorial offices were defined as offices where employees did not have individually

assigned desks, workstations, or offices. Employees used whatever space they preferred when they came into the office,

and no one person was associated with any particular workspace. Employees chose their workspace on a first come, first

served basis, or in some cases, organizations allowed employees to reserve a space before they arrived.

Study Goal
The goal of the report was to better understand how the implementation strategies of these different workplace innovations

affected user satisfaction, work effectiveness, duration and acceptance, cost to implement the project, and organizational

learning. It also investigated how these different approaches or strategies changed over time as the concept moved from a

small scale implementation to a corporate-wide program.

Key Research Questions
The specific research questions that the Implementing Innovative Workplaces report addressed included:

What factors (i.e., planning and design process, nature of technology, the design of the setting) tended to change the

most as projects evolved?

What aspects of the new workplace system tended to become standardized or uniform?

Were there consistent patterns of employee response as organizations expanded their implementation of new work-

place strategies (within or across sites)?

What differences existed in terms of cost and employee response as a function of whether the workplace system was

primarily cost-driven versus business-driven?

What were the organizational implications of solution-oriented vs. process-oriented workplace systems?

How did the implementation process change as projects moved from the pilot stage to widespread implementation?

Was it necessary to focus as much attention on all three factors (design, technology, and planning process) in second

and third installations to ensure similar success patterns?

What was the nature of organizational learning that occurred as a function of whether the workplace system was

process- vs. solution-driven, cost- vs. business-driven, or part of a strategic versus an independent initiative?
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Methodology
The research was organized as a series of comparative case studies of variations of non-territorial offices. Cases were

compared within an organization to examine the nature of organizational learning and how the process evolvedover time.

Cases were also compared across organizations to examine the nature of similarities and differences as a function of whether

the workplace strategy was implemented as either a strategic or independent initiative; motivated primarily by the desire to

increase performance as opposed to reduce costs; or was solution- vs. process-oriented. The innovation process was exam-

ined in different countries to better understand whether aspects of the process differed as a function of different national

cultural patterns, values and expectations.

The IWSP used four data collection methods to examine the implementation process at each of the sites: (1) employee

surveys to determine satisfaction and effectiveness ratings with the workplace innovation; (2) interviews or focus groups

with users and managers; (3) interviews with key facilitators of the system; and (4) archival data involving space allocation

and costs. Each of the techniques was used in combination, rather than as a single entity, to help define the new office

innovation and user response.

Definition of Research Design Variables

Strategic vs. Independent Initiatives

Strategic initiatives were those in which several implementations within the same organization were conceived with respect

to a conscious, deliberate management policy. Independent initiatives were conceived and carried out by the management

of a specific department, branch, or area office without reference to what standard practices were in other locations.

Business-Driven vs. Cost-Driven Models

Business-driven projects were those whose starting point was an interest in exploring new ways of working, challenging

the conventional ideas of where, when, and how work should be done. Cost-reduction was typically not a major consider-

ation. Cost-driven models were those whose primary motivation was the desire to reduce costs; that is, without significant

pressures to reduce costs it is unlikely that the new workplace strategy would have been implemented. The cost-driven

models at times sought business enhancement as well, but this was often a secondary, less important benefit of the project.

Solution-Oriented vs. Process-Oriented Implementation

Solution-oriented projects identified a prototype workplace strategy and then worked to implement that same workplace

strategy across many different sites, albeit with minor variations. Process-oriented approaches developed a set of guiding

principles and standardized the methods for analyzing work patterns and practices. Companies then used the information

collected from these processes to develop custom-tailored solutions specific to each situation. Thus, the workplace solu-

tions developed at sites across the organization tended to look very different, even though the same principles and processes

guided their development.

Table 1 reflects how we classified each of the organizations according to the implementation strategies they employed.
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Table 1: Research Site Selection

Business

vs. Cost

Process

vs. Solution

Strategic

vs. Independent

IBM, UK Cost Solution Strategic

Ernst & Young, UK (MCS) Cost Solution Independent

DECsite's Natural Office Business Solution Independent

SOL Headquarters Business Process Strategic

Shimizu Business Solution Independent

(Ernst & Young, US) Cost Process Independent

(Digital Equipment Corporation, UK) Cost Solution Strategic

(Chiat/Day, US) Business Process Strategic
Parentheses indicate sites discussed based on our research and research conducted by other sources, but not
studied in depth of the Implementing Innovative Workplaces Study.

Findings of the Implementing Innovative Workplaces Report
Our research indicated that the most important aspect of implementing innovative workplace practices was the process

behind the implementation. When comparing user satisfaction and work effectiveness for each project according to the

technology, design, and process behind the innovation, the nature of the planning process had the most influence over user

response. As the process became less intricate, user satisfaction and effectiveness ratings decreased.

The Implementation Process Model
Figure 1 illustrates the different phases of the implementation process and the relationship of these phases to one another.

The starting point for most organizations was determining which organizational challenge(s) they were addressing with the

project. The projects then followed a range of patterns throughout the model according to the different strategies em-

ployed. As the arrows in Figure 1 indicate, the process was iterative; as certain stages of the process were conducted, they

may hve affected either previous or later stages in the process.

Business- versus Cost-Driven Strategies
Cost-based strategies tended to exclude the work reassessment and business change phases of the process, focusing the

majority of their resources on developing the alternative workplace strategy and the associated space and technology con-

figurations (see Figure 2: Cost-Driven Implementation Process Model). Business-oriented strategies, on the other hand,

placed much more emphasis on these two phases.

Some of the key differences between the implementation processes for business- versus cost-driven strategies included:

Organizations approaching the innovation from a business standpoint tended to focus on goals that significantly im-

pacted the way in which they conducted their business. In contrast, organizations using cost-oriented approaches

tended to focus on short-term goals, such as reducing overall real estate costs, rather than attempting to change the way

in which they worked.
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Figure 1: Phases of the Implementation Process Model
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Figure 2: Cost-Driven Implementation Process Model

Business-oriented strategies often looked at the projects as a means of reengineering the organization. The organiza-

tions using these strategies, therefore, strongly emphasized how/where/why employees currently worked the way they

were to find areas for improvement in the overall system. Organizations using a cost-based approach, on the other

hand, often eliminated this phase of the project.

Business-oriented strategies more often resulted in significant changes in management philosophies and practices,
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Figure 3: Business-Driven Implementation Process Model

work behaviors and attitudes, and culture than was true of cost-driven strategies.

When developing alternative workplace strategies, the question for business-oriented strategies was, "Does this strat-

egy represent the most effective environment?" For cost-oriented approaches, the question was, "Would employees

still be able to work in this environment without significant reductions in effectiveness?"

Managing change occurring as a result of the new way of working in business-oriented strategies tended to be more

continuous; managers worked at educating and training employees both before and after the innovation was intro-

duced. Using this type of change management approach, many of the initial "teething pains" were eliminated. Cost-

driven strategies, in comparison, either did not include this phase of the project, or had to spend a lot of time after the

implementation "nurturing" the users to help them adapt to the change.

The "Success" of Business- and Cost-Driven Strategies
User Satisfaction and Work Effectiveness

The mean satisfaction rating for the business-driven projects was significantly higher than that of cost-driven projects (see

Figure 4: Overall Satisfaction with Business- versus Cost-Driven Innovations). In the business-driven projects 88% of the

respondents rated their satisfaction as "satisfied" or "very satisfied," compared with 40% of respondents in the cost-driven

projects reporting that they were "satisfied" or "very satisfied" with the office system.

The difference in satisfaction scores for these two strategies centered around the emphasis of each of the two approaches. In

the business-driven projects, the emphasis was primarily on the user; how to create an environment that supported diverse
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Figure 4: Overall Satisfaction with Business- versus Cost-Driven Innovations
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Figure 5: Frequency Distribution for Satisfaction Ratings for Business- versus
Cost-Driven Innovations

work patterns and styles, was more efficient, more flexible for the user, and more stimulating and pleasant. In the cost-

driven projects, the emphasis was primarily on reducing costs by reducing space requirements for the users.

User satisfaction with regards to privacy issues is a prime example of the different resources devoted to users of business-

driven projects. Less than three percent of all respondents in cost-driven projects rated these issues as better/much better,

compared with thirty-seven percent of the users of business-driven projects. In projects that are business-oriented, users are

most often supplied with alternative work spaces or special function rooms such as conference rooms, quiet rooms, team

O n EN
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offices, etc. The provision of such rooms, which is not always possible when the driving force is cost-reduction, allows

users to work in a variety of settings depending on the task and the degree of privacy necessary. While it may be more costly

for the organization to provide such spaces, the spaces enable the organization to more effectively use a much more expen-

sive and valuable resourceits people.

Cost of the Different Projects

Our assumption had been that the business-oriented projects would be more expensive to implement than the cost-oriented

projects because of the more elaborated implementation process and the overall design of the workplace (which often

includes much more variety in terms of work settings and a non-corporate feel). Although it was very difficult to obtain

detailed cost information from the different sites, the data appeared not to support out initial assumption.

To summarize some of the cost information for business strategies:

At DECsite, the Natural Office resulted in a reduction in office space from 4650 sq. ft. to 2150 sq. ft.a move from

approximately 388 sq. ft. per person to 135 sq. ft. per person. In later implementations (i.e., the spread of the concept to

the entire DECsite floor), the space reduction per person was from 330 sq. ft. per person to 160 sq. ft. per person. The

office cost $635 thousand Swedish Kroner (approximately $85,000 U.S.): 335 thousand SEK ($43,580 U.S.) for the

furniture, and 300 thousand SEK ($41,420 U.S.) for the raised floor, linoleum, walls and other refurbishment.' Man-

agement estimated that this fit out cost was higher than it would have been for a traditional Digital office. However, the

more than 50% reduction in space requirements and the estimated 20% increase in productivity, even with the onetime

cost of fit out and new, special purpose work areas, constituted a very significant annual savings.

The office area at SOL was approximately 6,500 sq. ft. Although exact figures were not available, management

estimated the office cost 30% of what it would have cost them to implement a traditional office. One reason for this is

because it cost them very little to build. Employees volunteered their time to help design the office in the five-week

time period in which it was implemented. Also, the informal furniture was residential quality rather than commercial

, which is less expensive.

To summarize some of the cost savings for cost-driven projects:

At IBM, the creation of the Bedfont Lakes facility enabled IBM to close three of their previous buildings (Brentford,

Richmond, and Chiswick) and house these users at a single site. Without SMART or some other form of alternative

office environment, this consolidation would not have been possible; 1,000 users were able to occupy a building that

under traditional office space allocation would have housed only 600.2

The second implementation of shared offices at Ernst & Young, housing almost 300 people, represented a reduction in

office space of 8,600 sq. ft., and an overall cost savings of $1.7 million in lease savings.

As this data clearly demonstrates, the projects, whether they were business- or cost-driven, experienced a significant reduc-

tion in office space and square feet per person. Where the primary difference in the strategies became more evident was in

the initial outlay that organizations made to implement the projects. Business projects appeared to have a higher first-cost

I Interview with DECsite management, October 1993.

2 (1992). £100 Million joint venture bears fruit. Corporate Members News. London, England.
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compared to cost-driven projects. In the long run, however, it is very possible that the ongoing costs for business projects

was lower than for cost projects. For many cost-driven projects, project managers had to go back to their original imple-

mentations and make changes to the system (e.g., improve the telephone system, improve the technology, add more visitor

terminals, change the design concept, etc.). In the business-driven cases the initial implementation worked well from the

start. The cost-driven approaches, therefore, appeared to shift the costs from the initial outlay to the ongoing operation of

the project.

Innovativeness of the Projects

Business-driven projects tended to be more innovative than cost-driven projects; that is, they provided a wider range of

places to work, and often had a less corporate, more residential "feel" to them. There are several plausible, related explana-

tions for the difference in the degree of innovation:

A larger proportion of the costs saved by reducing space per person in business-oriented projects were reinvested into

other functional work areas (e.g., dedicated project rooms, informal meeting areas) that would not have been cost-

justifiable under the conventional individually-assigned space standards.

Business-driven initiatives focused more on understanding the nature of the work processes themselves, including

subtle variations between situations that might on the surface appear identical. For example, in cost-driven initiatives,

one field sales group was likely to be viewed much like another, even though they served different size or types of

clients, in different size areas, with different kinds of transportation infrastructure. In business-driven approaches these

kinds of subtle differences were more likely to be probed and understood, and the setting to reflect them.

All of the business-driven cases had a very strong high-level champion who personally was committed to and enthusi-

astic about change. These champions wanted to transform their work environments physically, socially, and techno-

logically. As important, they themselves worked in the new environment, living both with the changes in the system

and with the reactions of their peers and subordinates. In the cost-driven approaches, while there were strong advo-

cates of the new way of working, they were less often the person who had initiated the change process, and less often

worked in the setting they had changed. Typically, these advocates were assigned the job of implementing the new

workplace solution; it was their job. The importance of champions in developing and implementing innovative,

business-driven solutions cannot be overemphasized.

Process- versus Solution-Oriented Strategies
Essentially, solution-oriented strategies are ones in which a basic workplace solution is repeated in multiple sites with

minor modifications. Process-oriented strategies, in contrast, standardize the principles guiding implementations in differ-

ent sites, and the process for identifying the most appropriate solutions. The workplace solution itself is likely to vary

considerably, however, from one site to another.

Figure 6 shows that solution-oriented approaches omitted or minimized two critical stages that were focal points in process-

oriented strategies; namely, reassessing how and where work is done, and reengineering the business processes based on

that analysis. Process-oriented approaches involved staff at each site, and in each work group, in the process of planning

and designing a workplace solution that worked for their specific needs.

8 Implementing Innovative Workplaces - Summary Report
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Develop Alternative
Workplace Strategies

Conduct Fundamental
Change in Business Practice

Figure 6: Solution-Oriented Implementation Process Model

The "Success" of Process- and Solution-Oriented Strategies
User Satisfaction and Work Effectiveness

User satisfaction ratings for the process-oriented innovation and the solution-oriented innovations were averaged across all

of the survey respondents. Because we examined only one process-oriented strategy, our findings should be viewed with

some caution.

In the solution-oriented projects the survey responses were distributed fairly evenly across the satisfaction scale (see Figure

8: Frequency Distribution for Satisfaction Ratings for Process vs. Solution-Oriented Strategies). Thirty-five percent of all

survey respondents rated their satisfaction with the new office system as much worse/worse than the previous office sys-

tem, while 42% rated the new office as better/much better, with the remaining respondents rating their satisfaction as

neutral. For process-oriented projects, however, the satisfaction ratings were consistently on the upper end of the scale,

with 93% of all users rating their satisfaction with the new office system as better/much better.
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Figure 7: Overall Satisfaction with Process- versus Solution-Oriented Innovations

Figure 8: Frequency Distribution for Satisfaction Ratings for Process- versus
Solution-Oriented Strategies

User satisfaction with regards to work effectiveness and other issues (home, technology, communication, space/design,

storage/personalization, and privacy) were also significantly higher for the process-oriented projects than they were for

solution-oriented, with the exceptions of technology and home issues (see Figure 9: Solution- vs. Process-Oriented Innova-

tions: Satisfaction with the Project). Again, this goes back to the focus of the project on meeting the needs of the particular

end users.
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Figure 9: Solution- versus Process-Oriented Innovations: Satisfaction with the Project

Duration of the Projects and the Acceptance of the Innovation Throughout the Organization

The duration and acceptance of the process-oriented projects appeared to be greater than that of solution-oriented projects,

particularly with regards to acceptance throughout the organization.

In process-oriented projects, users had more influence over the final solution for the work group. In addition, early users

also had "pioneer" status; the users were the first people to try a new concept and often had certain benefits and experiences

that people in later implementations did not have. For many employees the excitement of being a "pioneer" participating in

a special project can be highly motivating and energizing. Involvement in such projects often creates unusual opportunities

to influence one's work and to interact with management and others in the organization in ways that go far beyond those

experienced in the day-to-day routines of work. Employees who later work under the new "standard" but without the same

opportunities to influence it are likely to react in a less positive way.

Both the above points also bring up another very important issue: the influence a strong champion can have over the success
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of the project. Champions of the system, especially when they are "converts" or high-level employees (i.e., people that are

not easily biased towards the new concept) can help encourage other users who may be skeptical to try the new way of

working. These champions will often "take on" the "grumblers" and skeptics, who, for one reason or another, have difficul-

ties accepting the new system. If the users are not as actively involved in the process, it may be difficult to "recruit" these

champions because employees do not necessarily see or understand the benefits the system has to offer. The process-

oriented project had champions who were working in the new environment and were on board early in the planning stages.

In the solution-oriented projects, champions were either nonexistent, were too far removed from the users (i.e., they were

not working with the users in their environment), or they had to be "created" by going back into the system and counseling/

nurturing the users. This was particularly the case in later generations of the project.

Cost of the Different Projects

Again we saw examples of "pay now or pay later;" the costs were often shifted from the initial outlay to later ongoing costs.

The process-oriented projects tended to have their costs up front, particularly with regards to time and effort spent on

studying and preparing users.

Strategic versus Independent Initiative Strategies
While we classified the organizations according to whether their innovation was strategic versus an independent initiative,

there were, in fact, several variations within this classification. A strategic model for implementing an innovation is one

that begins from the highest level within the corporation and becomes a corporate standard for doing business.

We found three distinct patterns within the independent initiatives in terms of the innovation's influence on the organiza-

tion. The first example is what we refer to as a "classic" independent initiative. The classic independent initiative is one

where similar innovations occur within separate parts of the organization without an interaction between the different

projects. For example, if offices in California and New York both develop a similar innovation without consultation

between the two, that would be classified as a classic independent initiative. A second variation on the independent initia-

tive is what we refer to as a "serial" independent initiative; an innovation that begins as an independent initiative, but then

spreads throughout the organization. The third variation of the independent initiative is one in which the innovation begins

as an independent initiative, but then later becomes a strategic initiative.

Table 2 is a refinement of our original classification table to take into account these variations within the strategies.

There appeared to be no consistent pattern according to whether the innovation was strategic or independent. In almost all

of the cases we examined, the tendency was to try and standardize aspects of the process, regardless of whether the innova-

tion was strategic or independent. In most cases, the project managers used an abbreviated process cycle in later installa-

tions.

12 Implementing Innovative Workplaces - Summary Report
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Table 2: Review of Implementation Process Strategies

Strategic

vs. Independent

IBM, UK Strategic

Ernst & Young, UK (MCS) "Serial" Independent

DECsite's Natural Office "Serial" Independent

SOL Headquarters Strategic

Shimizu "Serial" Independent

(Digital Equipment Corporation UK, Finland, Sweden) "Classic" Independent

(Ernst & Young, US) Independent-to-Strategic

Parentheses indicate companies we did not study for this project, but for which we have information
through our own research or research conducted by outside sources.

The "Success" of Strategic versus Independent Initiatives
User Satisfaction and Work Effectiveness

The mean scores for the two strategic projects (SOL, IBM) and the three independent initiatives (Ernst & Young, DECsite,

and Shimizu) were averaged across all of the survey respondents. When the difference in the sample sizes was taken into

consideration, there was no significant difference in the satisfaction means (t= 2.054, df= 534, p= 0.0404).

Independent initiatives

Strategic initiatives

1.00

Very
Dissatisfied

l r (
2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00

Dissatisfied Neutral Satisfied Very
Dissatisfied

Figure 10: Overall Satisfaction for Strategic versus Independent Initiatives

User satisfaction means for work effectiveness and other issues in the new office environment (home, technology, space/

design, storage/ personalization, privacy, and communication) were also generally about the same (p > 0.05).

Duration of the Projects and the Acceptance of the Innovation Throughout the Organization

As was the case with the other measures of success, there did not appear to be any patterns in the lifetime or acceptance of

the projects according to whether they were strategic or independent.
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Cost of the Different Projects and Organizational Learning

For strategic and independent initiatives, it seems appropriate to discuss the cost of the projects and the organizational

learning that occurred within the organizations together; much of the savings between the organizations was as a result of

this phenomenon. As mentioned earlier in this section, the common tendency among all of the initiatives was to try and

condense the implementation process for later projects. The desire to omit phases of the process was based on the premise

that certain things were learned from previous projects, and therefore did not need to be emphasized as strongly in later

projects. Strategic and serial independent initiatives seem to be very parallel in this characteristic. Because the alternative

workplace strategies had been developed in previous projects, the reassessment phase was eliminated from the process, and

the data collection period was eliminated or less emphasized (e.g., using prescribed ratios based on general occupancy data

decreased the data collectiontime-lapsed photographyfrom one year to one week, etc.).

Innovativeness of the Projects

In terms of innovativeness, it again appears that there was no difference according to whether the projects were part of a

strategic or independent initiative. In our sample, we had examples of both strategic and independent initiatives that were

innovative in their own right.

Summary of Workplace Strategy Comparison
Table 3: summarizes our findings for each of the implementation strategies when compared to our measures of success.

Table 3: Which Approaches Outperform Their Counterparts?

Business

vs. Cost

Process vs.

Solution

Strategic vs.

Independent

User satisfaction Business Process

Work effectiveness and satisfaction by issue Business Process

Lifetime of the project Business Process

Acceptance throughout the organization Business Process

Cost (less expensive in terms of time, resources)

Innovativeness of the project Business Classic Independent

Organizational learning Strategic/Serial

Independent

Our predictions at the beginning of the study for cost- vs. business-driven projects was that the cost-driven projects would

be more standardized, place less emphasis on the process, have less innovative workplace solutions, and be less self-

sustaining (shorter lifetime) when compared to business-driven projects. As Table 3 illustrates, our findings generally

concur with our original hypothesis in all areas.

Our predictions for process- vs. solution-oriented projects were that solution-oriented projects would be less innovative,

14
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have a shorter implementation process, be more standardized, and be less expensive to implement when compared with

process-oriented projects. Again, our findings are generally in line with these original hypotheses. There were, however,

exceptions to our predictions. For example, The Natural Office was very innovative in its workplace solution for a flexible

office, even though it was solution-oriented. Subsequent iterations of the project, however, will in all likelihood bear our

hypotheses out.

In terms of strategic vs. independent initiatives, our findings do not necessarily concur with our original hypotheses. We

expected that we would see more organizational learning with strategic initiatives than we would with independent initia-

tives, and that independent initiatives would be more expensive and more tailored to the individual group. In the course of

our research, however, we found that there were multiple variations of independent initiatives, including classic indepen-

dent, serial independent, and independent-to-strategic initiatives. Our predictions were most accurate for classic indepen-

dent initiatives. Serial independent initiatives, on the other hand, seemed to parallel strategic initiatives in the amount of

organizational learning occurring from one implementation to the next, as well as in the tendency to standardize the solu-

tion.

Summary of Key Findings
The following section summarizes our findings for each of the key research questions posed in the Introduction of this

report as they apply to all of the organizations in our research sample.

What factors (i.e., planning and design process, nature of technology, the design of the setting) tended to change the

most as projects evolve?

As the projects evolved, the biggest changes that we witnessed occurred in the planning process. Referring to the imple-

mentation process model, many of the projects omitted or did not emphasize certain aspects of the process, particularly in

later generations. The primary components that were left out of the process were the reassessment of how/where work is

being done (i.e., work patterns), fundamental changes in business practices (i.e., training, changes in work processes,

changes in management practices/philosophies, changes in work behaviors), and the development of alternative workplace

strategies that were tailored for each group of end-users (i.e., implementing a "standard" solution).

Design and space, while they seemed to be refined over time, were generally more stable across the implementations. Most

of the changes that we saw in the design and space were "evolutionary" changes occurring as a result of advancements

made in technology or refinement of a standard design based on organizational learning.

What aspects of the new workplace system tended to become standardized or uniform?

The actual workplace solutions tended to be quite standardized, especially in the solutions-oriented projects that predomi-

nated in our sample. To decrease the time and resources spent in the planning process, project managers would take an

environment created for one group (based on their work patterns and needs), and implement it for another group, making

mostly minor changes in the solution. In terms of the design and technology, this, too, appeared to be standardized in line

with the solution. We did see some variations in technology and design over time as technology improved and design
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became more refined, but these aspects were meant to support the standard solution, and often became standardized in the

process.

As organizations expanded their implementation of new workplace strategies (within or across sites) did employee

response tend to consistently improve, remain the same, decline, or was their no consistent pattern at all?

Whether user satisfaction improved or declined appeared to depend on the approach to implementation. In cases where the

implementation process emphasized all stages of the implementation model or had the same emphasis as in earlier projects,

user satisfaction stayed the same or increased. When phases were omitted from the process, user satisfaction generally

declined.

What differences were there in terms of cost and employee response (satisfaction, work effectiveness) as a function of

whether the workplace system was primarily cost- versus business-driven ?

As discussed in the previous section, business-driven projects tended to outperform cost-driven projects in terms of user

satisfaction, work effectiveness, project duration, and acceptance throughout the organization. They also tended to have

more innovative workplace solutions.

What are the organizational implications of solution- vs. process-oriented workplace system?

Similar to business-driven models, process-oriented projects outperformed solution-oriented projects in terms of user satis-

faction, work effectiveness, duration, and acceptance throughout the organization. In general, they also tended to have

more innovative workplace solutions, although there were some exceptions. Solution-oriented projects, however, were

generally less expensive to implement.

How did the implementation process change as the project moved from the small projects to widespread implementa-

tion? Was it necessary to focus as much attention on all three factors (design, technology, and planning process) in

second and third installations to ensure similar success patterns as those achieved in the pilot project?

As the projects moved from a small scale to wider implementation across the organizations, the implementation processes

became less intensive; phases of the process, in particular those related to careful assessment of the nature of the work

process, were either omitted or emphasized less in later implementations. Our findings indicated that process was one of

the most important factors contributing to the success or failure of the project, including the organizational objective of the

project.

The design and technology did not have as great an impact on the overall success of the project. In fact, as less attention was

placed on the process and more on the design and technology over time, user satisfaction and work effectiveness actually

decreased in several of the sites we studied. This was despite the fact that in several cases the technology was significantly

improved over time (i.e., lighter, faster laptop computers were supplied; telephone systems were enhanced).

It would appear that user expectations about technology are likely to always exceed what technology is available in the

office. Given the speed of new product introductions in the technology arena, very few companies, if any, will at any
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particular moment have the latest version of software and hardware available on the market. Thus it is not surprising that,

despite introducing new technology, user satisfaction remained stable or even declined.

What was the nature of organizational learning that occurred as a function of whether the workplace system was

process- vs. solution-driven, cost- vs. business-driven, or part of a strategic versus an independent initiative?

Organizational learning appears to be primarily linked to whether there was consultation between the sites. For example,

the serial independent initiatives and the strategic initiatives both exhibited organizational learning. In serial implementa-

tions, the original site helped in establishing subsequent installations. Those sites had the benefit of hindsight from the

earlier projects, as was also the case with strategic initiatives. Classic independent initiatives tended to have less organiza-

tional learning (or it was harder to come by in that they had to conduct their own research of similar implementations either

within or outside their organization).

We found that organizational learning was not limited to any single component of the process, but occurred across all

aspects (e.g., technology, design, management practices and philosophies, etc. ).

Lessons Learned
The findings from our case studies suggest that the following factors are critical to successful implementation of alternative

workplace strategies involving non-territorial offices:

The presence or absence of a strong champion is very important to the success/failure of the project. In cases where

there was at least one strong champion of the innovation working closely with the end users, user satisfaction and

acceptance of the innovation was much greater. Situations where the champion worked in the new workplace were

more likely to be business-driven and process-oriented than those which were led by persons assigned as part of their

job to implement a new workplace strategy.

Many issues management may feel are barriers to implementing innovative ideas are perceived barriers. For example,

storage, personalization, and privacy were all issues that managers focused on when trying to implement an alternative

workplace. Satisfaction with these factors tended to decrease as the result of implementing alternative workplace

settings that involved non-territorial or open environments, but these issues were also very low on users' list of priori-

ties. Users did not seem to be as sensitive to these issues as managers expected.

Few companies had implemented an integrated workplace strategy; that is, one in which users have access to a wide

array of settings both inside and outside the "office" (e.g., dedicated project rooms; quiet rooms; informal break areas

in the office; home; client site; airports; hotels; etc.) supported by appropriate technology, business processes, and

organizational culture. Eliminating ownership of a desk, office, or workstation without providing a richer, more varied

set of work settings that truly support the full range of work activities will generate resentment, dissatisfaction, and

lower levels of performance.

The organizational challenge encouraging organizations to implement innovations is very important. Organizations

taking a business-oriented approach seem to have more success in implementing the innovations than those taking a

cost- or real estate-oriented approach. A business-orientation gives managers and employees more incentive to imple-

ment the innovation, and more incentive to make changes in business practices (including management philosophies
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and practices, corporate culture, etc.). The business-oriented approaches recognize that the workplace is a complex
system in which all elements must work in harmony, rather than simply being a change in how space is assigned.

User involvement is very critical to the success of the project. It is costly and time consuming, but it is necessary to
ensure that the workplace strategy fits the employees' needs and requirements, that they understand the nature of the

innovation to be implemented, and that they directly experience the benefits of implementing the innovation. The

implementation process in business-oriented approaches becomes, in fact, a form of organizational development. It

helps people think about the nature of the work they are doing, why they are doing what they are and in the particular
ways, and it helps them focus on identifying and inventing better ways of working.

Significant cost savings occur in both business-driven and cost-driven approaches. However, in the business-driven

approaches, a portion of the savings associated with increasing the ratio of people to offices or workstations is rein-
vested in specific types of functional areas (e.g., dedicated project rooms, informal meetingareas, quiet rooms) that
would not otherwise be feasible. Our data indicated that reinvesting a portion of the cost savings was likely to result in

a far higher level of employee satisfaction and self-reported productivity than in the more purely cost-driven ap-
proaches.

Using a pilot project as a laboratory from which a standardized solution can be developed and then appliedcookie

cutter fashioncompany-wide was associated, in our study, with significantly lower levels of employee satisfaction
and productivity. One of the "gets" for those employees who "give" up their ownership ofa personal workspace is the
opportunity to help create a solution that is tailored to their group's particular work patterns and needs.

Eliminating the reassessment and data collection phases of the process, or emphasizing these phases less strongly, will

save money and time up front. It is likely, however, to require revisiting and modifying the original workplace solution

to a greater extent than occurs when these phases of the implementation process are included from the beginning. In

effect, organizations have the freedom to "pay now or pay later."

Related to the above point , employees asked to work in significantly different ways need time and help to develop

effective work patterns. Champions who model the desired behavior are a very effective means of helping people learn

new behavioral patterns; formal training and support is also important, especially in learning how to use new technolo-
gies.

Some of our most interesting and innovative examples were found in Scandinavia (i.e., SOL in Finland and DECsite in

Sweden). Rather than the culture per se being the critical factor, however, it would appear that the critical factor is the

presence of a strong champion with a vision of how the alternative workplace might look and operate. Examples like

Chiat/Day in Los Angeles, and Work/Family Direction in Bostonboth of which have recently implemented very

imaginative workplace solutions that mirror in some ways those of SOL and DECsitehad, in fact, very strong execu-
tive champions. This, more than that the firm was American or Swedish seems to account for the more innovative
workplace.

In the final analysis, one way to conceptualize some of the differences we found is in terms of control;or more precisely

what it is the organization wants to control. For most of the organizations we studied, the focus of control was on reducing

costs. For a few, the focus was on creating a better way of working, using new ways of assigning space to break down

conventional thinking about what constitutes the most effective way to work. What is the bottom line for organizations? It

is the difference between saving costs in the short run that may reduce the effectiveness of the organization's most expen-
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sive resource, and reinvesting cost savings from using space in new ways to support new work patterns that enable employ-

ees to work more effectively and productively. The latter approach views culture changenot as an undesirable side effect of

assigning space in new ways, but the goal itself.
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